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The stress and strength behavior of cylindrical tubular adhesive joints composed of 
dissimilar materials was explored.  This was accomplished with the finite element method (FEM) 
and stress-based failure theories.  Also, it was shown how a design of experiments (DOE) based 
method can be used to objectively organize the process of optimizing joint strength by using 
stress-based failure criteria. 
The finite element program used in this work was written in-house from scratch to 
implement the FEM for the purpose of solving both axisymmetric and three-dimensional linear 
elastic governing equations of static equilibrium.  The formulation of the three-dimensional 
model is presented, and the required operations to arrive to the axisymmetric model are also 
presented.  The axisymmetric model is two dimensional, capable of using four and eight node 
quadrilateral elements.  However, only four node elements are used because a mesh of eight node 
elements requires more memory and increased mesh refinement.  The three-dimensional model is 
capable of using eight and twenty node brick elements, but only eight node brick elements are 
used for the same reason. 
iv 
Both of the axisymmetric and three-dimensional models calculate the nodal 
displacements, strains, stress values for each material, and strength values for each material.  The 
external static loads can be individually applied, or coupled together.  The outputs seem to be 
most useful for interpretation when plotted through-the-thickness (TTT) and along-the-length 
(ATL) of the joint or tube.  Outputs are valid only for materials that behave linearly elastic up to 
(or near) failure, and the stress-based failure criteria are used to define that limit. 
A small laboratory-sized joint was modeled to look at the theoretical stress and strength 
distributions plotted along-the-length of the joint at different radial locations.  These stress and 
strength distributions can be correlated to the type of load being applied because of unique or 
prominent features seen in the stress and strength distributions.  The load can be a uniform 
temperature change, axial load, torque load, internal and external pressure, and/or bending load.  
A variance in the stress or strength for different joint sizes and materials is not examined closely 
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Replacing the conventional metallic joints that are bolted or welded together with high 
performance light weight fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP's) have proven to be very beneficial in 
several industries, specifically in the aerospace industry. However, employing light weight 
composite materials in a structural joint usually requires that they are bonded rather than fastened 
with threaded bolts or screws. Additionally, the composite most likely will have to interface with 
other materials whose thermal-mechanical properties are not the same.  As shown in literature 
dating several decades back, material property differences between bonded materials results in 
stress discontinuity and increased interlaminar stresses when subjected to thermal-mechanical 
loads. This complicates the failure predictions.  
Consider the following statement made by Hinton et al. [1] in their 12-year work known 
as the World Wide Failure Exercise (WWFE) where they investigated and compared all the 
known failure theories used for composite materials in research and industry.  “In moving from 
the metals world to the FRP world, a structural designer is faced with many more variables and 
the need for an additional set of design methods. It is, perhaps, self evident that such methods 
must be accurate and valid in order to extract the maximum structural performance in terms of 
strength, deformation and stiffness”. 
  On the topic of design, Maimi et al.[2] eloquently stated the following:  “The more the 
development relies on analysis, the less expensive it becomes. The use of advanced analytical or 
numerical models for the prediction of the mechanical behavior of composite structures can 
replace some of the mechanical tests and can significantly reduce the cost of designing with 




As supported by these statements, there exists the need for appropriate tools and adequate 
knowledge to design reliable load bearing joints between dissimilar high performance materials.   
This work addresses the need for “appropriate tools” with the development of a finite 
element program that has been written in-house from scratch in the FORTRAN programming 
language.  The advantages and disadvantages of using a non-commercialized finite element 
program may be subject to the opinion of the user.  With that said, some of the self-evident 
advantages of this non-commercialized finite element (FE) program are listed below. 
 
 Direct knowledge of the field equations used to represent the behavior of the field of 
interest and the assumptions associated with them; in this case the field is a solid 
material. 
 Able to manipulate the equations as desired. 
 Able to use the method of choice for calculating the stresses at the node of the element, 
 Able to format the outputs as desired by the user, 
 Able to easily insert and simultaneously output any displacement, strain, or stress-based 
failure criteria desired by the user, 
 Able to have direct access to the program for manipulation and changes desired by the 
user; this could also be more cost effective without the constraints of licensing, 
 The simple implementation of anisotropic material properties, 
 The simple implementation of dissimilar materials stacked one on top of another or side 
by side. 
 
Some self evident disadvantages in this finite element program are: 
 
 
 Limited versatility in mesh geometries; this program is capable of only representing 
cylindrical tubes or cylindrical tubes bonded together in an overlap region, 
 Global node numbering sequence not optimized to reduce a sparse matrix, 
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 Limited to isoparametric quadrilateral or isoparametric brick elements,  
 Lacking repository of field equations; the field equations used in this work are for static 
equilibrium of linear elastic solid materials. 
 Limited to a cylindrical coordinate system. 
 
These disadvantages can be overcome through continued additions accompanied with the 
necessary validations and verifications.  Whether or not it is worthwhile and cost effective to 
overcome the disadvantages in order to maintain the listed advantages, it is obviously up to the 
user to decide. 
The “adequate knowledge” is addressed in this work through an extensive literature 
review on adhesive joints, and through the capability of the finite element program to capture the 
stress distributions and stress-based failure distributions throughout a composite joint.  This 
supplements the work accomplished by Lyon [3] in his work titled “Axisymmetric Finite Element 
Modeling for the Design and Analysis of Cylindrical Adhesive Joints Based on Dimensional 
Stability”. 
The Space Dynamics Lab (SDL), who has generously funded these efforts, is interested 
in “appropriate tools” and “adequate knowledge” to minimize the more expensive and time 
consuming trial and error process of designing space truss structures and other supporting 
structures utilizing composite adhesive joints.  Though the empirical data is valuable, and though 





 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
It seems appropriate to obtain a general and thorough understanding of previous work 
done regarding the structural behavior of adhesive joined materials that are similar or dissimilar 
in nature, before developing a new or improved design or analytical process.  Literature dating 
back from 1939 to the present time has been performed by several scholars in industry and 
academia who have devoted their time to understand and predict the behavior of adhesive joints 
through empirical data and the development of mathematical models. A literature survey of their 
work has been organized into six areas listed below, regarded to be fundamental in obtaining a 
secure understanding of adhesive bonded joints.  
1. Bond strength of adhesive joints.  
2. Modeling adhesive joint behavior.  
3. Elastic behavior of adhesive joints down to cryogenic temperature (Dimensional 
stability).  
4. Material properties in adhesive joints.  
5. Failure criteria. 
6. Joint configurations of adhesive joints.  
All references in the following literature review regarding the direction/orientation of 
joint deformation and stresses will follow the coordinate system of the simple adherend-adhesive-




Figure 1.  Simple adherend-adhesive-adherend sandwich element. 
 
 
The stress distributions in the x or z direction are referred as being in-plane or 
longitudinal. Those in the y direction are referred as out-of-plane, transverse, peel, or through-
the-thickness. The z direction (axis perpendicular to the x-y plane) is also referred to transverse 
when the principal fiber direction of a continuous fiber reinforced material (CFRM) comprising 
adherend 1 or adherend 2 is in the x direction. 
 
2.2 Bond Strength of Adhesive Joints 
Hart-Smith [4] distinguished three separate locations for failure to occur in adhesive 
bonded joints.  The first is failure of the adherend just outside the bonded joint. The second is the 
failure of the adhesive from shear (longitudinal or transverse shear), and third is failure of the 
bond between adherends due to stress through-the-thickness. Regarding the third location, the 
author made mention that if the adherend is a fiber-reinforced composite these peel stresses may 
result in delamination of the composite adherend rather than debonding between adherend and 
adhesive. This of course depends on which is stronger: the interlaminar strength of the composite 
or the bonding between the adhesive and adherend. 
 
2.3 Failure Modes and Location 
As outlined by Boresi and Schmidt [5], failure modes for solid materials are defined to be 
failure by excessive deflection, yielding, fracture, and/or instability such as buckling.  One or 
more of these failure modes (yielding and fracture being most common) could be seen in one of 
6 
the three locations of the adhesive bonded joint mentioned above. From an extensive literature 
survey on adhesive joints completed by Baldan [6] three more failure modes and locations are 
specifically related to these bonded structures; adhesive failure, cohesive failure, and mixed mode 
failure.  Adhesive failure is defined as the failure between one of the adherends and the adhesive. 
Such a failure is usually indicative of a weak bond. Cohesive failure occurs within the thickness 
of the adhesive layer and mixed mode failure is defined to be a combination of both cohesive and 
adhesive failure. An example of mixed mode failure is a crack that initiates and propagates 
through the adhesive (cohesive failure) into the bond interface of the adhesive and the substrate to 
finish its propagating path, thus resulting in both cohesive and adhesive failure.  The phenomenon 
of a crack propagating from the adhesive into to the bond interface as explained by Potter et al. 
[7] may sometimes propagate into the adherend.  If the adherend is a fiber-reinforced polymer 
laminate, crack propagation into the composite will likely cause interlaminar failure resulting in 
delamination of the composite.  The authors then concluded that interlaminar failure of composite 
adherends could initiate within the laminate or be a result of a crack propagating into the 
laminate.  They noted however that failure initiating within a carbon fiber-reinforced polymer is 
more likely since interlaminar fracture toughness is much lower than commonly used structural 
adhesives. Interlaminar failure of the composite adherend was also observed by Seong et al. [8] 
and Kim et al. [9].  Kim et al. pointed out that to obtain the maximum strength of the adhesive the 
joint adherends should be designed to have strong resistance to delamination. 
Regarding joint failure modes in cryogenic temperatures Melcher and Johnson [10] 
studied the Mode I adhesive fracture toughness of composite-composite bonded substrates.  The 
adhesive fracture toughness decreased substantially at a cryogenic temperature compared to room 
temperature rendering a clear difference in the fracture process. The fracture behavior at 
cryogenic temperature was a slip-stick process, where a crack would suddenly propagate then 
subside in a repetitive pattern whereas room temperature resulted in stable crack propagation. 
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Microscopic inspection was performed, observing that the failure was a non-symmetrical mix of 
adhesive and cohesive failure at a cryogenic temperature. Shimoda et al. [11] compared 
composite-composite, Al-Al, and composite-Al joints in cryogenic temperatures.  They witnessed 
that the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between the dissimilar adherends had 
decreased the fracture energy of the joint in comparison to using adherends with the same CTE. 
However, the adherends are only a part of the problem. A CTE mismatch between an adhesive 
and composite laminate is larger than the CTE mismatch between the same adhesive and 
aluminum (Al). This is why the CFRP/adhesive joint decreased fracture toughness at cryogenic 
by 60% from room temperature fracture toughness and the Al/adhesive specimen decreased by 
40%. Poor bonding was seen in some of these joints at a cryogenic temperature by virtue of 
failure occurring at the adhesive-adherend interface, while at room temperature the failure was a 
combination of both cohesive and adhesive. Sang-Guk et al. [12] utilized a FEA solution to 
validate empirical observations of crack propagation direction in adhesive joints subject to a 
cryogenic environment.  For an Al-composite adhesive joint the fracture initiated with failure at 
the adhesive-aluminum interface (weak bond). The crack then propagated through the adhesive 
and then finished within the laminate causing delamination as seen by Potter et al. mentioned 
above.  
 
2.4 Joint and Bond Strengthening Techniques 
 
2.4.1 Surface Preparation 
From the same literature review of adhesive joints mentioned in Section 2.3, Baldan [6] 
has found that most failures have occurred as a result of bond degradation at the interface 
between the adherend and adhesive.  In order to achieve good adhesion between the substrate and 
adhesive it is important to ensure a sound molecular contact.  It was also mentioned that 
polymeric adhesion may be enhanced by grafting a chemical species at the interface (surface 
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etchant). In conclusion, good surface preparation and proper curing conditions constrain 
environmental degradation of the bond. The surface preparation can be accomplished with either 
chemicals or mechanical roughening methods. Hart-Smith [13] stated that the adherend-adhesive 
interface should be pretreated in such a way to change the mode of failure in the adhesive from an 
adhesive failure to a cohesive failure.  He proposed grit blasting as a good surface pretreatment. 
Gilbert and Verchery [14] demonstrated that the mechanical properties of joints have been found 
to be dependent on the joint geometry and surface roughness.  By various tests it has been shown 
that fine grinding a surface is better than course grinding.  Sand blasting improves the mechanical 
properties more than shot blasting or pure grinding and gives the best results when the total depth 
of the surface roughness equals the mean diameter of the dispersed particles in the resin. For 
chemical surface preparation methods, Venables [15] used organic acids to improve the durability 
of aluminum adherend bonds resulting in increased protection from moisture.  He showed that if 
the adherend surface is rough on a microscopic scale, then the integrity of the polymer-metal 
bond is better.  Lawcock et al. [16] also studied the effects of several surface etchants on 
aluminum adherends.  In aluminum-composite-aluminum sandwiches prepared with different 
surface etchants the interlaminar bond strengths determined from a double-cantilever test were 
compared.  Utilizing the resin of the composite as the adhesive, the etchant giving the greatest 
results prevented the adhesive from failing at the aluminum interface (adhesive failure). Another 
surface preparation method performed by Minford [17] was that of pretreating 6061-T6 
Aluminum to produce various surface oxide films to improve the durability of the joint.  Clark 
[18] validated several of these adhesion principles in fulfillment of an SBIR with HyPerComp 
Engineering contracted by NASA.  The difficulty of creating a secure bond with the molecular 
structure of aluminum was decreased with the use of a surface etchant coupled with a pre-bond 
cured to the aluminum substrate. The pre-bond was then sanded prior to bonding the aluminum-
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composite joint. This method increased the through-the-thickness strength of the adhesive joint 
significantly. 
 
2.4.2 Bond and Adherend Thickness 
Overall, the following published literature supported thinner bond line thicknesses to 
increase the joint strength. Hart-Smith [13] proposed an optimum bond line thickness of 0.1mm 
to 0.15mm for his testing.  Hylands [19] showed that the strongest joints are obtained by using 
thin adhesive lines.  Anderson et al [20]. concluded that the stress concentrations at the bond 
termination in linear lap shear test specimens are dependent on adherend thickness.  By 
decreasing the thickness of the adhesive layer a more uniform stress distribution occurs. In their 
research on adhesive properties at cryogenic temperatures, Shimoda et al. [11] showed that the 
adhesive bond strength is sensitive to the bond line thickness.  With regards to the thickness of 
the adherend, Hart-Smith [13] showed that a small adherend thickness for a single lap joint will 
reduce the eccentricity of the joint, thereby increasing the joint strength.  Renton and Vinson [21] 
found that if the overlap length to adherend thickness ratio is greater than the range of 10-12, then 
delamination of the adherend (depending on ply orientation) would be encountered first in overall 
joint failure.  Anderson et al. [20] also found that the adherend thickness and stiffness influence 
the bond strength.  Halliday et al. [22] showed that adjusting the thickness of the composite 
adherend to match the stiffness of the aluminum adherend the joint can be made more durable.  
Seong et al. [8] pointed out that increasing the adherend thickness increases the joint strength, but 
not linearly.  The increase in the adherend thickness did not affect the failure mode; it still 
resulted in delamination of the composite.  
 
2.4.3 Overlap Length 
Baldan [6] summarized from his literature review that it is incorrect to assume the shear 
stresses to be uniformly distributed along the length of the bond and thus accept that doubling the 
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bond length doubles the load capacity.  Though most overlap lengths are determined by empirical 
results of lap shear tests, Hart-Smith [4] had established an equation that optimizes the overlap 
length for maximum joint strength of a single lap joint.  Hart-Smith additionally pointed out that 
there is a certain length where extra overlap becomes redundant, but there is a critical length 
required so that the load can be fully transferred across the joint. Renton and Vinson [21] made a 
similar conclusion stating that increasing the overlap length more than the required length to 
transfer the load through the joint causes the positive stress returns to diminish.  Potter et al. [7] 
also recognized the overlap length is critical; it needs to be large enough to transfer the applied 
load across the joint without experiencing failure stresses in the middle of the joint.  They also 
mentioned that the lap length also affects the crack propagating distance (in the adhesive) from 
the end of the joint before reaching a critical crack length. In conjunction with Hart-Smith [4] and 
Renton and Vinson [21], Kim et al. [9] found the overlap length to be effective only within a 
limited range.  With an overlap length-to-width ratio less than one, the failure load increases as 
bonding length decreases.  With an overlap length-to-width ratio greater than one the failure load 
only increases slightly.  In their study of composite joints for cryogenic usage, Graf et al. [23] 
found and optimized overlap length for their joint test specimens. 
 
2.4.4 Near Ply Orientation 
When using fiber-reinforced polymers as the adherends in the adhesive joint the effect of 
the layup on the adhesive joint has been investigated by Renton and Vinson [21] and Graf et al. 
[23].  Renton and Vinson [21] looked at the fiber angle sequence for the whole laminate and not 
just the inner ply.  They concluded that angle orientation of the fiber layup in the adherends effect 
the peak shear stress insignificantly, but the peak peel stress was shown to increase by twenty five 
percent with change in the fiber layup angles. [21] Graf [23] and his team empirically studied the 
effect of joint strength due to the orientation of the inner most lamina making the bond between 
the laminate and adhesive.  Though a slight difference in joint strength was observed by changing 
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the near ply orientation, the author concluded it to be insignificant.  In the recent ongoing design 
of the ISIM for the JWST, Bartoszyk et al. [24] added a unidirectional ply to the inner portion of 
the composite adherend to decrease the large CTE mismatch between the composite and the 
adhesive, and to be able to sustain the high transverse shear stresses caused by the thermal and 
mechanical loads. 
 
2.4.5 Tapers and Fillets 
In analyses on double lap bonded joints performed by Hart-Smith [25], tapered adherends 
were found to reduce the transverse stresses in the composite adherends.  He showed that this 
tends to move the failure mode from delamination of the composite to failure of the adhesive. 
Silva and Adams [26] found that using an adhesive fillet at the edge of the bond with an internal 
taper on the adherend reduced the peel stress.  This caused the transverse stress distribution in the 
composite to be more uniform.  By adding this taper and fillet, the initial failure is moved from 
delamination of the composite to failure in the adhesive on single lap joints. In their work with 
the ISIM mentioned in section 2.4.4, Bartoszyk et al. [24] also recognized that the strength of the 
joint is increased with the used of fillets when subjected to mechanical loads.  However, the 
opposite was found to occur for composite adhesive joints when subjected to thermal loads.  They 
found the fillets increased the interlaminar stresses of the fiber-reinforced adherend due to a large 
temperature change. 
 
2.4.6 Curing Pressure 
Seong et al. [8] determined that a higher bonding pressure was found to yield higher 
failure loads.  Also, Clark [18] showed that increased pressure applied to the joint during the 
curing process was found to increase the bond strength. 
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2.4.7 Adhesive Strengthening 
Though sound bonding between the adhesive and substrate is essential, the strengthening 
of the adhesive itself has recently been of interest. Where the resin of the composite can also be 
used as an adhesive, it is suggested to consider that resin because greater adhesion is likely to 
occur [6].  This concept could be improved upon by applying the work done by Salimi et al. [27]  
They added a phenolic component and a toughening agent to an epoxy resin to improve the 
thermo and mechanical properties.  The toughening agent used in this experiment is a 
thermoplastic polymer (vinyl butyral – also known as PVB) which rendered a more flexible solid 
resin.  The proper quantity of the PVB (toughening agent) added to the epoxy/ phenol mixture 
increased both the shear and peel strengths. The work mentioned that the epoxy/phenol 
component mix had good adhesive strength at cryogenic temperatures. Similar work was seen by 
Timmerman et al. [28] when they introduced nanoclay particles mixed in with an epoxy to 
increase strength of an adhesive bonded joint.  It was concluded by the experimental results that 
the bond strength did not increase relative to its previous strength.  However, the nanoclay 
particles helped reduce crack propagation caused by thermal stresses within the adhesive.  Hu and 
Huang [29] also studied the behavior of adhesives in a cryogenic temperature by adding a 
polyether toughener and aluminum powder to an epoxy adhesive in order to improve its bond-
strength properties against shear and tension.  Fracture strength was also tested against these 
adhesive modifications.  The shear, peel, and fracture strengths all improved at room and 
cryogenic temperature with a proper quantity of toughener content and a proper quantity of 
aluminum powder with the proper particle diameter.  Their work also discussed the microscopic 
inspections made to understand the influence of the toughener on the phase structure of the 
adhesive.  Additional work by Hu and Huang [30] showed that the lap shear strength increased at 
both ambient and liquid nitrogen temperature by adding polyether content into an epoxy adhesive.  
The epoxy adhesive was created by mixing two different epoxy resins with different 
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functionality.  By adding polyether content to render a tougher adhesive and producing the right 
ratio of the different epoxies mixed together, the shear strength increased.  Peel strengths also 
increase at room temperature, but were not tested at cryogenic temperature.  Kim et al. [31] also 
studied the use of nano particles to address the vulnerability of cracking due to the brittle nature 
of the thermoset polymers used for composites and adhesives.  A side note mentioned in their 
work pointed out that a homogeneous mix between particles and resin was necessary to avoid a 
stress concentration caused by the agglomeration of particles.  Similar findings by Park and Lee 
[32] showed from both experimental and FE results that carbon black particles (rubber) improved 
the mechanical property of the adhesive at room temperature but no reinforcing effects at 
cryogenic temperature.  They did demonstrate however, that the rubber particles used to reinforce 
the adhesive, decreased thermal residual strain in the adhesive bonded joint.  Additionally the lap 
shear strength and joint durability improved at both room and cryogenic temperatures.  
 
2.4.8 Fracture Control 
With the objective to mitigate the cohesive, adhesive, or adherend failure modes caused 
by fracture, Potter et al. [7] recognized fourteen methods to control crack growth based upon 
material properties and joint manufacturing processes.  The controlling crack growth concepts 
were categorized between those that modify the adhesive and those that modify the composite 
laminate. They decided that the most appealing method of controlling crack growth would be that 
which prevents the crack to propagate into the composite adherend. This would simplify joint 
repair and also increases the chance of arresting the crack propagation. In the end the authors did 
demonstrate the feasibility of modifying the adhesive joint so that failure is contained in the bond 
line to avoid the crack propagation into the laminate.  
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2.4.9 Thermal Cycling 
Lee and Lee [33] investigated the joint strengthening technique of cure cycling the 
adhesive joint.  The “smart cycle” consists of rapid cooling and reheating of the adhesive bonded 
joints to dramatically increase the strength of the bond and reduce the thermal residual stresses. 
 
2.4.10 Mixed Adhesives 
Silva and Adams [26] researched to improve joint strength using mixed adhesives in a 
temperature range from -55 °C to 200 °C.  A high temperature adhesive was used on the middle 
of the joint, while a low temperature adhesive was used on the ends of the joint.  For a joint with 
dissimilar adherends, this proved to increase the joint strength. The mixed adhesive performed 
better than a high temperature adhesive alone. In their tests, the mixed adhesives were cycled 
thermally to show that they can be used at low temperatures after being used at high temperatures 
and vice versa. 
 
2.5 Modeling Adhesive Joint Behavior 
For the past 70 years there has been an interest in developing models to predict the 
behavior and strength of adhesive bonded joints. Most of these models are mathematical 
formulations derived to describe the stress distributions of the adhesive in an adherend-adhesive-
adherend sandwich assumed to behave like cylindrically bent plates with an elastic or plastic 
layer between. Da Silva et al.[34, 35] reviewed the analytical models available in literature and 
compared them to experimental data.  They did a very good job presenting a summary of the 
analyses in order to facilitate the design engineer in choosing an appropriate model for a 
particular situation. Their summary includes the assumptions that categorize the differences 




2.5.1 Two Dimensional Linear Elastic Analysis 
 
2.5.1.1 Plane Strain/Stress Assumptions 
The decades of joint modeling was initiated by Volkersen [36] and Goland and Reissner 
[37].  Volkersen [36] looked at two metal plates riveted together and modeled them as 1-D bars 
with an elastic solid between them.  The governing equations formulated from differential 
elements of the joint subjected only to longitudinal loading were solved to determine the shear 
distribution in the adhesive along the length of the bond.  Modeling the adherends as 1-D beams, 
Goland and Reissner [37] formulated governing equations of a cemented single lap joint in the 
same fashion as Volkersen [36] except they took into consideration both bending and shear 
loading caused by the eccentricity of the joint.  Geometric nonlinearity caused by the bending was 
accounted for with the derivation of bending moment factor.  Since both models neglected the 
thickness of the adhesive the variations of the stresses occurring through the thickness direction 
were assumed constant [35].  Tsai et al. [38] pointed out from their own experimental evidence 
that the large in-plane shear stresses sustained during the load transfer of the joint would also be 
present in the adjacent adherend surface to satisfy shear stress equilibrium.  This idea 
demonstrates that adherend shear stresses are significant for composite substrates since they 
usually have low transverse shear moduli.  To modify the 1-D analysis of Volkersen [36] and 
Goland and Reissner [37], Tsai [38] and his team (same work just mentioned) assumed a linear 
shear stress and strain distribution in the adherends to formulate the joint in-plane shear as it 
varies through the thickness of the adherend. They showed that the adherend shear obtained in the 
classical models (Volkersen, Goland and Reissner) are more conservative. All three of the 
analyses assumed either plane strain or plane stress in the adherends and adhesives.  
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2.5.1.2 Transverse (out-of-plane) Deformations Not Neglected 
Crocombe and Bigwood [39] made a distinction between a 2D general elastic analysis 
and a 2D simplified elastic analysis; the latter introducing errors for dissimilar adherends.  The 
mathematical development for both the general and simplified elastic plane strain problem of the 
adhesive bonded joint starts with a free body diagram of an adherend-adhesive-adherend 
sandwich from which equilibrium equations are derived to equate the applied loads and adhesive 
stresses. The difference made between the general and simple elastic analysis is in the 
formulation of the equilibrium equations. The general elastic analysis couples the longitudinal 
shear and transverse normal stress (peel stress) into the equilibrium equations whereas the 
simplified analysis uncouples peel and longitudinal shear stresses by looking at them separately. 
For the analysis of Hart-Smith [4], the assumption of peel stress was adopted in the formulation 
of governing equations. This coupled the horizontal shear and peel stress found at the interface 
between the adherend and adhesive.  The stress distribution obtained in the adherend was the 
longitudinal shear varying in a quadratic manner along the bond length.  The stress distributions 
obtained in the adhesive were the peel stress and the horizontal shear stress. Both the peel and 
longitudinal shear stresses varied along the bond length but were constant through the thickness.  
To supplement his previous work Hart-Smith [13] expounded upon composite joints utilizing the 
same analytical methods from before.  He analyzed joints found in the aerospace industry that are 
not among the common joint configurations considered thus far (single and double lap).  The 
analyses methods however, adopt the same formulation based off of the adherend-adhesive-
adherend sandwich model emphasized by Crocombe and Bigwood [39].  Renton and Vinson [40] 
declared that their analysis enables one to accurately obtain the stress distribution in the both the 
adhesive and adherends of either isotropic or anisotropic nature for similar and dissimilar 
adherends [40].  Assumptions made in their analysis are listed below:  
 
1. The composite adherends have a symmetric layup. 
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2. Plane strain in adherends – (nothing varies in the plane perpendicular to load and 
thickness direction).  
3. Each lamina in the adherend is orthotropic. 
4. The effective elastic mechanical properties of the adhesive are accounted for. 
5. Transverse shear stress distribution in adherends is assumed to be parabolic. 
6. Longitudinal shear, transverse shear, and transverse normal stresses vary along the 
length of the bond but not through the thickness.  
7. Adhesive thickness is much smaller than adherend thickness.  
8. Transverse shear deformation and transverse normal strains are accounted for in each 
adherend.  
9. Thermal strains are accounted for.  
 
The solution of the governing equation that is formulated from the assumed stress 
equilibriums, constitutive relationships for an anisotropic material, and classical laminate plate 
theory assumptions include a particular solution based upon the temperature distribution function 
in the x direction.  Compared to the Goland and Reissner [37] simplifying assumptions which 
resulted in maximum shear stresses at the end of the joint, they achieved a correct variation of 
shear stresses in the adhesive along the bond length; zero at the ends of the joint and maximum 
shear stresses a small distance from the ends.  The peel stress however, was obtained to be a 
maximum at those same ends.  Both of these stress distributions satisfy the stress equilibrium 
expected at the edges and interface of the adhesive.  From those stress components they deduced 
a proportional limit of the joint for a fatigue loading analysis. Allman [41] also determined the 
peak shear stress in the adhesive to be a small distance from the joint ends.  The stresses in the 
adherends are only those that satisfy the plane strain assumption; longitudinal normal stress or 
longitudinal shear.  The stress components in the adhesive are the transverse normal, transverse 
shear, and longitudinal shear stresses.  Allman [41] used a more sophisticated approach to 
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determine the stresses in both the adhesives and adherends by virtue of stress functions.  For 
dissimilar adherends, numerical techniques were suggested when calculating the stress functions 
due to algebraic complexity.  Hart-Smith [13], Renton and Vinson [21, 40], and Allman [41] all 
formulated equations describing adherend dissimilarity in both properties and thickness; Allman 
however, did not consider CTE mismatch.  They also considered composite adherends, but 
Renton and Vinson [40] quantitatively looked at the laminate construction and the orthotropic 
nature of each ply.  Adams and Mallick [42] created expressions for stress distributions based 
upon the effects of bending, shearing, stretching, and hygrothermal deformation on both the 
adhesive and adherends.  Besides the hygrothermal deformation resulting in longitudinal normal 
stress in the adhesive, they followed the formulation of Allman [41].  Their expressions for the 
stress distributions are described by two independent stress functions in terms of the longitudinal 
and transverse coordinates.  These stress functions were obtained by minimizing the 
complementary energy defined in terms of these stress functions of interest.  The solution is 
numerical where they used an equilibrium finite element method. Their equations account for the 
thickness and material dissimilarity between adherends, and effects of the fiber-reinforced 
laminates (limited to a unidirectional laminate). For a cylindrical geometry of concentric tubes 
bonded together, Shi and Cheng [43] and Nemes et al.[44] obtain stress distribution for the inner 
tube, outer tube, and the adhesive. Nemes et al. also assumed the tubes to be transversely 
isotropic but neglect the layup pattern of the fiber-reinforced tubes.  
 
2.5.2 Two-Dimensional Non-Linear (material) Analysis 
Hart-Smith [4] took into consideration adhesive plasticity for the adhesive shear stress 
distribution.  Interestingly he made mention that by introducing the plasticity of the adhesive into 
the analysis, a dramatic increase in joint strength predictions are obtained compared to joint 
strengths predicted by the elastic solution; in other words, the elastic analysis is more 
conservative.  If material nonlinearity was to be considered in the analysis of Allman [41] the 
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stress functions would be different due to modifications made in the strain energy expressions 
from which the stress functions are derived.  Crocrombe and Bigwood [39] modified their elastic 
analysis mentioned in section 2.5.1 to adopt material nonlinearity of the adhesive.  Adams and 
Mallick [42] also considered the plastic behavior of the adhesive.  
 
2.5.3 Finite Element Analysis 
Hart-Smith referenced the FEA results of bonded joints created by Teodosiadis. 
Teodosiadis [45] revealed that the error with the Goland and Reissner [37] solution of peak shear 
stresses at the load-free ends of the joint is only off by a distance of a few adhesive thicknesses 
where the peak stresses actually occur.  The validity of his model is supported by Renton et al. 
[40], Allman [41], and others who have demonstrated that the peak shear stresses spike up at a 
small distance from the joint ends before going to zero.  Amijima and Fuju [46] used the finite 
element method to analyze an adhesive bonded joint for both a uniform and non-uniform 
adherend thickness.  In the design and analysis of the ISIM for the JWST (mentioned above in 
section 2.4.4), Bartoszyk [24] and his team veered away from the quick solution turnaround of the 
Hart-Smith model to acquire the more robust finite element analysis in order to capture greater 
detail of the joint behavior.  They decided upon 3D, 8 node linear brick elements to allow for the 
inclusion of all joint constituents and properties.  Their justification was that they needed to 
obtain all of the stress components found in the anisotropic nature of the composite for a more 
comprehensive approach in predicting failures under temperature and mechanical loads.  It was 
made mention that the elements representing the composite captured the directional behavior of 
the laminate by using the laminate smeared properties.  An additional contribution resulting from 
their FE analysis was the clarification made with the use of adhesive fillets.  Though adhesive 
fillets have proven to improve joint strength by decreasing the stress concentration at the edge of 
the joint, their FEA has shown that fillets can increase interlaminar stresses in the composite 
adherend when subjected to a thermal load [24, 25].  
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2.6 Joint Dimensional Stability  
One issue with using adhesive joints being deployed into space is the large temperature 
gradient experienced. The concern with this phenomenon is the elastic behavior and dimensional 
stability over that temperature range. Due to the essential need for the James Webb Space 
Telescope (JWST) to not be hindered in its focusing capabilities, it is a required that the joints 
holding the structure upon which the telescope is supported not undergo significant deformation 
during thermal loading. As reported by Cifie et al. [48] a finite element model for the complete 
ISIM structure of the JWST was created with the objective to determine dimensional behavior for 
the complete jointed structure under thermal loading.  The dimensional stability of the composite 
laminate during the large temperature drop was investigated. They found that the dimensional 
stability requirement of the laminate is dominated by the smeared hoop CTE of the tube. The tube 
axial CTE needs to be zero or slightly negative (-.2 ppm/K for their design).  
 
2.7 Material Properties  
Analytical models describing the behavior of anisotropic or 2D solid materials are well 
equipped with several independent constants representing the material properties of the solid. In 
order to obtain reliable numerical results accurate material properties are necessary. In their effort 
to design and analyze the joints of the ISIM structure for the JWST, Bartoszyk et al. [24] 
recognized the scarcity of literature containing material properties for composites at cryogenic 
temperatures.  Whitley and Gates [49] acknowledged the limited use of fiber-reinforced 
composites in the design of structures for cryogenic applications due to the lack of a valid 
database of material properties.  Mohling et al. [50] discussed the use of a material property data 
base called the Cryogenic Information Center (CIC).  The objective of this database was reported 
to preserve and distribute cryogenic information to government, industry, and academia.  The 
sources of cryogenic data include analyses, design, materials and processes, and test information 
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available in an electronic database. This database contains over 146,000 specific bibliographic 
citations of literature and thermo physical property data dating back to 1829.  Mention is also 
made of the use of a Cryogenic Material Properties (CMP) Program that runs computer codes 
using empirical equations to determine thermo material properties on the range of 4-300K.  
However, strength properties of solid materials are not provided.  In addition to the CIC, material 
property databases created by Alliant Techsystems (ATK) and the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology are available to the public [51].  If material property procurement is not feasible 
then testing the properties in house is required.  Again, Bartoszyk et al. [24] made mention of the 
difficulty in testing material properties at cryogenic temperatures.  Nonetheless, one could adopt 
the testing methods of Silva and Adams [52] from their work of measuring the mechanical 
properties of structural adhesive in a large temperature range.  
 
2.8 Failure Criteria 
 
2.8.1 Isotropic Materials 
 
2.8.1.1 Yielding Behavior 
Out of the failure modes discussed earlier in section 2.3, yielding, or the onset of 
yielding, may be the easiest to predict.  As stated by Christensen [53], the most common yield 
failure criteria for isotropic materials are those developed by Coulomb (later elaborated by 
Tresca), and Von Mises.  These two yielding functions consider only the effects of the deviatoric 
stresses from the existing stress state because yielding is a result of shear.  Christensen [53] 
generalizes the Von Mises yielding function in order to capture the effects of both deviatoric and 
dilatational stresses.  This allows the generalized failure criteria to be valid for ductile materials 
or brittle materials or materials in between. For the ductile material, where  = , this failure 
criterion reduces down to the Von Mises. This general form, derived for isotropic materials, is 
then modified to include fracture characteristics in the material response. Christensen also made 
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adequate reference to others who have also utilized the generalized Von Mises criterion. One of 
those was the work of Asp et al. [54] who investigated their criterion for crack initiation in 
polymers commonly used as the matrix in Fiber Reinforced Polymers.  In addition to formulating 
a general Von Mises and general Tresca criterion, they formulated a dilatational energy density 
criterion for stress states containing small deviatoric components. This formulation focused on 
the effects of volumetric (dilatational) changes seen in glass polymers that experienced crazing. 
 
2.8.1.2 Brittle Behavior 
For non-ductile materials the maximum principal stress criterion or the maximum 
principal strain criterion are the easiest to use. The maximum principal strain criterion is said to 
improve on the ability of predicting fracture of brittle materials relative to the max principal stress 
criterion [5].  In his work mentioned above, Christensen [53, 55, [56] made sure to not overlook 
the onset of fracture and to distinguish between brittle and yielding behavior.  From the 
generalized failure theory developed in his work, he mathematically demonstrated the effects of 
the failure material properties governing yielding or brittle behavior.  A solid material subjected 
to cryogenic temperatures may naturally becomes more brittle, so predicting the onset of fracture 
or brittle failure as opposed to yield may be of interest. 
 
2.8.2 Anisotropic Materials 
As stated by Herakovich [57], Tsai expounded on Hills anisotropic plasticity theory to 
predict failure of a homogeneous anisotropic material.  This was done by assuming a quadratic 
failure surface.  He also pointed out that the equation representing the Tsai-Hill failure surface 
requires 6 material strength parameters for the three-dimensional case or 4 for the plane stress 
assumption [57].  This quadratic failure criterion however does not make a distinction between 
the tensile or compressive strength of the material.  A tensor polynomial failure criterion 
however, represents an attempt to mathematically overcome that shortcoming of the quadratic 
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failure criteria (i.e. Tsai-Hill).  Tsai and Wu [58] developed a tensor polynomial strength criterion 
for fiber reinforced structures assuming that there exists a scalar function,( ), containing 
strength tensors "  and " #.  The coefficients of this function contain the independent material 
strength properties; the three-dimensional case requires 6, and the two-dimensional function 
requires 5. These material parameters are determined through a series of thought experiments 
with one dimensional loading.  The material parameters that correspond to a two dimensional 
loading are assumed to be small and can be neglected [57].  Christensen [59] essentially 
decoupled the three-dimensional Tsai-Wu into a matrix controlled failure and fiber controlled 
failure criterion.  Khalili et. al [60] used the max stress failure criteria in their three-dimensional 
FE model.  Bartoszyk et al. [24] develop a failure criterion that decoupled the in-plane stresses 
from the transverse stresses.  They justified this by assuming that interlaminar failure is only 
affected by the transverse stresses.  
 
2.9 Joint Configuration  
The most common joints are the single lap, double lap, scarf, and butt joint. From 
literature discussed previously it can be seen that the single lap joint is used for many analytical 
models to describe the stress distributions because the joint configuration is simple. Bigwood and 
Crocombe [39] pointed out that the sandwich model of the adherend-adhesive-adherend used in 
formulating governing equations of the single lap joint is actually suitable for several other 
configurations. See Figure 2 below. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Sandwich Elements used to formulate equations that describe lapped joint behavior. 
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To address the peel stress response, a joint configuration can be modified to reduce the 
peel stresses by tapering the ends of the adherends; a picture representation is found in Hart-
Smith [61].  Silva and Adams [47] modified the adherend ends of a single or double lap joint by 
tapering the ends in order to create a space for adhesive fillets.  As discussed in section 2.4.5, the 
tapers and fillets have shown to decrease the peel stress in the joint for ambient temperature 
applications. 
A finger joint studied by Boyd et al. [62] demonstrated that the number of fingers 
influences the failure strength.  Adding more fingers and altering fingertip geometry can reduce 
stress concentration factors. By increasing the fingertip angle, the load carrying capacity and 
shear stress are decreased while the stress concentration factor at the finger joint tip is increased. 
A bike frame was designed by Derujinsky [63] to be made completely of carbon fiber 
composite materials.  The joints consisted of composite strips and patches to join the bike tubes 
together.  Nelson [64] wrote a report on a composite bike frame that was designed with tubes and 
lugs that are joined together.  The lugs and tubes were both tubular and the end of the tubes fit 
inside the end of the lugs. The ends of the tubes were tapered to reduce the peel stresses and 
semicircular radial spaced ribs on the end of the tubes were used to control uniform adhesive 
thickness on the tubes.  The analysis and design of cylindrical tubular joints is starting to increase.  
A couple of the initial workings are those of Shi and Cheng [43] and Nemes et al. [44]. The 
cylindrical joint configuration is similar to the single lap joint in that it has only two adherends. 
However, is has the non-eccentric loading capabilities of the double lap joint; in other words a 
bending moment is not induced from a simple axial load.  
An example of an adhesive supported joint used by the Space Dynamics Lab contains a 




Figure 3. Plug/Insert joint. 
 
 
In general, an adhesive joint configuration can be any shape and bonded in any manner.  




 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 
3.1 Goal 
The goal for this work is to obtain the displacement, stress, and stress-based failure 
distributions in a cylindrical tubular adhesive bonded joint.  Knowledge of these distributions 
may be useful for design, strengthening, or sustaining an adhesive joint used in a load bearing 
truss structure.  The members of the structure being joined can be either isotropic or anisotropic. 
Common anisotropic truss members used for light weight truss are fiber reinforced polymers. 
 
3.2 Assumptions and Conditions 
The geometric model of any solid structure (in this case the adhesive joint of dissimilar 
materials) needs to become a mathematical model to describe its behavior or response to different 
loads. The mathematical model shall be governed by differential equations that are formulated 
based upon the assumptions and conditions associated with the five physical characteristics and 




3. Material Law 
4. Loading 
5. Boundary Conditions. 
 
The Geometry of the joint is cylindrical, axisymmetric, has a constant cross-section, and 
has abrupt changes in thickness. It is described using the polar coordinate system; x in the 
direction of the axis of revolution, $, directing counter-clockwise revolving around the x axis, and 
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r directing outward normal to the %$ plane by the right hand rule.  A longitudinal cross section of 
this configuration is seen below in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Longitudinal cross section of a cylindrical tubular adhesive joint. 
 
It should be pointed out that geometric discontinuities (i.e. abrupt thickness change), free 
edges, and geometric axisymmetry (before being subject to loading) are deemed not relevant in 
formulating the differential equations that govern the mathematical model since the equations are 
based off an arbitrary positioned infinitesimal element. These geometry boundary conditions will 
nonetheless be considered in the solution technique.  
The Kinematics or the strain/rotation-displacement relationship is valid only if they are 
small; geometric nonlinearity in not considered in this work.  Nonetheless, appropriate failure 
criterions should be used to assure the solution to the mathematical model is kept within the 
bounds described by these assumptions. 
The Material properties used in the governing differential equations determine the 
magnitude of the differentiating variable(s) and are subject to the appropriate material law.  
However, the solution is valid only for materials that behave linearly elastic up to (or near) 
failure; the stressed based failure criteria define that limit.  Each material to be used in the 
adhesive joint is assumed to be homogeneous; including the single layer of a continuous fiber 
reinforced material (CFRM).  Homogeneity in the lamina of CFRM's is supported by the 
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assumption that the fibers and matrix are perfectly bonded which is a common assumption that 
precedes a micromechanical analysis of material properties for single lamina consisting of both 
fibers and matrix.  Depending on the material, material directionality is considered. The materials 
may experience isotropic, orthotropic, or monoclinic behavior.  For example the adhesive is 
assumed to have isotropic behavior, and the CFRM's would be transverse isotropic, orthotropic or 
monoclinic, depending on the CFR's laminate individual lamina direction of the fibers.   
The Loading considered in the formulation of the differential equations that govern the 
math model are the thermal loading and body forces. The thermal loading is associated with 
temperature change, which could be constant, or a function of position and/or time. The body 
forces are gravitational and inertial forces.  In the problem at hand, a constant and steady state 
temperature change is assumed since the joint in service would undergo a gradual temperature 
change and is left in that condition for an extended period of time. The body forces are assumed 
negligible since the structure is light weight.  All other external loads are considered as non-
essential boundary conditions to be used in the solution technique. 
Non-essential Boundary Conditions (externally applied forces) are considered in 
formulating the governing equations that describe the geometry. However, they are considered in 
the solution technique as well.  The finite element method is used to solve the governing 
equations of the mathematical model; this is shown in section 3.4. 
Following the assumptions discussed above, governing equations are formulated and 
solved to complete the mathematical model. The model will then be evaluated on its effectiveness 
and reliability. As described by Bathe [65], the effectiveness of the mathematical model is judged 
by how well it yields the required response to a sufficient accuracy at a low cost. Reliability of a 
mathematical model is determined by how well the required response is known to be predicted 
within a selected level of accuracy measured on the response of the very comprehensive 
mathematical model. 
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3.3 Governing Equations 
A homogeneous differential element of infinitesimal size is taken from the cylindrical 
joint configuration and maintains force equilibrium.  Summing the forces in the x, $, and r 
directions results in the following equilibrium equations. 
 
ΣFx = 0; 
&'&% + 1) &*'+&$ + &*,'&) + *,') = 0 (1) 
   
   ΣF/ = 0; &*'+&% + 1) &+&$ + &*+,&) + 2*+,) = 0 (2) 
   
   ΣF1 = 0; &*,'&% + 1) &*+,&$ + &,&) + , − +) = 0 (3) 
 
 
Stress symmetry where *', = *,', *'+ = *+', and *+, = *,+ can be shown from moment 
equilibrium of the differential element. These two steps satisfy item five in section 3.2 
The kinematic relationships throughout the differential element are defined in Eq. (4) 
below.  This step satisfies item two in section 3.2 above. 
 2' = &'&%  2+ = 1) 3&+&$ + ,4 2, = &,&)   
   (4) 5+, = 1) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 5,' = &'&) + &,&%  5'+ = &+&% + 1) &'&$   
 
 
The material directionality is considered by the constitutive relationship of the material at 
a point in the differential element. The constitutive relationship of an isotropic material is defined 
in Eq. (5).  Note that the definition of 6 # can be found in most mechanics of materials or 


















The constitutive relationship of an anisotropic material, whose behavior is orthotropic 
















The constitutive relationship of an anisotropic material whose behavior is monoclinic and 

















It should be pointed out that the direction cosines for the orthotropic material are either 
zero or unity with alternating signs whereas the direction cosines for the monoclinic material only 
contain a couple of terms with 1 or -1 while the majorities are non-zero.  It will be left up the 
reader to review or learn the derivation of the elastic constants (6 # or 6 ̅#) matrix from an 
appropriate text on elasticity.  Continuing on, substituting the kinematic relationship Eq. (4) into 
the constitutive relationship Eq. (7) for the general case and then substituting those expressions 
(which represent the stress acting at a point in the material) into the equilibrium equations Eq. (1-
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3) gives three governing equations in terms of three unknown displacements, '(%, $, )), +(%, $, )), ,(%, $, )) seen in Eq. (8-10) below. 
 &&% M6A̅A &'&% + 6A̅B 1) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6A̅H &,&) + 6A̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4N +   
    1) &&$ M6A̅J &'&% + 6B̅J 1) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6H̅J &,&) + 6J̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4N +   
    &&) O6C̅I) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P +   
    1) O6C̅I) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P −   
    Δ &&%  (G'6A̅A + G+6A̅B + G,6A̅H + G'+6A̅J) −   
    Δ) &&$  (G'6A̅J + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J) = 0 (8) 
 
 &&% M6A̅J &'&% + 6B̅J 1) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6H̅J &,&) + 6J̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4N +   
    1) &&$ M6A̅B &'&% + 6B̅B 1) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6B̅H &,&) + 6B̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4N +   
    &&) O6C̅C) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P +   
    2) O6C̅C) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P −   
    Δ &&%  (G'6A̅J + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J) −   








32 &&% O6C̅I) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P +   
    1) &&$ O6C̅C) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6C̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P +   
    &&) M6A̅H &'&% + 6B̅H 1) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6H̅H &,&) + 6H̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4N +   1) M(6A̅H − 6A̅B) &'&% + (6B̅H − 6B̅B) 1) 3&+&+ + ,4N +   
    1) M(6H̅H − 6B̅H) &,&) + (6H̅J − 6B̅J) 3&+&% + 1) &'&$ 4N −   
    Δ &&) (G'6A̅H + G+6B̅H + G,6H̅H + G'+6J̅J) −   
    Δ) &&$  QG'(6̅AH − 6A̅B) + G+(6B̅H − 6B̅B) + G,(6H̅H − 6B̅H) + G'+(6H̅J − 6B̅J)R = 0 (10) 
 
 
These governing equations combined with the boundary conditions that are described by 
the physics of the problem are considered to be in their strong form. The strong form requires that 
conditions have to be met at every material point.  This requirement permits these equations to be 
derived from an infinitesimal sized element in order for them to be valid at any point in the 
structure.  Due to the complexity of these governing equations in their strong form and the 
relatively complex geometry of abrupt thickness changes in the joint, a solution that would satisfy 
these equations would be difficult if not possible according to the present knowledge at hand. 
To simplify things, the geometry is discritized into a mesh of simple finite sized elements 
whose behavior can be approximated easier because of their simple geometry.  The finite 
elements are then discritized into nodes (the connecting points of the finite elements).  The three 
governing equations just presented are to be cast into their weak form to represent a node ‘i’ in 
element ‘p’ of the structure.  The weak form of a governing differential equation means that the 
conditions must be met only in an average or integral sense.  The weak form is obtained in this 
work by applying the principle of virtual work and Green’s theorem integration by parts to the 
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original static equilibrium equations; Eq. (1-3).  Combining the three governing equations for 
each node with the other nodes of the element, and then combining the elements makes a system 
of equations for which the solution of the three degrees of freedom for each node ‘i’ in element 
‘p’ can be solved for; ', + , , respectively.  These values are the solution found at each node.  
A summation of all these nodal values multiplied by some function that interpolates the values 
between the nodes of each element is accomplished in the numerical integration of the weak form 
governing equations.  These interpolating functions are also known as the shape functions.  This 
formulation and solution technique will approximate the behavior of the structure at the nodes of 
the elements.  Hopefully the following sections clearly demonstrate this process. 
 
3.4 Solving the Mathematical Model  
 
3.4.1 Virtual Displacement;  
Multiply the equilibrium equations by a virtual displacement, .  Then integrate them 
over the whole volume of the element. This operation is seen below in Eq. (11-13). 
 
Σ"' = 0; S  3&'&% + 1) &*'+&$ + &*,'&) + *,') 4T U%)U$U) = 0  
     
 S 3) &'&% +  &*'+&$ + ) &*,'&) + *,'4T U%U$U) = 0 (11) 
     
     
Σ"' = 0; S  3&*'+&% + 1) &+&$ + &*+,&) + 2*+,) 4T U%)U$U) = 0  
     
 S 3) &*'+&% +  &+&$ + ) &*+,&) + 2*+,4T U%U$U) = 0 (12) 
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Σ"' = 0; S  3&*,'&% + 1) &*+,&$ + &,&) + , − +) 4T U%)U$U) = 0  
     
 S 3) &*,'&% +  &*+,&$ + ) &,&) + (, − +)4T U%U$U) = 0 (13) 
 
 
3.4.2 Integrate by Parts 
Integrate the volume of the element by parts and simplify using Gauss Divergence.  The 
generalized formula for integrating by parts with first order derivatives for each independent 
variable is given by, 
 
S V &&% UW =  − S  &V&% UW + S &(V)&% UWTTT  
 
S V &&$ UW =  − S  &V&$ UW + S &(V)&$ UWTTT  
 
S V &&) UW =  − S  &V&) UW + S &(V)&) UW.TTT  
 
 
For the problem at hand, it is known that the two terms on the right hand side, resulting 
from integrating by parts, represents the net minimum potential energy stored in the element 
caused by the very small virtual displacement. One term represents the work or energy occurring 
internally in the volume of the element, and the other represents the energy or work occurring at 
the boundary or surface of the element. Gauss's divergence theorem describes a relationship 
between the surface and volume integral expressions.  The volume integral, whose integrand 
function is only the function derivative (multiplied by only a constant: in this case ), is equal to 
the surface integral of that function (multiplied by the same constant) with an outward normal in 
the direction of the coordinate derivative. This definition is represented by, 
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S  &"(%, $, ))&% UW = S "(%, $, ))Y'UZ.[T  
 
 
Applying this theorem to the positive volume integral expressions results in surface or 
boundary integral terms.  Thus, these terms represent the boundary conditions acting on the 
element.  Applying these two operations discussed above to the three energy expressions of Eq. 
(11-13) is accomplished below. 
 
Σ"' = 0; − S \' &())&% + *'+ &&$ + *,' &())&) ]T U%U$U) + S *,'U%U$U)T  +   
     
 S \&('))&% + &(*'+)&$ + &(*,'))&) ]T U%U$U) = 0 (14) 
     
     
Σ"+ = 0; − S \*'+ &())&% + + &&$ + *+, &())&) ]T U%U$U) + S 2*,'U%U$U)T  +   
     
 S \&(*'+))&% + &(+)&$ + &(*+,))&) ]T U%U$U) = 0 (15) 
     
     
Σ", = 0; − S \*', &())&% + *+, &&$ + , &())&) ]T U%U$U) +   
     
 S (, − +)U%U$U)T + S \
&(*'+))&% + &(+)&$ + &(*+,))&) ]T U%U$U) = 0 (16) 
 
 
Simplifying the algebraic and derivative terms along with applying Gauss divergence to 
Eq. (14-16) gives, 
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Σ"' = 0; − S 3') &&% + *'+ &&$ + *,') &&)4T U%U$U) +   
     
 S 'Y')U$U) + S *'+Y+U%U) +[ S *,'Y,)U%U$[[  = 0 (17) 
     
     
Σ"+ = 0; − S 3*'+) &&% + + &&$ + *+,) &&) − *,'4T U%U$U) +   
     
 S *'+Y')U$U) + S +Y+U%U) +[ S *+,Y,)U%U$[[  = 0 (18) 
     
     
Σ", = 0; − S 3*',) &&% + *+, &&$ + ,) &&) + +4T U%U$U) +   
     
 S *',Y')U$U) + S *+,Y+U%U) +[ S ,Y,)U%U$[[  = 0 (19) 
 
 
Notice that the area or boundary integrals (boundary condition terms) in Eq. (17-19) 
represent the forces acting on the element face indicated by a unit normal vector.  These boundary 
condition terms will be considered later.  For now, the volume integral terms (minimum potential 
energy stored in the element caused by a very small virtual displacement) will be manipulated 
through substitution to derive the element stiffness. 
 
3.4.3 Constitutive Relationship  
By substituting the kinematic relationships from Eq. (4) into the element material 
constitutive relationship expressed in Eq. (7), the stress components found in Eq. (17-19) can be 
defined in terms of element material properties and the three unknown variables (displacements 
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in this case), '(%, $, )), +(%, $, )),  and ,(%, $, )) in the x, $, and r directions respectively.  
These operations are performed as follows: 
 
− S a) &&%b O6A̅A &'&% + 6A̅B) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6A̅H &,&) + 6A̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4PT  +   
    &&$ O6A̅J &'&% + 6B̅J) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6H̅J &,&) + 6J̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4P +   
    ) &&) O6C̅I) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P −   
    ) &&%  (G'6A̅A + G+6A̅B + G,6A̅H + G'+6A̅J)Δ −   
    b&&$  (G'6̅AJ + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J)Δc U%U$U) = 0 (20) 
 
 
− S a) &&%b O6A̅J &'&% + 6B̅J) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6H̅J &,&) + 6J̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4PT  +   
    &&$ O6A̅B &'&% + 6B̅B) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6B̅H &,&) + 6B̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4P +   
    3) &&) − 4 O6C̅C) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6C̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P −   
    ) &&%  (G'6̅AJ + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J)Δ −   
    b&&$  (G'6̅AB + G+6B̅B + G,6B̅H + G'+6B̅J)Δc U%U$U) = 0 (21) 
 
 
− S a) &&%b O6C̅I) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6I̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4PT  +   
    &&$ O6C̅C) 3&,&$ − + + ) &+&) 4 + 6C̅I 3&'&, + &,&% 4P +   
    
38 ) &&)  O6A̅H &'&% + 6B̅H) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6H̅H &,&) + 6H̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4P +   
     O6A̅B &'&% + 6B̅B) 3&+&$ + ,4 + 6B̅H &,&) + 6B̅J 3&+&' + 1) &'&$ 4P −   
    ) &&%  (G'6̅AH + G+6B̅H + G,6H̅H + G'+6H̅J)Δ −   
    b&&$  (G'6̅AB + G+6B̅B + G,6B̅H + G'+6B̅J)Δc U%U$U) = 0 (22) 
 
 
Notice that Eq. (20-22), are similar expressions as the governing equations of Eq. (8-10). 
These represent the mathematical model in its weak form.  As stated by Cook et al. [66], the 
model in its weak form means that the conditions are satisfied in an average or integral sense.  
 
3.4.4 Discretize the Finite Element  
The finite element is discretized into specified points of interest called nodes. In Eq. (20-
22) above, there are the three unknowns '(%, $, )), +(%, $, )), and ,(%, $, )) as was mentioned 
earlier.  Since the displacement behavior of the finite element is being approximated by 
determining these three unknowns at each node, it requires the three equations be solved at each 
node.  Considering all the nodes of the element results in a system of equilibrium equations for an 
element as is expressed as QRde = de, where [k] is the stiffness matrix of the element 
containing the nodal stiffness values of the element, {u} is the displacement vector for the 
fg 
node, and {f} represents the forces acting on the 
fg node.  The type of element to be used and the 
number and location of the element nodes is discussed later.  
Discretizing the element results in the approximation of the dependent variables, ' , +, 
and ,, as a summation of all the nodal values multiplied by some function that interpolates the 
values between the nodes.  These interpolating functions are also known as the shape functions.  
The virtual displacement (the fictitious small enforced displacement), , is also approximated as 
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the value of the summation of the same element shape function used for approximating nodal 
displacements.  These are defined below in Eq. (23).  
 
 ≈ i j klm nA  ' ≈ i '# j#
klm
#nA  + ≈ i +# j#
klm
#nA  , ≈ i ,#j#
klm
#nA  (23) 
 
j  and j# are the shape functions in terms of the individual element coordinate system.  
Note: the shape functions used in this work are 1st and 2nd order polynomials for quadrilateral 
and brick element respectively.  They are not presented herein but can be found in Cook et al. 
[66].  Substituting the above definitions for the displacements and virtual displacement into Eq. 
(20-22) gives the following. 
 




 nA  +   
     
 b)6I̅I &j &) &j#&) + 6J̅J) &j &$ &j#&$ P + +# O6A̅B &j &$ &j#&% + )6A̅J &j &% &j#&% b +   
     
 b6B̅J) &j &$ &j#&$ + 6C̅I \−j &j#&) + ) &j &) &j#&) ] + 6J̅J &j &% &j#&$ P +   
     
 ,# O6A̅Bj &j#&% + )6A̅H &j &) &j#&% b + 6B̅J ) j &j#&$ + 6H̅J &j &) &j#&$  +   
     
 bb6C̅I &j &$ &j#&) + )6I̅I &j &% &j#&) Pp U%U$U) +   
     
 i S Δ M) &j &% (G'6̅AA + G+6A̅B + G,6A̅H + G'+6A̅J)bT
klm
 nA  +   
     
 b&j &$ (G'6A̅J + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J)N U%U$U) = 0 (24) 
     




 nA  +   
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 b6C̅I \− &j &) j# + ) &j &) &j#&) ] + 6J̅J &j &$ &j#&% P +   
     
 +# O6B̅B) &j &$ &j#&$ b + 6B̅J \&j &% &j#&$ + &j &$ &j#&% ] +   
     
 bb6C̅C) \−) &j &) j# + )B &j &) &j#&) + j j# b − )j &j#&) ] + )6J̅J &j &% &j#&% P +   
     
 ,# O6B̅B) j &j#&$  b + 6B̅H &j &) &j#&$ + 6B̅Jj &j#&% +  )6H̅J &j &) &j#&%  +   
     
 bb6C̅C) \) &j &$ &j#&) − &j &$ j#] + 6C̅I \) &j &% &j#&) − &j &% j#]Pp U%U$U) −   
     
 i S Δ M) &j &% (G'6A̅J + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J)bT
klm
 nA  +   
     
 b&j &$ (G'6A̅B + G+6B̅B + G,6B̅H + G'+6B̅J)N U%U$U) = 0 (25) 
     
     




 nA  +   
     
 b6H̅J &j &$ &j#&) + 6C̅I &j &) &j#&$ + )6I̅I &j &) &j#&% P +   
     
 +# O6B̅B) &j &$ j# b + 6B̅H &j &$ &j#&) + 6B̅J &j &% j# + )6H̅J &j &% &j#&)  +   
     
 bb6C̅C) \−j &j#&$ + ) &j &) &j#&$ b] + 6C̅I \−j &j#&% + ) &j &) &j#&% ]P +   
     
 ,# O6B̅B) j j# b + 6B̅H b\&j &) j# + j &j#&) b] + )6H̅H &j &) &j#&) + 6C̅C) &j &$ &j#&$  +   
     
 bb6C̅I \&j &% &j#&$ + &j &$ &j#&% ] + )6I̅I &j &% &j#&% Pp U%U$U) −   
 i S Δ M) &j &) (G'6A̅H + G+6B̅H + G,6H̅H + G'+6H̅J)bT
klm
 nA  +   
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 bj (G'6A̅B + G+6B̅B + G,6B̅H + G'+6B̅J)RU%U$U) = 0 (26) 
 
 
3.4.5 Assembly of Element Stiffness Matrix and Force Vector 
Separating Eq. (24-26) into a system of equations for each element is represented below 
in Eq. (27).  If the element has 8 nodes then there are 24 equations and 24 unknowns (3 d.o.f X 8 
nodes).  It should be pointed out that the force terms are a combination of the non-essential 
boundary conditions derived in Eq. (17-19) and the internal force terms, in this case, arise from 
thermal strains as seen in Eq. (24-26).  Also, the stiffness matrix is symmetric. 
 





 nA = i v
"' "+ ", w
klm
 nA  (27) 
 
 
Stiffness terms associated with Σ"' are the expressions of Eq. (24-26) containing ' .  
These are seen below in Eq. (28-30).  
 
r #AA = − S O6A̅A &j &% &j#&% + 6A̅J) \&j &% &j#&$ + &j &$ &j#&% ]bT  +  
   b6I̅I &j &) &j#&) + 6J̅J)B &j &$ &j#&$ P )U%U$U)  (28) 
 
 
r #AB = − S O6A̅B) &j &% &j#&$ + 6A̅J &j &% &j#&% + 6B̅J)B &j &$ &j#&$ bT  +  
   b6C̅I) \− &j &) j# + ) &j &) &j#&) ] + 6J̅J) &j &$ &j#&% P )U%U$U)  (29) 
   
   
r #AH = − S O6A̅B)   &j &% j# + 6A̅H &j &% &j#&) + 6B̅J)B &j &$ j# bT +
6H̅J) &j &$ &j#&)  +  
42 b6C̅I) &j &) &j#&$ + 6I̅I &j &) &j#&% P )U%U$U)  (30) 
 
 
Stiffness terms associated with Σ"+ are the expressions of Eq. (24-26) containing + .  
These are seen below in Eq. (31-33).  
 
r #BA = − S O6A̅B)   &j &% j# + 6A̅J &j &% &j#&% + 6B̅J)B &j &$ &j#&$ bT  +  
   b6C̅I) \−j &j#&) + ) &j &) &j#&) ] + 6J̅J) &j &% &j#&$ P )U%U$U)  (31) 
 
 
r #BB = − S O6B̅B)B &j &$ &j#&$ + 6B̅J) \&j &% &j#&$ + &j &$ &j#&% ]bT  +  
   bb6C̅C) \−) &j &) j# + )B &j &) &j#&) + j j# b − )j &j#&) ] + 6J̅J &j &% &j#&% P )U%U$U)  (32) 
 
 
r #BH = − S O6B̅B)B &j &$ j# + 6B̅H) &j &$ &j#&) + 6B̅J) &j &% j# + 6H̅J &j &% &j#&) bT  +  
   bb6C̅C)B \−j &j#&$ + ) &j &) &j#&$ b] + 6C̅I ) \−j &j#&% + ) &j &) &j#&% ]P )U%U$U)  (33) 
 
 
Finally, the stiffness terms associated with Σ", are the expressions of Eq. (24-26) 
containing , .  These are seen below in Eq. (34-36).  
 
r #HA = − S O6A̅B) j &j#&% + 6A̅H &j &) &j#&% + 6B̅J )B j &j#&$ + 6H̅J) &j &) &j#&$ bT  +  




r #HB = − S O6B̅B)B j &j#&$ + 6B̅H) &j &) &j#&$ + 6B̅J) j &j#&% + 6H̅J &j &) &j#&% bT  +  
   b6C̅C)B \) &j &$ &j#&) − &j &$ j#] + 6C̅I) \) &j &% &j#&) − &j &% j#]P )U%U$U)  (35) 
 
 
r #HH = − S O6B̅B)B j j# + 6B̅H) b\&j &) j# + j &j#&) b] + 6H̅H &j &) &j#&) + 6C̅C)B &j &$ &j#&$ bT  +  
   b6C̅I) \&j &% &j#&$ + &j &$ &j#&% ] + 6I̅I &j &% &j#&% P )U%U$U) +  (36) 
 
 
After assembling those terms in matrix form, notice that the off-diagonal terms are 
symmetric with each other as expected in a structural mechanics problem.  Taking the force terms 
to the right hand side as seen in Eq. (27) it is seen in Eq. (37-39) below that the force terms 
associated with Σ"', Σ"+, and Σ", are written from the boundary conditions terms (surface 
integrals) of Eq. (17-18) and the thermal strain terms of Eq. (24-26). 
 
"' = − xS j 'Y')U$U) + S j *'+Y+U%U) +[ S j *,'Y,)U%U$[[ y +  
   
S Δ M&j &% (G'6̅AA + G+6A̅B + G,6A̅H + G'+6A̅J)bT  +  
   b1) &j &$ (G'6A̅J + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J)N )U%U$U)  (37) 
 
 
"+ = − xS j *'+Y')U$U) + S j +Y+U%U) +[ S j *+,Y,)U%U$[[ y +  
   
S Δ M&j &% (G'6A̅J + G+6B̅J + G,6H̅J + G'+6J̅J)bT  +  
   
44 b1) &j &$ (G'6A̅B + G+6B̅B + G,6B̅H + G'+6B̅J)N )U%U$U)  (38) 
 
 
", = − xS j *',Y')U$U) + S j *+,Y+U%U) +[ S j ,Y,)U%U$[[ y +  
   
S Δ M&j &) (G'6A̅H + G+6B̅H + G,6H̅H + G'+6H̅J)bT  +  
   bj ) (G'6A̅B + G+6B̅B + G,6B̅H + G'+6B̅J)N )U%U$U)  (39) 
 
 
To recap, Eq. (28-39) represent the components in Eq. (27).  This set of equations that 
represent a single element will then be combined with those of the other elements that also make 
up the structure.  This results in a global system of equations.  The formulation of such is 
discussed later in section 3.4.7.   
 
3.4.6 Axisymmetric Formulation 
The three-dimensional problem can be simplified by assuming axisymmetry.  This results 
in a reduction of the number of equations being solved which in turn significantly reduces the 
solve time.  For example, the three-dimensional finite element (FE) program written here has a 
solve time of approximately four hours for a full joint model using eight noded brick elements.  
The axisymmetric model with a significantly more refined mesh, has a solve time of around three 
minutes.  Now of course these times can be improved with more sophisticated solving algorithms 
and increased computer storage capacity, but this illustrates the usefulness of axisymmetry when 
valid.  Axisymmetry is valid only if one, loads are axisymmetric on the ends and two, the loads 
are axisymmetric and uniform along the length and three, the resulting deformation does not have 
a non-axisymmetric deformation.  A thermal gradient load imposed on a tube or joint is valid as 
long as it does not vary with $; Δ = (), %). 
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If axisymmetry is valid, equations Eq. (28-39) are simplified by assuming that the 
variation of the dependent variable, j, with $ equals zero; z{z+ = 0.  Setting those terms to zero, 
integrating over the area and multiplying by 2| captures the whole volume of the joint through 
axisymmetric assumptions.  The simplified (or axisymmetric) form of Eq. (28-39) are not 
presented here but were nonetheless numerically integrated in the finite element program of 
Appendix B.1;  see subroutines Stiffness_Quad and Nonessential_BC.  
Another important truth to understand regarding axisymmetry is that the dependent 
variable, +, is not assumed to be zero.  There are still three equations and three unknowns for 
each node. Though + proves to be zero in the isotropic case, for anisotropic materials that 
experience shear-extension coupling, + will not be zero; it will just be assumed constant in the $ 
direction but will not vary with $. 
 
3.4.7 Jacobian Matrix – Global System 
The element stiffness and forces are a “piece” of the whole body and need to be defined 
in terms of a global coordinate system so the combination of elements can represent the whole 
body.  This requires that the local coordinate system, }, ~, , be tranformed to a global coordinate 
system, x, $, r.  The stiffness and force equations presented above are differential equations that 
represent the variation of stiffness and force throughout the element. The independent variables of 
the element are },  ~, and , and the dependent variables are the shape functions, j .  To 
transform the differential operator to the global coordinate, the following Jacobian matrix 
operator is applied.  
The global derivatives, z{z'  z{z+ z{z, , are transformed to the local derivatives, 























For the axisymmetric model this operation reduces down to a 2x2 matrix by eliminating 
the  and $ terms.  Now the equations can be represented by the global coordinate system where 
the global coordinates are defined as: 
 
% ≈ i % j klm nA  $ ≈ i $ j 
klm
 nA  ) ≈ i ) j 
klm
 nA  (41) 
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klm
 nA i $ &j &}  
klm
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klm
 nA
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klm
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klm
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klm
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klm
 nA i $ &j &  
klm












The determinant of the Jacobian matrix is used in numerical integration because it is 
regarded as a scale factor that multiplies U}, d~, and U,  to produce the physical volume of 
)U%U$U) for the brick element or for a quad element (after taking out the U and )U$ terms). 
 
3.4.8 Numerical Integration 
Eq. (28-39) are integral expressions for a three-dimensional element. The stiffness terms 
are triple integrals representing a volume and the force terms are either double or single integrals 
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representing the force over an area or line respectively.  They are numerically integrated using 
Gauss Quadrature.  The numerical integration over an element in terms of the local element 
coordinate system (}, ~, ) take the form below [66].  
 











Each integrated element in the mesh then needs to be assembled into a global stiffness 
matrix and global force vector to represent a global system of equations.  The total number of 
equations is the number of degrees of freedom time the total number of nodes: NDF x TNN. The 
assembly of the global stiffness into a banded matrix and the solving algorithm can be seen in 





 POST PROCESSING: STRESS CALCULATIONS and FAILURE CRITERIA 
 
4.1 Stress Assumptions 
All stresses are calculated such that they satisfy the following assumptions: 
 
1. The solid is a continuous medium whose material volume is sufficiently dense 
such that geometry dependent variables like temperature, stress, strain, etc, have 
meaning at every point in the volume region.  
2. The stiffness or compliance matrices used in the constitutive relationship between 
stress and strain are derived from the assumption that they are valid only for 
small strains and elastic materials; see Boresi and Chong [67]. 
 
As Boresi and Chong [67] stated for assumption two above, the law of conservation of 
energy is the foundation of the theoretical relationship between stress-strain.  By neglecting the 
dissipative (non-conservative) forces as seen in plastic deformation, it is assumed that body being 
deformed is perfectly elastic.  
 
4.2 Stress Calculations 
Stress and strain are first calculated at the element super accurate gauss points.  The nodal 
stress and strain values are then determined by extrapolating the gauss point values to the nodes 
using the same interpolating (shape) functions defined earlier.  The nodal values are then 
averaged for each separate material region.  This is done by taking the average nodal stress or 
strain value from the coincident nodes of the same material.  If a coincident node exists for two 
elements assigned different properties then that particular coincident node will have two 
averages; each averaged value representing the elements with their assigned material property.  
By not taking the average of nodes at the interface of dissimilar materials captures the stress 
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discontinuity that does exist between materials.  The stress discontinuity is illustrated in the 
through-the-thickness plots in Chapter 6 and in Appendix A.  
It should be pointed out that although the gauss point values are the super accurate points 
of the element, averaging the nodal values simplifies the process to visualize and evaluate the 
data.  With that said, an adequately refined mesh will result in very similar results between the 
super accurate gauss point and nodal value.  
 
4.2.1 Principal Stresses 
Once the averaged stresses are calculated for each material region, the principal stresses 
are calculated for the isotropic material by determining the eigenvalues of a stress tensor.  The 
alternative closed form method used here is that of determining the eigenvalues of the deviatoric 
tensor associated with the regular stress tensor as is seen in Eq. (44) below.   
  # ≡  # − 13  # (44) 
 
 
Once the eigenvalues of deviatoric tensor are calculated , the unknown eigenvalue of the 
original stress tensor can be determine by a similar relationship of Eq. (44) [68].  This closed 
form method is used in lieu of a numerical method such as Bairstow's method because it is easier 
to program and it minimizes numerical precision error.  An example of all these operations can be 
seen in the subroutines STRESS_STRAIN_3D or STRESS_STRAIN_Axi in the computer 
program titled Cyl FEA.f95 seen in Appendix B.1. 
The calculated stresses are then implemented into stress-based failure criteria to predict 
or estimate the failure location and how close the material is to the initiation of failure.  Again, 
the principal stresses are to be used only for the isotropic failure theories.  All the failure theories 
used are discussed next in section. 
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4.2.2 Failure Criteria for Isotropic Materials  
For the adhesive joint problem investigated here, the two isotropic materials considered 
are the metallic substrate and the polymer adhesive.  The polymer is defined to be isotropic by 
assuming the semicrystaline structural layout to be the same in all directions. 
 
4.2.2.1 Maximum Principal Stress 
The first criterion used for the isotropic material is the Maximum Principal Stress.  This 
stress-based criterion states that yielding begins at a point where the maximum and absolute value 
of the three principal stress reaches a value equal to the tensile or compressive yield strength, T or 
C.  Comparing maximum absolute value of the principal stresses, the effective tensile or 
compressive stress is defined as m = max(|A|, |B|, |H|).  The criterion is written in Eq. (45). 
  = max(|A|, |B|, |H|) −  d) 6e (45) 
 
The theory is that failure occurs (or initiates) if  ≥ 0.  The max principal stress criterion 
is said to be more applicable for materials that fail by brittle fracture due to tension rather than for 
ductile materials [5].  This is may be applicable for the case of subjecting the material to a 
cryogenic environment, which is a natural environment for space structures.  
 
4.2.2.2 Christensen's Generalized Yield Function and Fracture Initiation 
So how does one know if the material will initiate yielding or behave in a brittle manner?  
This question was addressed by Christensen [53].  As outlined in his work mentioned in section 
2.8.1, Christensen derived a “general yield function”.  This is listed below in Eq. (46) as 





51 G = AA AA − 1  
   = AA √3  .  
 
 
The theory is that failure occurs (or initiates) if the left hand side (LHS) is greater than or 
equal to the right hand side (RHS).  The stress components in equation Eq. (46) are the principal 
stresses calculated from the existing stress state.  Both dilatational and deviatoric stresses are 
coupled together with the aim to unify the distortional yielding at one extreme and a “dilatational-
related yielding” at the other extreme.  Perhaps the dilatational-related yielding could be 
described as the phenomenon of crack formation from localized and microscopic yielding prior to 
macroscopic yielding.  The material parameters α and k are dependent on the tensile and 
compressive yield strengths of the material.  As explained in the derivation of Christensen [53], α 
and k influence the failure envelope shape and size, respectively. 
In order to identify if brittle behavior exists, Christensen starts with a state of uniaxial 
tensions such that AA ≠ 0 while the other stresses equal zero;  # = 0.  Next, a small increment 
of transverse normal stress,   = BB = HH, is superimposed to the uniaxial tension state.  For 
fracture to exist, the small increments of the superimposed transverse normal stresses will not 
affect the tensile yield stress, AA.  This idea is stated mathematically below in Eq. (47). 
 bUAAU n = 0     at fracture (47) 
 
 
Christensen justifies this concept by stating that this is just a mathematical statement of 
the widely recognized practice that fracture depends only upon the largest tensile component of 
stress so long as the other normal components are not too large, and there are no shear 
components.  As it can be verified in his work, Christensen applied Eq. (47) to the yield function 
of Eq. (46) to show that 
52 bUAAU n = 1 − G1 + 12 G = 0     at fracture  
 
 bU6AAU n = 1 + 2G1 + 12 G = 0     at fracture.  
 
 
The fracture criterion of Eq. (47) is satisfied when α= 1 in the above operation.  
However, for G = 0, both of the above derivatives give the value of one which indicates, as 
Christensen stated, that the yield is independent of the superimposed hydrostatic pressure.  This is 
the same assumption made in the distortional strain energy density (Von Mises) criterion.  From 
this operation and the definition of G it can be seen that the existence of fracture is dependent 
upon the material strength properties.  The ratio between the tensile and compressive strengths, 
  |  | = AB results in an G value of 1.  For a cast iron ratio of AH, G = 2, for an epoxy ratio of .75, 
G = AH.  Thus it can be seen that the extremes are a pure ductile material where G = 0 and a “pure 
brittle” or cohesionless material where G = ∞.  Obviously the “pure britte” materials are not as 
prevalent but hopefully the illustration is understood.  Christensen stated that a reasonable range 
for fracture is 
 AB ≤ G ≤ 2.  
 
 
So to recap, the mode of failure according to Christensen's criteria is material strength 
property dependent; it could be distortional yielding on one end or brittle behavior on the other 
end as determined by the material properties used in the G. 
This theory brings to light another problem; how the strength properties change with 
temperature. If the material strengths at room temperature define it to be somewhat ductile, to 
what degree would the material strengths change in a cryogenic temperature?  Currently, testing 
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for these values seems to be the only way to achieve accurate results.  It would be beneficial to 
have a model of some sort that could predict the strength values in a cryogenic environment. 
However this effort is not addressed or further studied here. 
 
4.2.2.3 Strain Energy Density Criterion and Von Mises 
As derived in most advanced mechanics of materials text books, the strain energy density 
in terms of the principal stress is defined as 
 ¢ £¤ = 12¥ QAB + BB + HB − 2¦(AB + AH)R.  
 
 
The strain energy density at yield in a uniaxial tension test (A = AA, B = H = 0) is 
 ¢§¨©' = AAB2¥ .  
 
 
Setting the two equations equal and rearranging results in the strain energy density yield 
criterion written below in Eq. (48). 
 1AA ªAB + BB + HB − 2¦(AB + AH + BH) ≤ 1 (48) 
 
 
This equation is coupled with the distortional and dilatational strain energy densities.  It 
can be redefined in with the absolute value of the compressive strength, |6AA|, if A is determined 
apriori to be negative.  Again, as it is shown in most texts on mechanics of materials, decoupling 
the strain energy density that causes volumetric change (dilatational) from the strain energy 
density that causes distortion and through the appropriate manipulations, the distortional strain 
energy density is defined as 
 ¢« = (A − B)B + (B − H)B + (H − A)B12¬  ,  
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where G is the shear modulus.  The strain energy density at yield in a uniaxial tension test 
(A = AA, B = H = 0) is 
 ¢«¨©' = AAB6¬ .  
 
 
Setting the two equations equal results in the distortional yield criterion (Von Mises) seen 
below in Eq. (49). 
 1AA ®12 Q(A − B)B + (B − H)B + (H − A)BR ≤ 1 (49) 
 
 
Notice that Eq. (48-49) have been rearranged so that the right hand side (RHS) is equal to 
one.  This was done only for preference since the failure functions for the anisotropic materials 
presented next are also set equal to one by definition. 
 
4.2.3 Failure Criteria for Anisotropic Materials 
The criteria used to predict the failure in an anisotropic material must account for 
directional dependent material properties.  It is also desired that they capture both in plane and 
out of plane stress components, because it is suspected that the coupling of the in-plane and out of 
plane stresses have a significant effect at the free edge of a fiber-reinforced laminate or layered 
dissimilar materials bonded together. 
For a continuous fiber reinforced material there are three principal axes that assign 
direction to three orthogonal planes.  The first principal axis is in the fiber direction, the second is 
transverse to the fibers in the same plane, and the third is transverse to the fibers in the out of 
plane direction.  There are then nine tensile, compressive, and shear strengths, 
AA,  6AA,  BB,  6BB,  HH,  6HH,  ZBH,  ZAH,  ZAB, that are determined from a series of “thought 
experiments” in which the test coupon is subject to a uniform and uniaxial states of stress [57]. 
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To simplify things, it is assumed that the fiber reinforced lamina is transversely isotropic; 
meaning that the material behaves the same in both the 2 and 3 direction.  From this assumption 
some of the strengths can be redefined as BB = HH, 6BB = 6HH, and ZAB = ZAH.  This reduces the 
number of independent strength values from nine to six for the three-dimensional case.  Make 
note however, that the assumption of transverse isotropy may not always be valid for certain 
anisotropic materials but has shown to be valid for fiber reinforced materials. 
 
4.2.3.1 Tensor Polynomial: Tsai-Wu 
This failure criterion comes from a tensor polynomial developed by Tsai-Wu [58].  The 
details of the derivation are in the text and journal article of Herakovich [57] and Tsai-Wu [58].  
The object was to mathematically improve Tsai-Hills quadratic anisotropic failure theories which 
did not account for the sign of the compressive strengths.  For the three dimensional case, Tsai-
Wu's failure criterion predicts failure when Eq. (50) below is equal to or greater than 1. 
 "AA + "BB + "HH + "AAAB + "BBBB + "HHHB + "CC*BHB + "II*AHB + "JJ*ABB = 1 (50) 
 
 
The coefficients are defined below. 
 "A = 1AA + 1AA  "B = 1BB + 1BB  "H = "B 
   "AA = − 1AA AA  "BB = − 1BB BB  "HH = "BB 
   "CC = 1*BH¯°±B  "II = 1*AB¯°±B  "JJ = "II 
 
 
The failure coefficients, "H, "HH, and "JJ, are equal to "B, "BB, and "II respectively due to 
the assumption of material transverse isotropy discussed earlier.  So, only 6 independent strengths 
are required.  If checked against the derivation, it will be seen that Eq. (50) is missing the terms 
associated with the off-diagonal tensor coefficients, namely "AB, "AH, and "BH.  These interaction 
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terms are taken to be zero because they are small [57].  For the plane stress assumption, Eq. (50) 
is reduced to Eq. (51) below. 
 "AA + "BB + "AAAB + "BBBB + "JJ*ABB = 1 (51) 
 
 
Notice that the off-axis stresses have to be transformed to the on-axis directions since the 
on-axis strength values are being used. 
 
4.2.3.2 Christensen’s Anisotropic Yield Function 
As mentioned in section 2.8.2, the anisotropic material failure criterion developed by 
Christensen is the Tsai-Wu failure criterion decoupled between matrix controlled failure and fiber 
controlled failure.  Matrix controlled lamina failure is estimated to occur when Eq. (51) below is 
equal to or greater than one. 
 "BB + "HH + "BBBB + "HHHB + "CC*BHB + "II*AHB + "JJ*ABB = 1 (52) 
 
 
The coefficients of the stress components are the same as those of Tsai-Wu in Eq. (50) 
above.  However, notice that the matrix controlled failure criterion of Eq. (52) only lacks the 
stress components associated with the fiber direction.  Thus, the fiber controlled lamina failure 
criterion estimates failure in the lamina fibers when Eq. (53) below is equal or greater than one.  
 "AA + "AAAB = 1 (53) 
 
 
When the left hand side of the functions of Eq. (50-53) has an absolute value below 1, it 
means that the existing state of stress still lies within the failure envelope thus being below the 
failure limit at that point.  The absolute value is used mostly for visualization when plotting the 
functions; otherwise it would appear more sporadic and less telling. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 MODEL VERIFICATION and VALIDATION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Now that the finite element model has been formulated and programmed and augmented 
with the post processing of stress calculations and failure theories, it needs to verified and 
validated.  With regards to mathematical models, Coleman [69] mentioned that Verification 
addresses the question whether or not the equations are solved correctly, and Validation addresses 
how well the equations represent the real world.   
For the axisymmetric and three-dimensional finite element models being discussed here, 
verification is addressed with three questions instead of the one; (1) are the mathematical 
equations solved correctly, (2) does the mesh properly represent the geometry, and (3) has 
everything been programmed correctly?   
For validation the question proposed by Coleman [69] remains similar; how well do the 
finite element models represent the real world? For this work, it will be accepted that verification 




As it will be seen shortly, the three questions used to verify these models can be 
answered simultaneously.  However, personal experience has shown that during the development 
of the models, a simple programming error may lead one to think that the mathematical equations 
were solved incorrectly, or vice versa, an incorrect numbering scheme of the mesh discretization 
may lead one to believe a programming error has been made.  Due to the difficulty of determining 
where an error might have originated, the proposed questions are addressed individually to 
provide a more complete verification. 
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5.2.1 Verification: Mathematical Equations 
Herakovich [57] formulated a closed form linear elastic solution of the through-the-
thickness (TTT) displacements, strains, and stresses in single or laminated tube.  He has verified 
and validated his solution to be correct as long as the following two conditions are met:  
1. The location of the tube occurs in a long tube (single or laminated) in the center 
region away from the free ends, 
2. the tube geometry, deformations, and loads satisfy axisymmetric conditions, 
3. the interlaminar shear stresses are zero; *', = *+, = 0. 
 
TTT plots between the finite element models and the closed form solution of Herakovich 
are shown below in Figure 5 through Figure 8.  The length of the tube is long; 2².  The layup of 
the tube is five layers of carbon fiber reinforced thermosetting polymer; [45/-45/0/-45/45].  Each 
layer is .025in (.000635 m) thick and the directional dependent thermal elastic properties are 
given in Table 1.  The loading condition is a temperature change of Δ = −196.  The boundary 






















Table 1.  Elastic and Thermal Properties for a Graphite Reinforced Polymer 




Figure 5.  Comparison of axial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric and 






















Figure 6.  Comparison of hoop stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric and 





Figure 7.  Comparison of radial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric 







































Figure 8.  Comparison of in-plane shear stress plotted through-the-thickness between the 




It can be seen that the axisymmetric model converges exactly to the solution of 
Herakovich, but the three-dimensional model has a way to go for full convergence.  The full 
three-dimensional model did not converge because the mesh was not adequately refined due to 
limited allocation space in the FORTRAN compiler used.  However this has been overcome by 
cutting the mesh in half longitudinally and then applying symmetry conditions on the three-
dimensional model; at $ = 0° and $ = 180° the v degree of freedom is constrained to zero.  
Constraining it like this may seem contradictory to the definition of axisymmetry, but the fact that 
it is at the zero and | position, symmetry is still met and the correct solution is obtained.  With 
that said, the symmetric three-dimensional model only requires half the mesh size as the full, but 
surprisingly decreases the time to solve the system of equations decreases from 1.34 hours to 17 
minutes!  Though it does not need to be used for a symmetric loading condition such as a 



















layup was not symmetric, the solution may be incorrect.  Such a scenario was not explored here, 
but the possibility should be mentioned. 
Several other plots TTT stresses in a more complex lay-up caused by Axial, Torque, 
Internal Pressure, and External Pressure are found in Appendix A.  From the results displayed in 
Figure 5 through Figure 8 and Appendix A, it is concluded that the equations of equilibrium, Eq. 
(1-3) are solved correctly.   
 
5.2.2 Verification: Mesh 
Verifying that the mesh represents the geometry can be painstakingly done by verifying 
the mesh output data and the node matrix output data with a drawn out picture composed of hand 
sketched elements and node numbers.  It is nonetheless easier to visualize the mesh on the 
computer.  The visualization for this work has been accomplished through VisIt; a free software 
developed by Lawrance Livermore National Laboratories [70].  It has several image rendering 
features that have not yet been fully explored in this work.  Figure 9 through Figure 11 below are 
pictures of a few meshes - tube and tubular joints.  As a side note, the computer screen size made 
it difficult to visualize a whole joint of a refined axisymmetric mesh with more than 200 elements 













Figure 11.  VisIt image of a sliced three-dimensional tube. 
 
5.2.3 Verification: Programming 
Programming correctly and efficiently are two different things.  If a programming error is 
suspect, several outputs have been created so the user can double check the operations 
programmed in the different subroutines.  Checking that the programming is correct takes time 
and is rigorous.  To current knowledge, the commands, equations, and algorithms that make up 
the finite element models in this work are correct; but they might lack some efficiency.  A lot of 
the programming was verified to be correct in working side by side with Lyon [3] who also 
developed a finite element program.  Since the programming of this finite element program and 
that of Lyon were mutually exclusive, frequent comparisons of outputs were made to 
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continuously check the programs, and obtain confidence that the programs were being written 
accurately.  These efforts of constant checking and mutually arriving to same solution for the 
appropriate cases that could be compared gives assurance that the programming has been verified.  
Also, the fact that the mathematical equations, and the mesh have been verified, the programming 
is naturally verified. 
For those who desire to duplicate, run, or modify the program for other cases, Appendix 
B is the actuall program as written up to the date of this monograph.  Appendix C is a variable 
dictionary to assist in deciphering the meaning of each variable.   
 
5.3 Validation 
For validation we ask the question, how well do the finite element models represent the 
real world? The answer to this question is that the models represent the real world when they 
accurately predict the behavior observed in service or testing.  Unfortunately, testing has not been 
performed in this work.  However, the comparison of model results with the published results 
from other author's tests is beneficial; but that has its limitations and it is difficult.  Nonetheless, 
as will be discussed in the next chapter, the outputs of stress distributions show the expected 
trends that have been seen in other joints; both tubular and conventional Cartesian joints made 





 ADHESIVE JOINT INVESTIGATION 
 
6.1 Introduction 
For this work, there is not a design criterion driving a particular joint layup or size.  Since 
there is not a design requirement, the approach of investigating cylindrical tubular adhesive joints 
will be twofold.  First, the stress and strength behavior throughout an arbitrarily chosen joint 
layup will be modeled and evaluated; see section 6.2.  Second, it will be shown how to maintain 
objectivity in the design process by utilizing the failure theories in a Design of Experiments based 
method; factor vs. response; see section 6.3. 
Sections 6.2.1 through 6.2.5 in this chapter present stress and strength distribution plots 
to depict the static behavior seen in cylindrical tubular adhesive joints when subjected to the 
following loading conditions: Temperature change (uniform), Axial, Torque, Internal Pressure, or 
External Pressure loads.  The effects of bending loads are not presented because they are similar 
to the axial load but smaller in magnitude.  This finite element program allows these loading 
conditions to be easily coupled together. 
 
6.2 Stress and Strength Behavior 
The numerical data output is easier to evaluate in parallel with some sort of visualization. 
Here, visualization can be accomplished in VisIt by looking at the individual layers of material, 
or in a plotting software (Excel in this case) where the stress and stress-based failure function 
distributions (strengths) can be plotted along any length of the joint at any radial location and 
angular location, or through-the-thickness of the joint at any axial location and angular location; 
for axisymmetric model the angular location will be at $ = 0. 
The total length of the finite element modeled joint is 7 inches.  However the essential 
boundary conditions of a fixed end is that of symmetry, so the length of the whole joint is 14 
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inches when one end is fixed - resulting in a double lapped tubular joint.  The symmetry of a 
double lapped joint is illustrated below in Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12.  Illustration of symmetry of a double lapped joint represented by a single lap joint with 
fixed end constraints. 
 
 
The details of the joint configuration and associated material properties used for the 
analyses presented in sections 6.2.1-6.2.5 are depicted in Table 2 and 3 below.   
 
Table 2.  Joint Configuration and Material Layup ) k = 116 
 Inner Tube Adhesive Bond Outer Tube 
Length 3in 1in 5in 




Epoxy, 3m Scotch 
Weld 2216 B/A Gray 




It should be pointed out that the strength properties for the Epoxy were not presented in 
the data sheet provided by Lockheed Martin Space Systems.  They were extracted from a web 
based material database for an arbitrarily chosen epoxy.  So in other words these are not the true 
yield strength properties.  They were simply used to run the models and capture trends.  
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Table 3.  Material Properties used for Required Input.  Aluminum and Epoxy or Isotropic and the 
Graphite Reinforced Polymer Is Transverse-Isotropic 
Aluminum Epoxy, 3M 2216 B/A Gray Graphite Reinforced ¥A 72.4 GPa ¥A 0.7 GPa ¥A 155 GPa 
--- --- --- --- ¥B 12.1 GPa ¬ 27.8 GPa ¬ .245 GPa ¬AB 4.4 GPa ¦ 0.3 ¦ 0.43 ¦BH .458 
--- --- --- --- ¦AB .248 G 27.5 E-6 /˚C G 102.0 E-6 /˚C GA -18.0 E-9 /˚C 
--- --- --- --- GB -18.0 E-6 /˚C 
--- --- --- --- GH 24.3 E-6 /˚C 
T 303 MPa *T 27.6 MPa AA 2 GPa 
C -374 MPa *C -345 MPa 6AA -1.5 GPa 
--- --- --- --- BB .04 GPa 
--- --- --- --- 6BB -1.5 GPa 
--- --- --- --- ZBH .05 GPa 
--- --- --- --- ZAB .08 GPa 
 
 
A sliced longitudinal cross sectioned model of the joint in Figure 13.  Longitudinal slice 
of half a cylindrical tubular adhesive joint. Length is scaled down by ~30% and thickness is 
actual (approximately). is approximately to scale with the thickness but is scaled down by 
approximately 30% in the length – based off the dimension of Table 2.  The joint is fairly small to 
represent a laboratory sized joint so that it would be easier and cheaper to build and test in the 
event future work is accomplished to compare and validate that which is being presented herein. 
 
 
Figure 13.  Longitudinal slice of half a cylindrical tubular adhesive joint. Length is scaled down 




Table 4 is an overview of the of the loading conditions, magnitude of the load, location, 
and the displacement boundary conditions used for each case presented in section 6.2.1 through 
section 6.2.5. 
Table 4.  Loading Conditions Used for Presented Cases 




ΔT = -220 Every where Free Ends 
Torque 90 in-lbf Face of  Right End Fixed Left End 
Axial  5620 lbf Face of Right End Fixed Left End 
Internal Pressure 29 ksi 
Inner tube along 
length of bond 
Fixed Both Ends 
External Pressure -13 ksi 
Outer tube along 
length of bond 
Fixed Both Ends 
 
 
Along-the-length stress and strength distributions are presented at the critical radial 
locations in an adhesive joint as determined from research accomplished during this work and 
from literature reviews.  These locations are where the external load transfer may not be as 
smooth due to a sudden peak in localized energy absorption causing either material deformation 
or delamination.  If the energy input into the body is greater than the materials' capacity to absorb 




Figure 14.  Locations where along-the-length stress and strength distributions are plotted. 
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The descriptions of these locations are listed 1-6 below. 
1. Aluminum at Aluminum-Adhesive interface. 
2. Adhesive at Adhesive-Aluminum interface. 
3. Center of Adhesive. 
4. Adhesive at Adhesive-Composite interface. 
5. Composite at Composite-Adhesive interface. 
6. Top of Composite inner ply. 
 
6.2.1 Thermal Loading: Δ = −220 
 
6.2.1.1 Location 1 
As observed in Figure 15, the dominating stress component in the aluminum at the 
Aluminum-adhesive interface is the axial stress.  However, as captured by the Generalized Von-
Mises (GVM) failure criterion defined by Christensen in section 2.8.1.1, the two out-of-plane 
stress components, , and *',, play a significant role in failure; the mode of failure is unknown. 
Due to the cryogenic loading, it would be intuitive to say that failure would be in the realm of 
brittle failure resulting in a crack formation or surface failure, etc.  However, the strength 
properties are ambient temperature properties which may be significantly different from the 
strength properties determined for a cryogenic environment.  So until those values are properly 
captured, the failure criterion mathematically represents the initiation of yielding.  On that note, 
as defined by Christensen in section 2.8.1, the material parameter, G, that changes the shape of 
the GVM failure surface gives indication to whether the distortional terms dominate or the 
dilatational terms dominate.  For G = 1, the distortional (or deviatoric) and dilatational terms 
carry equal weight, which is the case of fracture according to Christensen [55].  As G increases 
greater than 1 (G > 1), the dilatational effects increase resulting in the sure likelihood of fracture.  
In this case for the aluminum, the ambient temperature properties result in an α= .29.  This 
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means the material would be dominated by deviatoric behavior (though not perfectly ductile at 




Figure 15.  Stress and strength distributions along-the-length of Location 1; Aluminum at 





















































6.2.1.2 Location 2 
As observed below in Figure 16, the dominating stress component is the interlaminar 
shear, *',.  Though failure has occurred, the failure mode and post failure behavior is unknown.  
If the material is yielding the laws of plastic flow have to be applied, if it is fracture the principles 
of fracture mechanics have to be applied. They are not considered here. 
 
 
Figure 16.  Stress and strength distributions along-the-length of Location 2; Adhesive at 


















































6.2.1.3 Location 3 
As can be seen in Figure 17 very little change occurred from the Al-Adhesive interface to 
the center.  Slight noticeable changes such as the small difference seen between GVM peak value 
of Figure 16 above and the GVM peak value of Figure 17 below are observed.  The lower value 
of Figure 17 seems to be associated with and increasing hoop and radial stress. 
 
 
Figure 17.  Stress and Strength distributions along-the-length of Location 3; middle of Adhesive. 


















































6.2.1.4 Location 4 
From the center of the adhesive, the hoop stress increases and the radial stress decreases.  
Though still “exceeding” failure, the GVM also reduced in magnitude.  From Figure 18, and that 




Figure 18.  Stress and strength distributions along-the-length of Location 4; Aluminum at 

















































6.2.1.5 Location 5 
Figure 19 illustrates that the failure distributions manifests some sort of asymptotic 
behavior occurring at the beginning of the left end of the bond line.  Following the perturbation, 
the criterion rapidly relaxes below the failure limit.  
 
 
Figure 19.  Stress and strength distributions along-the-length of Location 5; Composite at 
























































The cause to this perturbation in the failure criteria or stress behavior is a result of the 
discontinuity in the boundary conditions.  As all asymptotic behaviors see, the perturbation dies 
out as the function is evaluated away from the asymptotic point.  Figure 20 below is a zoomed-in 
view of that asymptotic region of Figure 19.  This shows that the behavior is locally more stable 
than that observed globally.  
 
 
Figure 20.  Strength distribution zoomed in along-the-length of Location 5. 
 
 
Notice the strength distribution along a radial location farther out (radial) from Location 




























the location from the geometric discontinuity increases.  It is also noticed that there is a slight 
separation between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional failure criteria near the free end. 
 
 
Figure 21.  Strength distribution in second to last outermost layer (layer 10) away from free 
edge/corner of the bond line edge of Location 4 and 5. 
 
 
6.2.1.6 Location 6 
The significant difference between the Top of the inner ply and the bottom where the 
adhesive interfaces with the composite is the increase in the hoop and radial normal stresses.  The 
increase in these stresses is captured by the three-dimensional Tsai-Wu failure criterion and 
Christensen’s matrix controlled failure criterion but not by the two-dimensional Tsai-Wu failure 
criterion as seen in Figure 22.   
Two points can be taken from this observation.  First, the stress behavior can rapidly 
change through the thickness of a single lamina such that failure could be imminent at/between 
the inner composite lamina rather than at the adhesive interface. Second, there is a necessity for a 




























Figure 22.  Stress and strength distributions along-the-length of Location 6; top of composite 
inner ply.  ∆T= -220, free ends. 
 
 
6.2.2 Axial Load 
 
6.2.2.1 Location 1 
Compared to the stress and failure response of a uniform thermal load seen in Figure 15, 
The Aluminum behavior from this axial load appears to be more sensitive to the geometric 
discontinuity; see Figure 23.  A possible explanation is that the axial load is applied at the end of 
























































smooth material response of the uniform thermal load that is applied to all degrees of freedom 
throughout.  It can also be seen in Figure 23 that the dominating stress is captured by the GVM 
failure criterion as was done for the thermal load.  Failure is estimated at the bond line-aluminum 
substrate starting point.  Since the material is not subjected to a cryogenic environment, the 
aluminum mode of failure is expected to be the onset of yielding occurring at the right end of the 
bond line.  
 
 
Figure 23 Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 1; Aluminum at 



















































6.2.2.2 Location 2, 3, 4 
For this axial loaded joint at location 2, as depicted in Figure 24, the dominating stress 
component is no longer just the interlaminar shear, *',; it is accompanied with the normal 
stresses + and ,.  In the strength distribution plot of Figure 24 it can be seen that yielding has 
initiated in the adhesive. 
 
 
Figure 24.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 2; adhesive at 






















































Very little change occurred between location 2 and 3; see Figure 25.  The most notable is 
the normal radial stress increasing in magnitude at the center then decreasing again at the 
composite-adhesive interface of Location 4 as seen in Figure 26.  Failure is estimated to be 
throughout the whole length and thickness of the bond and the mode of failure would be the onset 
of yielding according to the three isotropic failure criteria. 
 
 
Figure 25.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 3; middle of adhesive.  





















































Figure 26.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 4; adhesive at composite-
adhesive.  Axial force = 5620lbf at right end with left end fixed. 
 
 
6.2.2.3 Location 5 
According to the anisotropic failure criteria, failure has not occurred in the composite; see 
Figure 27 below.  It seems that the axial load did not transfer through the joint very well based 




















































From a design perspective it may be beneficial to modify the appropriate parameters such that the 
composite substrate carries a greater load (improve the load transfer through the joint). 
 
 
Figure 27.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 5; Composite at 


















































6.2.2.4 Location 6 
Similarly to the thermal load, there is a significant difference between the top of the inner 
ply (Figure 28) and the bottom of the inner ply (Figure 27) where the adhesive interfaces with the 
composite.   
 
 
Figure 28.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 6; top of inner ply 






















































This difference is seen in the increase of the radial normal stresses at the top of the inner 
ply (Location 6).  The increase in these out of plane stresses is captured again by the three-
dimensional Tsai-Wu failure criterion and Christensen’s matrix controlled failure criterion but not 
by the two-dimensional Tsai-Wu failure criterion.  Again, as observed in section 6.2.1.6, there is 
a necessity for a three-dimensional failure theory to capture the stress triaxiality.  The failure seen 




6.2.3.1 Location 1 
The dominating stress behavior of the interlaminar shear, *+,, is consistent with the 
nature of the torque load on a cylindrical tubular joint.  As it can be seen in Figure 29, the onset 
of failure occurs at % ≈ 1.4² which is outside of the bond length which ends at % = .127².  It is 
also observed that the perturbation usually seen at the free edge or geometric discontinuity is low, 
manifesting a significant amount of stability compared to that seen in the axial load. It appears 
that the adhesive material at the adhesive-aluminum interface (Figure 29) absorbed most of the 
energy caused by the torque rather than transferring it through the adhesive (Figure 30, Figure 31, 
and Figure 32). 
 
6.2.3.2 Location 2, 3, 4 
As observed in Figure 30, the dominating stress component is the interlaminar shear, *+,.  
In fact it appears that the adhesive is in pure shear, which is consistent with the nature of the load. 
It is also observed in Location 3 (Figure 31) that a significant amount change occurred 
from the Al-Adhesive interface (Location 2) to the center of the adhesive (Location 3).  The 
shear, *+,, changed direction and the failure values reduced to below the limit.  
 







































Strength Distribution: Location 1, T=
distributions along-the-length of Location 1; Al
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Figure 30.  Stress and strength distributions along-the-length of Location 2; Adhesive at 























































Figure 31.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 3; middle of Adhesive.  



















































Figure 32. Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 4; Adhesive at Adhesive-



















































6.2.3.3 Location 5 
From strength distribution plot of Figure 33, the idea that the load did not transfer 
through the adhesive bond very well is supported.  From a design perspective, the composite has 
the potential to carry a heavy torque load since it can be tailored with fiber orientations.  The joint 
needs to be modified so that the composite can carry more torque.  Perhaps replacing the inner 
tube with a composite would help. 
 
 
Figure 33.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 5; Composite at 























































6.2.3.4 Location 6 
As seen in Figure 34, for this torque loaded tubular joint, there is not a significant 
difference between the top of the inner ply and the bottom where the adhesive interfaces with the 
composite.  Stress triaxiality is nearly nonexistent in this case.  Again, it may be due to the fact 
that the aluminum failed before transferring the load through the joint. 
 
 
Figure 34.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 6; top of Composite 



















































6.2.4 Internal Pressure 
 
6.2.4.1 Location 1 
As expected in cylindrical pressure vessels, the dominating stress component is the hoop 
stress, +; see Figure 35.  The tube aspect ratio of this inner aluminum tube is ¼½ = f, = 3, which 
is considered thick walled; thick walled vessels have a higher resistance to yielding. 
 
 
Figure 35.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 1; Aluminum at 
Aluminum-Adhesive interface.  	 k = 29



















































6.2.4.2 Location 2, 3, 4 
As observed in Figure 36, the dominating stress components seen in the adhesive at 
Location 2 are the normal stresses.  This hydrostatic stress behavior is consistent with the nature 
of the internal pressure load. The adhesive which is usually prone to shear, is subject to a near 
hydrostatic loading condition which may be preventing shear.   
 
 
Figure 36.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 2; adhesive at 
Aluminum-adhesive interface.  	 k = 29





















































Though not presented here, this model showed that applied pressure is significantly high 
to yield the inside radius of this aluminum tube.  Little changes through the thickness other than 
the peak GVM strength value decreases slightly at Location 4, indicating that the energy is being 
absorbed between the center (Location 3) and the adhesive-Aluminum interface (Location 2); see 
Figure 37 and Figure 38 below. 
 
 
Figure 37  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 3; middle of adhesive.  	 k = 29





















































Figure 38.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 4; adhesive at composite-
adhesive interface.  	 k = 29
 with both ends fixed. 
 
 
6.2.4.3 Location 5 
The stress behavior along the length of Location 5 shows high stress triaxiality over the 
bonded region; see Figure 39 below.  However, the magnitudes are insignificant to approach the 
failure limit.  Interestingly the axial stress and radial stress are compressive.  As it will be seen 
later for the external pressure, Locations 5 and 6 demonstrate tensile (positive) axial and radial 



















































Figure 39.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 5; composite at 
composite-adhesive interface.  	 k = 29
 at right end with left end fixed. 
 
6.2.4.4 Location 6 
As seen in Figure 40, the stress and strength behavior is similar to Location 5 with a 
slight change in magnitude in the components; nothing significant with regards to strength.  It 
should be pointed out however that the difference between the three-dimensional and two-
dimensional failure criteria is almost non-existents.  After looking at the other loading conditions, 



















































Figure 40.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 6; top of inner ply 
composite.  	 k = 29
 at right end with left end fixed. 
 
6.2.5 External Pressure 
 
6.2.5.1 Location 1 
As seen in Figure 41, the GVM failure criterion once again captures the significant out-























































Figure 41.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 1; Aluminum at 
Aluminum-adhesive interface.  	¤¾f = −13
 with both ends fixed. 
 
 
6.2.5.2 Location 2, 3, 4 
Similarly to the other loads, the stress and failure distributions change very little through-
the-thickness of the adhesive.  It should be noted also that both the SED and GVM failure criteria 
estimate failure.  The SED separates from the VM and exceeds the failure limit; see Figure 42-
Figure 44).  For the previous loading conditions up to this point, the SED has been matched up 


















































composite tube resulting in significant energy absorption in the adhesive and in the aluminum as 
illustrated above in Location 1 of Figure 41. 
 
 
Figure 42.  Stress distribution along-the-length of Location 2; adhesive at Aluminum-adhesive 
interface.  	¤¾f = −13


















































Figure 43.  Stress distribution along-the-length of Location 3; middle of adhesive.  	¤¾f =−13






















































Figure 44.  Strength distribution along-the-length of Location 4; adhesive at composite-adhesive 
interface.  	¤¾f = −13





















































6.2.5.3 Location 5 
Figure 45 illustrates that the composite transfers the external pressure load well.  
However, as seen in the above locations of the adhesive and aluminum, the external pressure is 
not supported well beyond the composite.   
 
 
Figure 45.  Stress distribution along-the-length of Location 5; composite at composite-adhesive 





















































6.2.5.4 Location 6 
The significant difference between the Top of the inner ply and the bottom where the 
adhesive interfaces with the composite is the increase in radial normal stresses at the top as seen 
in Figure 46 below. 
 
 
Figure 46.  Stress and strength distribution along-the-length of Location 6; top of composite inner 
ply.  	¤¾f = −13

















































The increase in these stresses is captured by the three-dimensional Tsai-Wu failure 
criterion and Christensen’s matrix controlled failure criterion but not by the two-dimensional 
Tsai-Wu failure criterion.  This once again supports the need for a three-dimensional failure 
criterion to capture stress triaxiality when close failure limit.  
 
6.2.6 Recap 
The joint considered in this section 6.2 saw failure in nearly every loading condition 
applied.  Larger loads were intentionally applied to look at the trend and behavior of the joint 
materials when near a criterion limit.  In section 6.2.1, the uniform temperature load resulted in a 
dominating radial stress.  The axial load in section 6.2.2 induced a dominating axial stress.  
Section 6.2.3 showed that the interlaminar shear stress, *+,, dominated when torque was applied.  
The internal and external pressure loads of sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5, respectively, caused 
dominating radial and hoop stresses.   
 
6.2.6.1 Joint Strength Analysis with Failure Criteria 
In this work, joint resiliency is determined by how well the load transfers through each of 
the materials.  This is done by looking at peak strength values from one location of interest to the 
next.  If the difference between the strength values are greater than 1 (absolute value) then it 
indicates that energy is being absorbed somewhere between those locations to cause the material 
to deform/yield (or fracture).  The closer the strength values are to each other from one location to 
the next indicate that the energy used to deform the material is absorbed more equally.  For 
example in section 6.2.2, the axial load applied to the right side of the joint with the left end fixed 
caused Location 1 to have a peak GVM failure criteria value of ~2.  Location 2 (same location, 
different material) experienced a peak GVM failure of ~4; the difference between the two is ~2.  
From Location 4 to Location 5 the difference is 3.  From this, the majority of the energy was 
absorbed between location 4 and 5 (the Composite-adhesive interface).  Although failure was 
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seen in the aluminum and adhesive, the critical region would be at the composite adhesive 
interface where failure would probably be seen first. 
This analysis technique is just a theory, and it is subject to the assumption that the no 
initial flaws are present.  However, the conclusions arrived from this analysis of looking at the 
strength value differences between locations seems to be consistent with intuitive reasoning and 
with literature results addressing adhesive joint failure.  Also, these “differences” between failure 
values of an isotropic material and that of an anisotropic material are used here due to the fact that 
the function limits are normalized to 1.  Now, it should be pointed that a failure function value 
outside the failure envelope is meaningless because it does not capture the behavior of failure 
outside of the envelope as discussed earlier.  They are nonetheless still used to quantify which 
regions absorb most of the energy caused from the static load to deform/yield the material even if 
it is “way beyond” failure.  The table below lists the peak failure function values from each 
location to assign which region is likely to fail first, or the worst. 
 

















Temp 2.25 35 30 18 3.5 4 
Between 
1 & 2 
Axial 2.1 4 3.5 4 .8 1 
Between 
4 & 5 
Torque .5 15 .1 .1 0 0 
Between 
2 & 5 
Internal 
Pressure 
.2 .9 .9 .8 .1 .1 
Between 
1 & 3 
External 
Pressure 
1.9 20 30 30 .5 1 
Between 
3 & 5 
 
 
6.3 Utilizing Failure Theory in Joint Design 
In an actual design situation there will be a requirement that has to be met.  This 
requirement could be a maximum load, a maximum or minimum dimension, a maximum 
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deflection, etc.  To determine the appropriate combination of these parameters to satisfy the 
requirement is likely to be a long and iterative process.  So to make this process organized and 
objective, basic descriptive statistics and flow charts are used with the failure criteria being the 
judges for go/no-go of candidate parameters.  
 
6.3.1 Part A: Iterative Selection with Design Tree – Setup 
This technique is based off the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) technique.  Following the Tree 
diagram in Figure 47 an arbitrarily chosen joint configuration is chosen subject to the load 
requirement.  If the requirement was a specific dimension then that parameter would be at the top; 
the top is the requirement.  If there are n requirements then there would be n different design 
trees.  Underneath the top requirement are branches of possible values for a specific parameter. 
Each parameter to consider in the branch will be referred to as the leaf.  There can be as many 
branches and leafs desired.   
In the example below and as seen in Figure 47 there is one requirement and two branches 
(and an nth branch there as an example for possible other parameters of interest).   
 
 
































The first branch has two leafs (parameters) to explore; in this case bond thicknesses.  The 
second branch has 4 leafs of inner ply fiber directions.  Underneath those branches would be 
different branches and with different leafs.  The branch is the number and the leaf is the letter.  
For this design tree (Figure 47) it can be seen that there are a total of seven cases to be 
studied; the original design (1a), the original design with the modification of 50% increase in 
bond thickness (2a), the original design with a100% increase in thickness (2b), the original design 
with the change incorporating (2b) and (3d), etc.  If a connection was to be made between the top 
of tree to the third set of branches then the original values can be brought down to branch up with 
the third row of branches. 
 
6.3.2 Part B: Use of Design Tree with Failure Criteria - Apply 
Designing the joint to meet strength requirements requires the use of appropriate failure 
criteria.  A criterion has to be in place to determine whether or not a branch in the design tree 
meets the requirement.  In this work, all of the criteria have been normalized to be a value of 1 at 
failure.  Each case in the design tree is modeled and analyzed.  In the failure output the peak 
failure value is recorded from each section of interest.  An example of this process is illustrated in 
Table 6. 
 
Table 6.  Output of Peak Failure Criteria Values for Each Branch from the Design Tree. 
Leaf/Branch Loc. 1 Loc. 2 Loc. 3 Loc. 4 Loc. 5 Loc. 6 Avg. Std. 
1a 2.2 35.4 30.11 18.96 3.34 3.94 15.67 14.68 
2a 2.14 18.3 15 13 2.8 3.6 9.14 7.11 
2b 2.10 12.75 13 13 2.56 3.34 7.79 5.63 
3a 2.85 225.0 16.15 12.27 10.99 7.75 45.84 87.89 
3b 3.60 27.0 27.0 27.03 12.39 11.27 18.05 10.27 
3c 2.60 207.0 15.70 12.50 9.90 7.17 42.48 80.72 
3d 3.60 26.0 26.0 26.0 11.0 10.21 17.14 10.04 
 
 
For example, in this case the sections of interest are those regions studied in section 6.2.  
This results in six peak failure values; these six values are then averaged.  This is repeated for 
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each branch (2b, 3a, 3b, 3c, etc.).  The branch with the lowest average of the six failure values is 
the down select.  If the best down select still experiences failure according to the failure criteria 
used, this process will have to be repeated with new parameters against the new down selected 
configuration.   
The down select in the example design tree of Figure 47 is (2b) because it has the lowest 
average of the combined failure function values from the six locations as seen in Table 6.  So 
from this, the “new” joint is comprised of the original joint (1a) from section 6.2 with a bond 
thickness (2b) 50% thicker than the original.  This new joint down select is not an optimized joint 
because failure still exists.  Further tree analyses would have to be performed to optimize the joint 
to a safe operating range.  The process would be repeated with new parameters against the new 
down selected configuration. 
This method does not eliminate the iterative process, but it does objectively organize and 
single out a design whose input parameters perform the best in combination with each other.  The 
design tree may also useful for exploring the general behavior of a joint.  For example each of the 
six branches from the example tree design demonstrated the effect that single parameter had on 
the joint.  The inner ply lamina direction can greatly reduce the strength of the joint.  The fibers 
running in the $ = 45° direction greatly reduced the strength of the joint in the adhesive at the 
aluminum-adhesive interface.  This was probably a result of excessive shear-extension coupling 
caused by the angle inner ply.  A similar evaluation for each branch would this would assist the 
development in a well grounded understanding of the joint behavior and hopefully leads to an 






7.1 Finite Element Program 
1. The axisymmetric model can be used the majority of the time and is much more 
efficient. 
2. The three-dimensional finite element model is required for situations when 
axisymmetry conditions do not apply.  
3. The three-dimensional finite element model is improved in efficiency when symmetry 
constraints are placed on a longitudinally sliced tubular mesh. These constraints are 
valid for non-axisymmetric conditions as long as the load is applied in symmetry at 
the $ = 0° or $ = 180°.  It has not been validated whether or not a non symmetric 
composite layup would be erroneous when subjecting a non-axisymmetric load on 
this symmetry constrained three-dimensional joint.  If it is erroneous, the full model 
would have to be used. 
4. The three-dimensional finite element model can represent a crescent shaped cylinder or 
cylindrical joint that is less than 360˚. 
5. The loads are static and the equations being solved are accurate for linear elastic 
materials. 
6. Empirical data to further validate the finite element models would be useful. 
7. Augmenting the program to solve dynamic equilibrium equations or Heat transfer 
equations would complement the current work on adhesive joint strength. 
 
7.2 Stress and Failure Theories 
1. The mathematical behavior outside the limits of the failure envelope represented by the 
failure functions is meaningless because the laws associated with post failure 
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behavior are different than, or augmented to, the laws governing the physical 
behavior of a linear elastic material. 
2. Anisotropic and Isotropic material failure strengths values as function of temperature 
could be useful; particularly for isotropic materials in determining the mode of failure 
utilizing the failure surface shape parameter defined by Christensen. 
3. Three-dimensional stress-based failure criteria capture the stress triaxiality that has 
been shown to exist in a body of dissimilar material or abrupt geometry changes. 
 
7.3 Tubular Joint Behavior 
1. A cryogenic thermal load appears to severely compromise adhesive joint strength 
according to stressed based failure theories used in this work. 
2. The abrupt changes from one substrate to the other accompanied by material 
discontinuity is least affected by torque.  Though the adhesive layer experiences a 
state of almost pure interlaminar shear, the perturbations seen on the free edge are 
very minimal or nonexistent. 
3. Tubular lapped joints are advantageous because the total length of free-edges is 
minimal and the sharp corner seen on lapped plate joints is not present. 
4. According to the strength distribution plots, the strength through the thickness of the 
adhesive changed very little except for the case of torque. 
5. External pressure was supported well by the outer composite but not by the adhesive or 
aluminum. 
6. Internal pressure was efficiently transferred through all six locations only because most 
of the energy was absorbed to cause failure at the interior wall of the aluminum tube. 
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7.4 Joint Design 
1. The Design Tree method is personal preference but it is an objective and organized 
way to down select optimum parameters for meeting the design requirement. 
2. The analysis technique of using the differences of failure values between location to 
determine a “critical region” or where failure might occur first is only a theory; needs 
to be validated.  Nonetheless, it appears to be consistent with logical reasoning that 
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 ADDITIONAL STRESS THROUGH-THE-THICKNESS COMPARATIVE PLOTS 
 
The following plots of Figure 48-Figure 77 are more comparisons of through-the-
thickness stress plots between the FEA solution and the solution of Herakovich for a more 
complex composite layup.  The loads applied to the single composite tube are, Temperature, 
Axial, Torque, Internal Pressure, and External Pressure as indicated in the plot titles.  The length 
of the tube is 5
 and the layup of the tube is eleven layers of carbon fiber reinforced 
thermosetting polymer; [0/20/-20/45/-45/0/-45/45/-20/20/0].  Each layer is .025in (.000635 m) 
thick and the directional dependent thermal elastic properties are given in Table 1 presented 
earlier.  For the temperature change, the boundary conditions are free ends.  For the Axial and 
Torque loads, the left end is fixed and the right end has the applied load.  For the pressures, both 
ends are fixed and the load is applied internally or externally over the bond length region. 
 
A.1  Temperature Change 
 
 
Figure 48.  Comparison of axial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  





















Figure 49.  Comparison of hoop stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric l 
FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
 
Figure 50.  Comparison of radial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 51.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
assumed this stress component to zero. 
 
 
Figure 52.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
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Figure 53.  Comparison of in-plane shear stress plotted through-the-thickness between the 
axisymmetric  FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
A.2  Axial Load 
 
 
Figure 54.  Comparison of axial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 55.  Comparison of hoop stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
 
Figure 56.  Comparison of radial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 57.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
assumed this stress component to zero. 
 
 
Figure 58.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
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Figure 59.  Comparison of in-plane shear stress plotted through-the-thickness between the 
axisymmetric  FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
A.3  Torque Load 
 
 
Figure 60.  Comparison of axial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 61.  Comparison of hoop stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
 
Figure 62.  Comparison of radial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 63.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
assumed this stress component to zero. 
 
 
Figure 64.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
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Figure 65.  Comparison of in-plane shear stress plotted through-the-thickness between the 
axisymmetric  FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
A.4  Internal Pressure 
 
 
Figure 66.  Comparison of axial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 67.  Comparison of hoop stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
 
Figure 68.  Comparison of radial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
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Figure 69.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
assumed this stress component to zero. 
 
 
Figure 70.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
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Figure 71.  Comparison of in-plane shear stress plotted through-the-thickness between the 
axisymmetric  FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
A.5  External Pressure 
 
 
Figure 72.  Comparison of axial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  















FEA vs. Herakovich: τxθ Through-the-Thickness






















Figure 73.  Comparison of hoop stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  
FE solution and a closed form solution written by Herakovich. 
 
 
Figure 74.  Comparison of radial stress plotted through-the-thickness between the axisymmetric  






































Figure 75.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
assumed this stress component to zero. 
 
 
Figure 76.  Interlaminar shear stress plotted through-the-thickness.  Herakovich’s solutions 
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Figure 77.  Comparison of in-plane shear stress plotted through-the-thickness between the 
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 FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM 
 
The following programs in sections A.1-A.3 are a direct cut and paste from the computer 
program for the FEA solver and post processing (main program – Cyl FEA.f95) and the two mesh 
geometries (Axi Cyl Mesh.f95 and 3D Cyl Mesh.f95).  This direct cut and paste compromised the 
format slightly which would need to be corrected when pasting back into the program window 
interface screen such that lines are read and compiled correctly.  Each computer program runs 
correctly in Debug mode in a compiler called Plato.  Debug mode was used because it ran much 
faster, but Debug may overlook programming semantics that may cause the program to crash.   
 
B.1  Cyl FEA.f95 
!===================================================================== 
!3D and Axisymmetric Finite Element Program for a concentric or single 




!Objective   : Calculate displacements, strains stresses, failure limits 
!              for a given mesh composed of solid 8 node or 20 node 
!      brick elements or planar 4 node or 8 node elements.    
 
!Author              : Michael D. Lambert 
!Start Date          : September 2009 







INTEGER, PARAMETER :: sp = selected_real_kind(6,37) 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: dp = selected_real_kind(15,307) 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: prec = dp 
 
!COUNTERS and FLAGS 
INTEGER:: i,j,k,l,kk,pp,jj !Do loop counters 
INTEGER:: istat  !Flag indicating status of READ file 
INTEGER:: square   !Flag to use a sqaure matrix instead upper banded matrix - used for matrix 
topology reasons 
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INTEGER:: ngp  !Number of gauss point (numerical integration points) 
INTEGER:: Ntube, NEM_1, NEM_2, NEM_3 !Number of tubes/Number of elements in the 
mesh for tubes 1,2,3 
INTEGER:: NNM_1, NNM_2, NNM_3 !Number of nodes in the mesh of tubes 1,2,3 - Axi,3D 
INTEGER:: NNxAO, NNxBO !Number of nodes in the overhang 
INTEGER:: NExt_1, NExt_2, NExt_3  !Number of elwments in the xt plane for tubes 1,2,3 - 3D 
INTEGER:: NEx_1 , NEx_2 , NEx_3  !Number of elements in the x direction for tubes 1,2,3 - 
Axisymmetric 
INTEGER:: NNxtA_1, NNxtA_2, NNxtA_3, NNxtB_1, NNxtB_2, NNxtB_3 !Number of 
nodes in the xth plane of the A plane for tube 1,2,3 - 3D 
INTEGER:: NNxA_1, NNxA_2, NNxA_3, NNxB_1, NNxB_2, NNxB_3  !Number of nodes in x 
direction of the A plane for tubes 1,2,3 - for axisymmetric 
INTEGER:: NML_1, NML_2, NML_3 !Number of material layers for tube 1,2,3 respectively 
INTEGER:: npe, npe_Q, npe_L !Nodes per element, "" for quad, "" for Line element 
INTEGER:: TNE, TNN !Total Number of Elements, Total Number of Nodes 
REAL (Kind=prec):: xoverhang,L1,L2,L3,t1,t2,t3,deg !Length of Overhang, tube 1, 2, 3, 
thickness of tube 1, 2, 3, anlgle size of element 
!==================================== 
!SUBROUTINE:  SHAPE_Hexa & SHAPE_Quad 
!==================================== 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: sf, sf_Q, sf_L  !shape function 
for hexaheral 8 or 20 node element k,quadrilateral 4 or 8 node, linear 2 or 3 node. 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: dsf, gdsf, dsf_Q, gdsf_Q, gdsf_QP2, 
dsf_L, gdsf_L 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: GP,Wt 
REAL(kind=prec),DIMENSION(3,3):: JAC, Jinv   
REAL(kind=prec),DIMENSION(2,2):: JAC_Q, Jinv_Q 
REAL(kind=prec):: xi, eta, zeta !xi,eta,zeta coordinates of element k.  
REAL(kind=prec):: DetJ, invJ, DetJ_Q, invJ_Q, JAC_L 
!============================================= 
!SUBROUTINE: STIFFNESS_Hexa and STIFFNESS_Quad 
!============================================= 
INTEGER:: ig,jg,kg     !counters for gauss points 
INTEGER:: a,b      !counters for stiffness reassemble 
according to d.o.f 
INTEGER:: NDF      !Number of Degrees of freedom 
INTEGER:: istat1,status     !Error check for input files 
INTEGER:: rowbase, idof, jrow, Lrow, row, colbase, jdof, ldof, col, Lcol  !For assembly of 
globals stiffness and force 
INTEGER:: neq,nhbw !Number of Equations ; Number of half-band-width 
 






REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: Y,Z,Rad  !Cartesian global node 
positions for VTK file. 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: F_EL,GF  !Element and Global Force 
vectors (for Hexaderal and Quadrilateral elements) 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: xtr, xtr_Q, xtr_L  !Global coordinate 
points  
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: xtr_QP2, xtr_LP2 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: F_temp,K_EL,GK !Temporary Force 
vector for assembly purposes, Element and Global stiffness 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:,:):: K_temp  






INTEGER:: p, q, s1, h 
INTEGER:: NML      !Number of Layers of material 
from inside radius to out. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: NOD    !Global NODE 
number 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: NEr_pml,tube_n,mat, NE_mat, NN_mat, 
NNxtA_mat, NNxA_mat 
REAL (kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:):: X,TH,R   
 !Polar global node positions. 
REAL (Kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: thick,theta,angle,m,n 
REAL (Kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: E1,E2,G12,v12,v23 
REAL (Kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: E3,G13,v13,v32,v21,v31,G23,G31,SS 
REAL (Kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: C11, T11, C22, T22, S23, S12 
REAL (Kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: cte123,ctexrt 









INTEGER :: NB 
INTEGER :: ebc          
 !Case pointers for essential and force boundary conditions 
INTEGER :: ID 
INTEGER :: AOB 
INTEGER :: BWLIMIT 
INTEGER :: num_constr,num_constr_sym  !number of constrained nodes,"" for symmetry 
   
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: nod_constrID,nod_constrID_sym 
 !Node ID pointing to contrained Nodes. 
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INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: dof_constrID,dof_constrID_sym 
 !DOF ID pointing to which dof of the ith contrained node is constrained. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: i_constrID,i_constrID_sym  
 !Index value of the ith equation with a contrained node for the 1st,2nd,or 3rd dof. 
REAL (Kind=prec):: VAL 
REAL (Kind=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: Val_disp, Val_disp_sym  




INTEGER :: num_loadsAx,num_loadsT,num_loadsR 
INTEGER :: num_loadsPin,num_loadsPout     
 !number of loaded nodes. 
INTEGER :: ft !Flag for force boundary conditions, flag for force type (i.e. sinusoidal, point, 
distributed). 
REAL(Kind=prec):: Sigx_app, Sigt_app, Sigr_app  !Total load value applied  - needs to be divide 
up between participating nodes.  
REAL(Kind=prec):: Loadx, Loadt, Loadr  !Total load value applied  - needs to be divide up 
between participating nodes.  
REAL(Kind=prec):: Pout, Pin !External, Internal applied pressures     
REAL(Kind=prec):: Area,locate  !Area of applied distributed load, locatation of point load  
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: F_Ax,F_T,F_R !Forces applied 
externally 
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: F_Pin,F_Pout !Forces applied 
externally due to internal or external pressure 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: Val_forceAx 
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: Val_forceT 
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: Val_forceR 
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: Val_forcePin 
REAL(KIND=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: Val_forcePout   !value of 
applied force for node i. 
 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: nod_forceAxID, nod_forceTID, nod_forceRID   
!Node ID pointing to Node with applied force. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: nod_forcePinID, nod_forcePoutID  
  !"                                          "   
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: dof_forceAxID, dof_forceTID, dof_forceRID
 !DOF ID pointing to which dof of the ith node has a force applied. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: dof_forcePinID,dof_forcePoutID !" " 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: i_forceAxID, i_forceTID, i_forceRID  
 !Index value of the ith equation with an applied force for the 1st,2nd,or 3rd dof. 




INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: avg 
 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:,:) :: eps_GP, sig_GP  !Gauss point 





REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:) :: eps_ND, sig_ND, Sig123_ND 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:) :: eps_ND2, sig_ND2 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:) :: sig, eps, T,Sig123 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:) ::  sig_1, sig_2, sig_3, I1,I2,I3,J2,J3 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:) :: a1,a2,a3 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: counter 
REAL(kind=prec) :: u_GP, v_GP, w_GP, u_ND, v_ND, w_ND 
 
!Mesh Error Calc 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:) :: eps_sm,eps_el 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:) :: e_norm_el, zeta_el 
REAL(KIND=prec):: epsTE(6), epsTE2(6) 
REAL(kind=prec):: epsTEeps, U_norm, e_norm, e_norm_all, err_eta 
 
REAL(kind=prec):: dudx, dudt, dudr 
REAL(kind=prec):: dvdx, dvdt, dvdr 
REAL(kind=prec):: dwdx, dwdt, dwdr 





REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:) :: s_moi, t_moi, sx_moi, st_moi, sr_moi 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:) :: th_moi, sigm_moi, sigbar_moi, J3_moi 
REAL(kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:) :: CE1, CE2, CE3 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:) :: sigP 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:,:,:) :: Aprime  
REAl(Kind=prec),DIMENSION(3,3):: kronecker 
REAL(Kind=prec)::xloc,thloc,rloc 




!Subroutine: SHAPE_Hexa, SHAPE_Quad 
ALLOCATE(GP(ngp,ngp),Wt(ngp,ngp))  
ALLOCATE(sf(npe),dsf(3,npe),gdsf(3,npe)) 
ALLOCATE(sf_Q(npe_Q), dsf_Q(2,npe_Q), gdsf_Q(2,npe_Q)) 
ALLOCATE(sf_L(npe_L), dsf_L(1,npe_L), gdsf_L(1,npe_L)) 
 







IF(square .EQ. 0)THEN 
  ALLOCATE(GK(neq,nhbw)) 
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ELSE 
  ALLOCATE(GK(neq,neq)) 
ENDIF 
   
!Subroutine: Non-essential_B.C. 
IF(Axi==0)THEN 
  ALLOCATE(F_Ax(npe_Q),F_T(npe_Q),F_R(npe_Q),F_Pin(npe_Q),F_Pout(npe_Q)) !Force 
over an area 
ELSEIF(Axi==1)THEN 
  ALLOCATE(F_Ax(npe_L),F_T(npe_L),F_R(npe_L),F_Pin(npe_L),F_Pout(npe_L)) !Force 
"numerically" over a line  
ENDIF !(although a force over an area is naturally represented for the axisymmetric case) 
 
























ALLOCATE(eps_ND(TNE,npe+1,6), sig_ND(TNE,npe+1,6), Sig123_ND(TNE,npe+1,6)) 
ALLOCATE(Sig123(TNN,NML,6),sig(TNN,NML,6),eps(TNN,NML,6),avg(TNN),T(6,6,NML)) 
ALLOCATE(s_moi(TNN,NML), t_moi(TNN,NML), sx_moi(TNN,NML), st_moi(TNN,NML), 
sr_moi(TNN,NML)) 
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!Material Properties as Function of Temperature 
!************************************************ 
DO k=1,NML 
  !Define Dependent Constanst in Terms of Independent Constants:Transverse Isotropy 
  E3(k) =E2(k) 
  !G12(k)=E1(k)/(2.d0*(1.d0+v12(k)))              
  G13(k)=G12(k) 
  G31(k)=G12(k) 
  v13(k)=v12(k) 
  v32(k)=v23(k) 
  v21(k)=v12(k)*(E2(k)/E1(k)) 
  v31(k)=v12(k)*(E2(k)/E1(k))  
  G23(k)=E2(k)/(2.d0*(1.d0+v23(k))) 
   
  !OFF-axis CTE's 
  cte123(4,k)= 0.d0 ; cte123(5,k)= 0.d0  ; cte123(6,k)= 0.d0 
  ctexrt(1,k)= cte123(1,k)*m(k)**2 + cte123(2,k)*n(k)**2 
  ctexrt(2,k)= cte123(1,k)*n(k)**2 + cte123(2,k)*m(k)**2 
  ctexrt(3,k)= cte123(3,k) 
  ctexrt(4,k)= 0.d0 
  ctexrt(5,k)= 0.d0 
  ctexrt(6,k)= 2.d0*n(k)*m(k)*(cte123(1,k)-cte123(2,k))    
    
  !Compliance matrix calculation (Transversely Isotropic) 
  S(1,1,k) = 1.d0/E1(k) ; S(1,2,k) = -v12(k)/E1(k) ; S(1,3,k) = -v13(k)/E1(k)  
  S(2,1,k) = S(1,2,k)   ; S(2,2,k) = 1.d0/E2(k)    ; S(2,3,k) = -v23(k)/E2(k)  
  S(3,1,k) = S(1,3,k)   ; S(3,2,k) = S(2,3,k)      ; S(3,3,k) = 1.d0/E3(k)     
  S(4,4,k) = 1.d0/G23(k); S(5,5,k) = 1.d0/G13(k)   ; S(6,6,k) = 1.d0/G12(k) 
 
  SS(k)=S(1,1,k)*S(2,2,k)*S(3,3,k)-S(1,1,k)*S(2,3,k)*S(2,3,k)-S(2,2,k)*S(1,3,k)*S(1,3,k)-& 
    & S(3,3,k)*S(1,2,k)*S(1,2,k)+2.d0*S(1,2,k)*S(2,3,k)*S(1,3,k) 
 
  C(1,1,k)= (S(2,2,k)*S(3,3,k)-S(2,3,k)*S(2,3,k))/SS(k) 
  C(1,2,k)= (S(1,3,k)*S(2,3,k)-S(1,2,k)*S(3,3,k))/SS(k) 
  C(1,3,k)= (S(1,2,k)*S(2,3,k)-S(1,3,k)*S(2,2,k))/SS(k) 
  C(2,2,k)= (S(3,3,k)*S(1,1,k)-S(1,3,k)*S(1,3,k))/SS(k) 
  C(2,3,k)= (S(1,2,k)*S(1,3,k)-S(2,3,k)*S(1,1,k))/SS(k) 
  C(3,3,k)= (S(1,1,k)*S(2,2,k)-S(1,2,k)*S(1,2,k))/SS(k) 
  C(4,4,k)= 1.d0/S(4,4,k) 
  C(5,5,k)= 1.d0/S(5,5,k) 
  C(6,6,k)= 1.d0/S(6,6,k) 
   
  !Transformed stiffness matrix calculation (Transversely Isotropic) 
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  Cbar(1,1,k) = 
(m(k)**4)*C(1,1,k)+2.d0*(m(k)**2)*(n(k)**2)*(C(1,2,k)+2.d0*C(6,6,k))+(n(k)**4)*C(2,2,k) 
  Cbar(1,2,k) = (m(k)**2)*(n(k)**2)*(C(1,1,k)+C(2,2,k)-
4.d0*C(6,6,k))+(n(k)**4+m(k)**4)*C(1,2,k) 
  Cbar(1,3,k) = (m(k)**2)*C(1,3,k) + (n(k)**2)*C(2,3,k) 
  Cbar(1,6,k) = n(k)*m(k)*((m(k)**2)*(C(1,1,k)-C(1,2,k)-2.d0*C(6,6,k))+(n(k)**2)*(C(1,2,k)-
C(2,2,k)+2.d0*C(6,6,k))) 
  Cbar(2,1,k) = Cbar(1,2,k) 
  Cbar(2,2,k) = 
(n(k)**4)*C(1,1,k)+2.d0*(n(k)**2)*(m(k)**2)*(C(1,2,k)+2.d0*C(6,6,k))+(m(k)**4)*C(2,2,k) 
  Cbar(2,3,k) = (n(k)**2)*C(1,3,k) + (m(k)**2)*C(2,3,k) 
  Cbar(2,6,k) = n(k)*m(k)*((n(k)**2)*(C(1,1,k)-C(1,2,k)-2.d0*C(6,6,k))+(m(k)**2)*(C(1,2,k)-
C(2,2,k)+2.d0*C(6,6,k))) 
  Cbar(3,1,k) = Cbar(1,3,k) 
  Cbar(3,2,k) = Cbar(2,3,k) 
  Cbar(3,3,k) = C(3,3,k) 
  Cbar(3,6,k) = m(k)*n(k)*(C(1,3,k)-C(2,3,k)) 
  Cbar(4,4,k) = (m(k)**2)*C(4,4,k)+(n(k)**2)*C(5,5,k) 
  Cbar(4,5,k) = m(k)*n(k)*(C(5,5,k)-C(4,4,k)) 
  Cbar(5,4,k) = Cbar(4,5,k) 
  Cbar(5,5,k) = (n(k)**2)*C(4,4,k)+(m(k)**2)*C(5,5,k) 
  Cbar(6,1,k) = Cbar(1,6,k) 
  Cbar(6,2,k) = Cbar(2,6,k) 
  Cbar(6,3,k) = Cbar(3,6,k) 
  Cbar(6,6,k) = (n(k)**2)*(m(k)**2)*(C(1,1,k)-2.d0*C(1,2,k)+C(2,2,k))+(n(k)**2-
m(k)**2)**2*C(6,6,k)   
  Cbar(1,4,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(1,5,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(2,4,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(2,5,k) = 0.d0 
  Cbar(3,4,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(3,5,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(4,1,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(4,2,k) = 0.d0 
  Cbar(4,3,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(4,6,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(5,1,k) = 0.d0 ; Cbar(5,2,k) = 0.d0 




  IF(Axi==0)THEN 
    READ(30,*)NE_mat(i),NN_mat(i),NNxtA_mat(i) 
  ELSEIF(Axi==1)THEN 
    READ(30,*)NE_mat(i),NN_mat(i),NNxA_mat(i) 
  ENDIF 
ENDDO 
!READ in Global coordinates from mesh output 
DO h=1,Ntube 
  SELECT CASE(h) 
    CASE(1) 
    q=NEM_1 
    s1=0 
    CASE(2) 
    q=NEM_1+NEM_2 
    s1=NEM_1 
    CASE(3) 
    q=NEM_1+NEM_2+NEM_3 
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    s1=NEM_2+NEM_1 
  END SELECT 
  DO k=1+s1,q 
    DO i=1,npe 
      READ(30,*)NOD(k,i),X(NOD(k,i)),TH(NOD(k,i)),R(NOD(k,i)),mat(k)  !Element #, local 
NOD#, global NOD# 
    ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
ENDDO 
 
!Check material properties 
DO k=1,NML 
  WRITE(70,*)"Cbar Layer  ",k 
  WRITE(70,*) 
  DO i=1,6 
    WRITE(70,'(6ES12.4)')(Cbar(i,j,k),j=1,6) 
  ENDDO 
  WRITE(70,*) 
  WRITE(70,*)"CTE xtr  ",k 
  WRITE(70,*) 
  DO i=1,6 
    WRITE(70,'(6ES12.4)')ctexrt(i,k) 
  ENDDO 
ENDDO 





!NOTE:  This subroutine will be called into SUBROUTINE: ELEMENT_STIFFNESS 
!for each guass point coordinate in the xi, eta, zeta coordinate system 
!calucate natural coordinate Shape Functions and derivatives at each gauss point. 
IF (npe .eq. 8)THEN 
  sf(1)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(2)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(3)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(4)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(5)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(6)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(7)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(8)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  !Derivative with respect to xi 
  dsf(1,1)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(1,2)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(1,3)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta)  
  dsf(1,4)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(1,5)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,6)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,7)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,8)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
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  !Derivative with respect to eta 
  dsf(2,1)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,2)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,3)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,4)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,5)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,6)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,7)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,8)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  !Derivative with respect to zeta 
  dsf(3,1)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,2)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,3)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta) 
  dsf(3,4)= -(1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta) 
  dsf(3,5)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,6)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,7)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta) 
  dsf(3,8)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta) 
ELSE 
  sf(1)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*(-xi-eta-zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(2)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*( xi-eta-zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(3)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*( xi+eta-zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(4)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*(-xi+eta-zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(5)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*(-xi-eta+zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(6)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*( xi-eta+zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(7)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*( xi+eta+zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(8)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*(-xi+eta+zeta-2.d0) 
  sf(9)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(10)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(11)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(12)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  sf(13)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(14)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(15)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(16)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  sf(17)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  sf(18)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  sf(19)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  sf(20)= (1.d0/4.d0)*(1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  !Derivative with respect to xi 
  dsf(1,1)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*(2.d0*xi+eta+zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(1,2)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*(2.d0*xi-eta-zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(1,3)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*(2.d0*xi+eta-zeta-1.d0)  
  dsf(1,4)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta)*(2.d0*xi-eta+zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(1,5)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*(2.d0*xi+eta-zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(1,6)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*(2.d0*xi-eta+zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(1,7)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*(2.d0*xi+eta+zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(1,8)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta)*(2.d0*xi-eta-zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(1,9) = -(1.d0/2.d0)*xi*(1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(1,10)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0-zeta) 
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  dsf(1,11)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*xi*(1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(1,12)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(1,13)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*xi*(1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,14)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,15)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*xi*(1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,16)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0-eta**2)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(1,17)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  dsf(1,18)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0-eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  dsf(1,19)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  dsf(1,20)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*      (1.d0+eta)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  !Derivative with respect to eta 
  dsf(2,1)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-zeta)*( xi+2.d0*eta+zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(2,2)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-zeta)*(-xi+2.d0*eta+zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(2,3)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-zeta)*( xi+2.d0*eta-zeta-1.d0)  
  dsf(2,4)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-zeta)*(-xi+2.d0*eta-zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(2,5)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+zeta)*( xi+2.d0*eta-zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(2,6)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+zeta)*(-xi+2.d0*eta-zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(2,7)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+zeta)*( xi+2.d0*eta+zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(2,8)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+zeta)*(-xi-2.d0*eta+zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(2,9) = -(1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,10)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*eta*(1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,11)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,12)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*eta*(1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0-zeta) 
  dsf(2,13)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,14)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*eta*(1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,15)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,16)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*eta*(1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0+zeta) 
  dsf(2,17)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  dsf(2,18)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  dsf(2,19)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0+xi)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  dsf(2,20)=  (1.d0/4.d0)*       (1.d0-xi)   *(1.d0-zeta**2) 
  !Derivative with respect to zeta 
  dsf(3,1)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*( xi+eta+2.d0*zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(3,2)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(-xi+eta+2.d0*zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(3,3)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(-xi-eta+2.d0*zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(3,4)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*( xi-eta+2.d0*zeta+1.d0) 
  dsf(3,5)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(-xi-eta+2.d0*zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(3,6)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*( xi-eta+2.d0*zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(3,7)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*( xi+eta+2.d0*zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(3,8)=  (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(-xi+eta+2.d0*zeta-1.d0) 
  dsf(3,9)= -(1.d0/4.d0)*     (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,10)=-(1.d0/4.d0)*     (1.d0+xi)*   (1.d0-eta**2) 
  dsf(3,11)=-(1.d0/4.d0)*     (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0+eta) 
  dsf(3,12)=-(1.d0/4.d0)*     (1.d0-xi)*   (1.d0-eta**2) 
  dsf(3,13)= (1.d0/4.d0)*     (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,14)= (1.d0/4.d0)*     (1.d0+xi)*   (1.d0-eta**2) 
  dsf(3,15)= (1.d0/4.d0)*        (1.d0-xi**2)*(1.d0+eta) 
  dsf(3,16)= (1.d0/4.d0)*        (1.d0-xi)*   (1.d0-eta**2) 
  dsf(3,17)=-(1.d0/2.d0)*zeta*(1.d0-xi)*   (1.d0-eta) 
  dsf(3,18)=-(1.d0/2.d0)*zeta*(1.d0+xi)*   (1.d0-eta) 
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  dsf(3,19)=-(1.d0/2.d0)*zeta*(1.d0+xi)*   (1.d0+eta) 
  dsf(3,20)=-(1.d0/2.d0)*zeta*(1.d0-xi)*   (1.d0+eta)     
ENDIF 
 
!Coordinate Transformation: Calculate the Jacobian Matrix, Jacobian inverse, and Jabobian 
!at each gauss point for an arbitrary element 
JAC=0.d0 
DO i=1,3 
  DO j=1,3 
    DO k=1,npe 
      JAC(i,j)=JAC(i,j)+xtr(j,k)*dsf(i,k) 
 ENDDO 





  DO j=1,3 
      Jinv(i,j)=Jac(i,j) 





    invJ = Jinv(i,i) 
    DO j=1,3 
        !Jinv(2,2)=0.d0 
        Jinv(i,j)= -Jinv(i,j)/invJ 
    ENDDO 
    DO k=1,3 
        If (i /= k) THEN 
        DO j=1,3 
            If (i /= j)THEN 
                Jinv(k,j)=Jinv(k,j)+Jinv(k,i)*Jinv(i,j) 
            ENDIF 
        ENDDO 
        ENDIF 
        Jinv(k,i)=Jinv(k,i)/invJ 
    ENDDO 
    Jinv(i,i)=1.d0/invJ 





  DO j=1,3 
    DO k=1,npe 
      JAC(i,j)=JAC(i,j)+xtr(j,k)*dsf(i,k) 
    ENDDO 




!Alternate Inversion method 
JAC=0.d0 
DO i=1,3 
  DO j=1,3 
    DO k=1,npe 
      JAC(i,j)=JAC(i,j)+xtr(j,k)*dsf(i,k) 
 ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
ENDDO 
 
!Determinant of Jacobian: to be taken at each xi,eta,zeta coordinate (or sampling point for 
numerical integration)  
DetJ= Jac(1,1)*(Jac(2,2)*Jac(3,3)-Jac(3,2)*Jac(2,3)) & 
         &-Jac(1,2)*(Jac(2,1)*Jac(3,3)-Jac(3,1)*Jac(2,3)) & 
        &+Jac(1,3)*(Jac(2,1)*Jac(3,2)-Jac(3,1)*Jac(2,2)) 
 
!$$$$$$ ! Alternate Inversion method -Invert the Jacobian matrix 
!$$$$$$ !========================== 
!$$$$$$ !Calculate Cofactor matrix   
!$$$$$$ Jinv(1,1) = JAC(2,2)*JAC(3,3)-JAC(3,2)*JAC(2,3) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(1,2) = -1.d0*(JAC(2,1)*JAC(3,3)-JAC(3,1)*JAC(2,3)) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(1,3) = JAC(2,1)*JAC(3,2)-JAC(3,1)*JAC(2,2) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(2,1) = -1.d0*(JAC(1,2)*JAC(3,3)-JAC(3,2)*JAC(1,3)) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(2,2) = JAC(1,1)*JAC(3,3)-JAC(3,1)*JAC(1,3) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(2,3) = -1.d0*(JAC(1,1)*JAC(3,2)-JAC(3,1)*JAC(1,2)) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(3,1) = JAC(1,2)*JAC(2,3)-JAC(2,2)*JAC(1,3) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(3,2) = -1.d0*(JAC(1,1)*JAC(2,3)-JAC(2,1)*JAC(1,3)) 
!$$$$$$ Jinv(3,3) = JAC(1,1)*JAC(2,2)-JAC(2,1)*JAC(1,2) 
!$$$$$$  
!$$$$$$ !Inverse=Transpose(J)/determinate 
!$$$$$$ Jinv = TRANSPOSE(Jinv)/DetJ 
 
!WRITE(190,*)DetJ,p 
!Define GLobal Derivatives interms of Local coordinates 
DO i=1,3 
  DO k=1,npe 
    gdsf(i,k) = Jinv(i,1)*dsf(1,k) + Jinv(i,2)*dsf(2,k) + Jinv(i,3)*dsf(3,k) 
  ENDDO 
ENDDO 
 
!B matrix - used for calculating stresses directly at node and not the gauss point 
!(need to declare it) 
 
RETURN 







IF(npe_Q .LT. 8)THEN 
  sf_Q(1) = ((1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta))/4.d0 
  sf_Q(2) = ((1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta))/4.d0 
  sf_Q(3) = ((1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta))/4.d0 
  sf_Q(4) = ((1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta))/4.d0 
   
  dsf_Q(1,1) = -(1.d0-eta)/4.d0 
  dsf_Q(1,2) =  (1.d0-eta)/4.d0 
  dsf_Q(1,3) =  (1.d0+eta)/4.d0 
  dsf_Q(1,4) = -(1.d0+eta)/4.d0 
   
  dsf_Q(2,1) = -(1.d0-xi)/4.d0 
  dsf_Q(2,2) = -(1.d0+xi)/4.d0 
  dsf_Q(2,3) =  (1.d0+xi)/4.d0 
  dsf_Q(2,4) =  (1.d0-xi)/4.d0  
ENDIF 
 
IF(npe_Q .GT. 4)THEN 
  sf_Q(5) = (1.d0 - xi**2)*(1.d0 - eta   )/2.d0  
  sf_Q(6) = (1.d0 + xi   )*(1.d0 - eta**2)/2.d0  
  sf_Q(7) = (1.d0 - xi**2)*(1.d0 + eta   )/2.d0  
  sf_Q(8) = (1.d0 - xi   )*(1.d0 - eta**2)/2.d0  
 
  sf_Q(1) = (1.d0 - xi)*(1.d0 - eta)/4.d0 - (sf_Q(5) + sf_Q(8))/2.d0  
  sf_Q(2) = (1.d0 + xi)*(1.d0 - eta)/4.d0 - (sf_Q(5) + sf_Q(6))/2.d0  
  sf_Q(3) = (1.d0 + xi)*(1.d0 + eta)/4.d0 - (sf_Q(6) + sf_Q(7))/2.d0  
  sf_Q(4) = (1.d0 - xi)*(1.d0 + eta)/4.d0 - (sf_Q(7) + sf_Q(8))/2.d0  
 
  dsf_Q(1,5) = -xi*(1.d0 - eta)         
  dsf_Q(1,6) =     (1.d0 - eta**2)/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(1,7) = -xi*(1.d0 + eta)          
  dsf_Q(1,8) =    -(1.d0 - eta**2)/2.d0  
 
  dsf_Q(1,1) = -(1.d0 - eta)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(1,5) + dsf_Q(1,8))/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(1,2) =  (1.d0 - eta)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(1,5) + dsf_Q(1,6))/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(1,3) =  (1.d0 + eta)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(1,6) + dsf_Q(1,7))/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(1,4) = -(1.d0 + eta)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(1,7) + dsf_Q(1,8))/2.d0  
 
  ! Derivative of shape functions with respect to eta 
  dsf_Q(2,5) = -(1.d0 - xi**2)/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(2,6) = -(1.d0 + xi)*eta      
  dsf_Q(2,7) =  (1.d0 - xi**2)/2.d0 
  dsf_Q(2,8) = -(1.d0 - xi)*eta      
 
  dsf_Q(2,1) = -(1.d0 - xi)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(2,5) + dsf_Q(2,8))/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(2,2) = -(1.d0 + xi)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(2,5) + dsf_Q(2,6))/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(2,3) =  (1.d0 + xi)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(2,6) + dsf_Q(2,7))/2.d0  
  dsf_Q(2,4) =  (1.d0 - xi)/4.d0 - (dsf_Q(2,7) + dsf_Q(2,8))/2.d0  
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ENDIF   
 
Jac_Q = 0.d0 
DO i=1,npe_Q 
  Jac_Q(1,1) = Jac_Q(1,1) + dsf_Q(1,i)*xtr_Q(1,i) 
  Jac_Q(1,2) = Jac_Q(1,2) + dsf_Q(1,i)*xtr_Q(2,i) 
  Jac_Q(2,1) = Jac_Q(2,1) + dsf_Q(2,i)*xtr_Q(1,i) 
  Jac_Q(2,2) = Jac_Q(2,2) + dsf_Q(2,i)*xtr_Q(2,i) 
ENDDO 
 DetJ_Q = Jac_Q(1,1)*Jac_Q(2,2) - Jac_Q(2,1)*Jac_Q(1,2) 
 Jinv_Q(1,1) =  Jac_Q(2,2)/DetJ_Q 
 Jinv_Q(1,2) = -Jac_Q(1,2)/DetJ_Q 
 Jinv_Q(2,1) = -Jac_Q(2,1)/DetJ_Q 
 Jinv_Q(2,2) =  Jac_Q(1,1)/DetJ_Q 
 
 
!Calculate the Jacobian matrix 
!$$$$$$ DO i=1,2 
!$$$$$$  DO j=1,2 
!$$$$$$    DO k=1,npe_Q 
!$$$$$$      Jac_Q(i,j) = Jac_Q(i,j)+dsf_Q(i,k)*xtr_Q(j,k) 
!$$$$$$      !write(190,*)dsf_Q(i,k) 
!$$$$$$    END DO   
!$$$$$$  END DO 
!$$$$$$ END DO 
!$$$$$$  
!$$$$$$ !Calculate the determinate of the Jacobian matrix 
!$$$$$$ DetJ_Q = Jac_Q(1,1)*Jac_Q(2,2)-Jac_Q(2,1)*Jac_Q(1,2) 
!$$$$$$  
!$$$$$$ !Jacobian Inverse 
!$$$$$$ Jinv_Q(1,1) = Jac_Q(2,2)/DetJ_Q ; Jinv_Q(1,2) = -Jac_Q(1,2)/DetJ_Q 
!$$$$$$ Jinv_Q(2,1) =-Jac_Q(2,1)/DetJ_Q ; Jinv_Q(2,2) =  Jac_Q(1,1)/DetJ_Q 
 
!Define GLobal Derivatives interms of Local coordinates 
DO i=1,2 
 DO k=1,npe_Q 
   gdsf_Q(i,k) = Jinv_Q(i,1)*dsf_Q(1,k) + Jinv_Q(i,2)*dsf_Q(2,k)   
 ENDDO 
ENDDO 
!B matrix - used for calculating stresses directly at node and not the gauss point 
!(need to declare it) 
 
RETURN 






sf_L = 0.d0;  dsf_L = 0.d0 
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sf_L(1) = .5d0*(1-xi) 
sf_L(2) = .5d0*(1+xi) 
dsf_L(1,1) = -.5d0 
dsf_L(1,2) =  .5d0 
IF(npe_L > 2)THEN 
 sf_L(3) = 1.d0-xi**2 
 sf_L(1) = .5d0*(1-xi)-.5d0*sf_L(3) 
 sf_L(2) = .5d0*(1+xi)-.5d0*sf_L(3) 
 dsf_L(1,1) = -.5d0+xi 
 dsf_L(1,2) = .5d0+xi 
 dsf_L(1,3) = -2.d0*xi 
ENDIF 
 
!Calculate the Jacobian matrix 
JAC_L = 0.d0 
DO k=1,npe_L 
 JAC_L = JAC_L+dsf_L(1,k)*xtr_L(1,k) 
END DO 
 
RETURN     
END SUBROUTINE SHAPE_Line 
!===================================================================== 

















 IF (TH(NOD(p,1)) .GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
   TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
   TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
   TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
   TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
   IF (npe == 20) THEN 
     TH(NOD(p,11)) = 360.d0 
     TH(NOD(p,15)) = 360.d0 
     TH(NOD(p,19)) = 360.d0 
     TH(NOD(p,20)) = 360.d0 
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   END IF 
 ENDIF 
  
 DO i=1,npe 
   !Assign Global coordinates to each element according to local npe 
   xtr(1,i)=X(NOD(p,i)) 
   xtr(2,i)=TH(NOD(p,i))  !defined before the calling of SHAPE_Hexa wherin the Jacobian 
matrix is defined 
   xtr(3,i)=R(NOD(p,i)) 
   IF(TH(NOD(p,i)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
 ENDDO 
  








 !Define natural coordinates in terms of gauss points 
 DO ig=1,ngp 
   xi  = GP(ngp,ig) 
   DO jg=1,ngp 
     eta = GP(ngp,jg) 
     DO kg=1,ngp 
       zeta = GP(ngp,kg) 
       CALL SHAPE_Hexa 
       rr=0.d0 
       DO i=1,npe 
         rr = rr + xtr(3,i)*sf(i) 
       ENDDO 
       !Gauss Quadrature 
       Con11=Cbar(1,1,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con12=Cbar(1,2,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con13=Cbar(1,3,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con16=Cbar(1,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con22=Cbar(2,2,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con23=Cbar(2,3,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con26=Cbar(2,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con33=Cbar(3,3,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con36=Cbar(3,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con44=Cbar(4,4,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con45=Cbar(4,5,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con55=Cbar(5,5,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       Con66=Cbar(6,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
 
       DO i=1,npe 
         !Shorten length of expressions for coding purposes 
         dxi=gdsf(1,i) ; dti=gdsf(2,i) ; dri=gdsf(3,i) 
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         !Temporary Force Vector  
         F_temp(1,i) = F_temp(1,i) + DelT*rr*(dxi*(Con11*cteX + & 
                     & Con12*cteT + Con13*cteR + Con16*cteXT) + & 
                     & (dti/rr)*(Con16*cteX + Con26*cteT + Con36*cteR + Con66*cteXT)) 
          
         F_temp(2,i) = F_temp(2,i) + DelT*rr*(dxi*(Con16*cteX + & 
                     & Con26*cteT + Con36*cteR + Con66*cteXT) + & 
                     & (dti/rr)*(Con12*cteX + Con22*cteT + & 
                     & Con23*cteR + Con26*cteXT)) 
          
         F_temp(3,i) = F_temp(3,i) + DelT*rr*(dri*(Con13*cteX + & 
                     & Con23*cteT + Con33*cteR + Con36*cteXT) + & 
                     & (sf(i)/rr)*(Con12*cteX + Con22*cteT + Con23*cteR + & 
                     & Con26*cteXT)) 
       DO j=1,npe 
         !Shorten length of expressions for coding purposes 
         dxj=gdsf(1,j) ; dtj=gdsf(2,j) ; drj=gdsf(3,j) 
          
         !Temporary Element Stiffness Matrix 
         K_temp(1,1,i,j)= K_temp(1,1,i,j) + rr*(Con11*dxi*dxj + (Con16/rr)*(dxi*dtj+dti*dxj) + & 
                        & Con55*dri*drj + (Con66/rr**2)*dti*dtj) 
 
         K_temp(1,2,i,j)= K_temp(1,2,i,j) + rr*((Con12/rr)*dxi*dtj + Con16*dxi*dxj + & 
                        & (Con26/rr**2)*dti*dtj + Con45*(dri*drj - dri*sf(j)/rr) + & 
                        & (Con66/rr)*dti*dxj) 
 
         K_temp(1,3,i,j)= K_temp(1,3,i,j) + rr*((Con12/rr)*dxi*sf(j) + Con13*dxi*drj + & 
                        & (Con26/rr**2)*dti*sf(j) + (Con36/rr)*dti*drj + & 
                        & (Con45/rr)*dri*dtj + Con55*dri*dxj) 
 
         K_temp(2,1,i,j)= K_temp(2,1,i,j) + rr*((Con12/rr)*dti*dxj + Con16*dxi*dxj + & 
                        & (Con26/rr**2)*dti*dtj + Con45*(dri*drj-sf(i)*drj/rr) + & 
                        & (Con66/rr)*dxi*dtj) 
 
         K_temp(2,2,i,j)= K_temp(2,2,i,j) + rr*((Con22/rr**2)*dti*dtj +(Con26/rr)*(dxi*dtj + 
dti*dxj)& 
                        & +(Con44/rr)*(-dri*sf(j) + rr*dri*drj + sf(i)*sf(j)/rr - sf(i)*drj) +Con66*dxi*dxj) 
 
         K_temp(2,3,i,j)= K_temp(2,3,i,j) + rr*((Con22/rr**2)*dti*sf(j) + (Con23/rr)*dti*drj + & 
                        & (Con26/rr)*dxi*sf(j) + Con36*dxi*drj + (Con44/rr)*(dri*dtj - sf(i)*dtj/rr)+& 
                        & Con45*(dri*dxj - sf(i)*dxj/rr)) 
 
         K_temp(3,1,i,j)=K_temp(3,1,i,j) + rr*((Con12/rr)*sf(i)*dxj + Con13*dri*dxj + & 
                        & (Con26/rr**2)*sf(i)*dtj + (Con36/rr)*dri*dtj + & 
                        & (Con45/rr)*dti*drj + Con55*dxi*drj) 
 
         K_temp(3,2,i,j)=K_temp(3,2,i,j) + rr*((Con22/rr**2)*sf(i)*dtj + (Con23/rr)*dri*dtj + & 
                        & (Con26/rr)*sf(i)*dxj + Con36*dri*dxj + (Con44/rr)*(dti*drj - (dti/rr)*sf(j))+& 
                        & Con45*(dxi*drj - (dxi/rr)*sf(j))) 
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         K_temp(3,3,i,j)=K_temp(3,3,i,j) + rr*((Con22/rr**2)*sf(i)*sf(j) + 
(Con23/rr)*(dri*sf(j)+sf(i)*drj)& 
                        &+ Con33*dri*drj + (Con44/rr**2)*dti*dtj + (Con45/rr)*(dxi*dtj + dti*dxj) + & 
                        & Con55*dxi*dxj) 
       ENDDO!j 
       ENDDO!i 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
 
!|Stiffness and Force assembly, From DR. Thomas Fronk - orthosphere | 
 !Element Stiffness 
 DO a=1,npe 
   DO b=1,npe 
     DO i=1,NDF   
       DO j=1,NDF 
         L = (a-1)*NDF+i 
         K = (b-1)*NDF+j 
         K_EL(L,K)=K_temp(i,j,a,b) 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
   
 !Element Force 
 DO i=1,npe 
   DO j=1,NDF 
     k=(i-1)*NDF+j 
     F_EL(k)=F_temp(j,i) 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
  
 !ASSEMBLE GLOBAL STIFFNESS 
 IF(square .EQ. 0)THEN 
   DO i=1,npe 
     rowbase=(NOD(p,i)-1)*NDF 
     DO idof=1,NDF 
       Lrow=(i-1)*NDF+idof 
        row=rowbase+idof 
        !WRITE(40,*)row,Lrow 
        GF(row)=GF(row)+F_EL(Lrow) 
       DO j=1,npe 
         colbase=(NOD(p,j)-1)*NDF 
         DO jdof=1,NDF 
           Lcol=(j-1)*NDF+jdof 
            col=colbase+jdof-row+1 
            IF(col .GT. 0)THEN 
               GK(row,col)=GK(row,col)+K_EL(Lrow,Lcol) 
            ENDIF 
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         ENDDO 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ELSE 
   DO i=1,npe 
     rowbase=(NOD(p,i)-1)*NDF 
     DO idof=1,NDF 
       Lrow=(i-1)*NDF+idof 
        row=rowbase+idof 
        GF(row)=GF(row)+F_EL(Lrow) 
       DO j=1,npe 
         colbase=(NOD(p,j)-1)*NDF 
         DO jdof=1,NDF 
           Lcol= (j-1)*NDF+jdof 
           col = colbase+jdof 
           GK(row,col) = GK(row,col) + K_EL(Lrow,Lcol) 
         ENDDO 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 





IF(square .NE. 0)THEN 
 DO i=1,neq 
   DO j=1,neq 
     IF(GK(i,j).LT.GK(j,i) .or. GK(i,j).GT.GK(j,i))THEN 
       !WRITE(40,'(A)')"GLOBAL STIFFNESS IS NOT SYMMETRIC - before B.C." 
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
!$$$$$$   WRITE(40,*) 
!$$$$$$   DO i=1,neq 
!$$$$$$     DO j=1,neq 
!$$$$$$       IF(i .EQ. j)THEN 
!$$$$$$         WRITE(40,*)GK(i,j) 
!$$$$$$       ENDIF 
!$$$$$$     ENDDO 
!$$$$$$   ENDDO 
ENDIF 
 




















 DO i=1,npe 
   !Assign Global coordinates to each element according to local npe 
   xtr_Q(1,i)=X(NOD(p,i)) 
   xtr_Q(2,i)=R(NOD(p,i)) 
 ENDDO 
  








 !Define natural coordinates in terms of gauss points 
 DO ig=1,ngp 
   xi  = GP(ngp,ig) 
   DO jg=1,ngp 
     eta = GP(ngp,jg) 
     CALL SHAPE_Quad 
     rr=0.d0 
     DO i=1,npe 
       rr = rr + xtr_Q(2,i)*sf_Q(i) 
     ENDDO 
     !Gauss Quadrature 
     Con11=Cbar(1,1,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con12=Cbar(1,2,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con13=Cbar(1,3,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con16=Cbar(1,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con22=Cbar(2,2,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con23=Cbar(2,3,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con26=Cbar(2,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con33=Cbar(3,3,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con36=Cbar(3,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con44=Cbar(4,4,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con45=Cbar(4,5,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con55=Cbar(5,5,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     Con66=Cbar(6,6,mat(p))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
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     DO i=1,npe 
       !Shorten length of expressions for coding purposes 
       dxi=gdsf_Q(1,i) ; dri=gdsf_Q(2,i) 
      
       !Temporary Force Vector  
       F_temp(1,i) = F_temp(1,i) + DelT*rr*(dxi*(Con11*cteX + & 
                   & Con12*cteT + Con13*cteR + Con16*cteXT)) 
        
       F_temp(2,i) = F_temp(2,i) + DelT*rr*(dxi*(Con16*cteX + & 
                   & Con26*cteT + Con36*cteR + Con66*cteXT)) 
        
       F_temp(3,i) = F_temp(3,i) + DelT*rr*(dri*(Con13*cteX + & 
                   & Con23*cteT + Con33*cteR + Con36*cteXT) + & 
                   & (sf_Q(i)/rr)*(Con12*cteX + Con22*cteT + Con23*cteR + & 
                   & Con26*cteXT)) 
     DO j=1,npe 
       !Shorten length of expressions for coding purposes 
       dxj=gdsf_Q(1,j) ;  drj=gdsf_Q(2,j) 
        
       !Temporary Element Stiffness Matrix 
       K_temp(1,1,i,j)= K_temp(1,1,i,j) + rr*(Con11*dxi*dxj  + & 
                      & Con55*dri*drj)  
 
       K_temp(1,2,i,j)= K_temp(1,2,i,j) + rr*(Con16*dxi*dxj + & 
                      & Con45*(dri*drj - dri*sf_Q(j)/rr)) 
 
       K_temp(1,3,i,j)= K_temp(1,3,i,j) + rr*((Con12/rr)*dxi*sf_Q(j) + Con13*dxi*drj + & 
                      & Con55*dri*dxj) 
 
       K_temp(2,1,i,j)= K_temp(2,1,i,j) + rr*(Con16*dxi*dxj + & 
                      & Con45*(dri*drj-sf_Q(i)*drj/rr)) 
 
       K_temp(2,2,i,j)= K_temp(2,2,i,j) + rr*((Con44/rr)*(-dri*sf_Q(j) + rr*dri*drj + & 
                      & sf_Q(i)*sf_Q(j)/rr - sf_Q(i)*drj) +Con66*dxi*dxj) 
 
       K_temp(2,3,i,j)= K_temp(2,3,i,j) + rr*((Con26/rr)*dxi*sf_Q(j) + Con36*dxi*drj + & 
                      & Con45*(dri*dxj - sf_Q(i)*dxj/rr)) 
 
       K_temp(3,1,i,j)= K_temp(3,1,i,j) + rr*((Con12/rr)*dxj*sf_Q(i) + Con13*dxj*dri + & 
                      & Con55*drj*dxi) 
 
       K_temp(3,2,i,j)= K_temp(3,2,i,j) + rr*((Con26/rr)*dxj*sf_Q(i) + Con36*dxj*dri + & 
                      & Con45*(drj*dxi - sf_Q(j)*dxi/rr)) 
 
       K_temp(3,3,i,j)= K_temp(3,3,i,j) + rr*((Con22/rr**2)*sf_Q(i)*sf_Q(j) + 
(Con23/rr)*(dri*sf_Q(j)+sf_Q(i)*drj)+& 
                      & Con33*dri*drj + Con55*dxi*dxj) 
     ENDDO!j 
     ENDDO!i 
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   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
 
!|Stiffness and Force assembly, From DR. Thomas Fronk - orthosphere | 
 !Element Stiffness 
 DO a=1,npe 
   DO b=1,npe 
     DO i=1,NDF   
       DO j=1,NDF 
         L = (a-1)*NDF+i 
         K = (b-1)*NDF+j 
         K_EL(L,K)=K_temp(i,j,a,b) 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
   
 !Element Force 
 DO i=1,npe 
   DO j=1,NDF 
     k=(i-1)*NDF+j 
     F_EL(k)=F_temp(j,i) 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
  
 !ASSEMBLE GLOBAL STIFFNESS 
 IF(square .EQ. 0)THEN 
   DO i=1,npe 
     rowbase=(NOD(p,i)-1)*NDF 
     DO idof=1,NDF 
       Lrow=(i-1)*NDF+idof 
        row=rowbase+idof 
        !WRITE(40,*)row,Lrow 
        GF(row)=GF(row)+F_EL(Lrow) 
       DO j=1,npe 
         colbase=(NOD(p,j)-1)*NDF 
         DO jdof=1,NDF 
           Lcol=(j-1)*NDF+jdof 
            col=colbase+jdof-row+1 
            IF(col .GT. 0)THEN 
               GK(row,col)=GK(row,col)+K_EL(Lrow,Lcol) 
            ENDIF 
         ENDDO 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ELSE 
   DO i=1,npe 
     rowbase=(NOD(p,i)-1)*NDF 
     DO idof=1,NDF 
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       Lrow=(i-1)*NDF+idof 
        row=rowbase+idof 
        GF(row)=GF(row)+F_EL(Lrow) 
       DO j=1,npe 
         colbase=(NOD(p,j)-1)*NDF 
         DO jdof=1,NDF 
           Lcol= (j-1)*NDF+jdof 
           col = colbase+jdof 
           GK(row,col) = GK(row,col) + K_EL(Lrow,Lcol) 
         ENDDO 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 





IF(square .NE. 0)THEN 
 DO i=1,neq 
   DO j=1,neq 
     IF(GK(i,j).LT.GK(j,i) .or. GK(i,j).GT.GK(j,i))THEN 
       !WRITE(40,'(A)')"GLOBAL STIFFNESS IS NOT SYMMETRIC - before B.C." 
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
!$$$$$$   WRITE(40,*) 
!$$$$$$   DO i=1,neq 
!$$$$$$     DO j=1,neq 
!$$$$$$       IF(i .EQ. j)THEN 
!$$$$$$         WRITE(40,*)GK(i,j) 
!$$$$$$       ENDIF 
!$$$$$$     ENDDO 
!$$$$$$   ENDDO 
ENDIF 
 
!Check if Global stiffness is banded 
 






IF(maxval(TH).LE.180.d0 .and. Axi.NE.1)THEN 
 num_constr_sym=0 
  DO i=1,TNN 
    IF( (TH(i) .LE. 0.d0) .or. (TH(i) .GE. maxval(TH)))THEN 
      num_constr_sym=num_constr_sym+1  
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
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  ALLOCATE(nod_constrID_sym(num_constr_sym)) 
  ALLOCATE(dof_constrID_sym(num_constr_sym))  
  ALLOCATE(i_constrID_sym(num_constr_sym)) 
  ALLOCATE(Val_disp_sym(num_constr_sym)) 
 
  nod_constrID_sym=0 ; dof_constrID_sym=0 ; Val_disp_sym=0.d0 ; i_constrID_sym=0 
  k=1 
  DO i=1,TNN 
    IF( (TH(i) .LE. 0.d0) .or. (TH(i) .GE. 180.d0))THEN 
      nod_constrID_sym(k)=i   
      dof_constrID_sym(k)=2   
      !Val_disp(k) is already set to zero   
      k=k+1       
    ENDIF 




 CASE(0)!   | Fixed Right End | 
   num_constr=0 
   DO i=1,TNN 
     IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X))THEN 
       num_constr=num_constr+1  
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
    
   num_constr=num_constr*2 !fixing u and v only...fixing w is an overconstraint 
   ALLOCATE(nod_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(dof_constrID(num_constr))  
   ALLOCATE(i_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(Val_disp(num_constr)) 
    
   nod_constrID=0 ; dof_constrID=0 ; Val_disp=0.d0 ; i_constrID=0 
   k=1 
   DO i=1,TNN 
     IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X))THEN 
       nod_constrID(k)=i ; nod_constrID(k+1)=i  
       dof_constrID(k)=1 ; dof_constrID(k+1)=2  
       !Val_disp(k) is already set to zero   
       k=k+2       
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
 
 CASE(1)!|Fixed Left End| 
   num_constr=0 
   DO i=1,TNN 
     IF(X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
       num_constr=num_constr+1  
     ENDIF 
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   ENDDO 
 
   num_constr=num_constr*2 
   WRITE(*,'(I6)')num_constr 
    
   ALLOCATE(nod_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(dof_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(i_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(Val_disp(num_constr)) 
   
   nod_constrID=0 ; dof_constrID=0 ; Val_disp=0.d0 ; i_constrID=0 
   k=1 
   DO i=1,TNN 
     IF(X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
       nod_constrID(k)=i ; nod_constrID(k+1)=i  
       dof_constrID(k)=1 ; dof_constrID(k+1)=2  
       !Val_disp(k) is already set to zero   
       k=k+2       
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
 
 CASE(2)!|Fixed Both Ends| 
   num_constr=0 
   DO i=1,TNN 
     IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X) .OR. X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
       num_constr=num_constr+1  
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
    
   num_constr=num_constr*2 
   WRITE(*,*)num_constr 
    
   ALLOCATE(nod_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(dof_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(i_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(Val_disp(num_constr)) 
       
   nod_constrID=0 ; dof_constrID=0 ; Val_disp=0.d0 ; i_constrID=0 
   k=1   
   DO i=1,TNN 
     IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X) .OR. X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
       nod_constrID(k)=i ; nod_constrID(k+1)=i  
       dof_constrID(k)=1 ; dof_constrID(k+1)=2  
       !Val_disp(k) is already set to zero   
       k=k+2       
     ENDIF 
   ENDDO 
    
 CASE(3)!|Simply Supported Both Ends - Only valid for 3D mesh unles a thermal or axial load 
equal and opposite on both ends was applied| 
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   num_constr=0 
   IF(Axi==0 .or. Axi==1)THEN 
     DO i=1,TNN 
       IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
IF((X(i).LE.minval(X).or.X(i).GE.maxval(X)))THEN!IF(X(i).LE.minval(X).and.R(i).GE
.maxval(R))THEN  
                num_constr=num_constr+1 
             ENDIF       
       ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
        IF(Axi==0)THEN 
         IF(((R(i).GE.(minval(R)+t1-.0000001)).and.(R(i).LE.(minval(R)+t1+.0000001))& 
           &.and.X(i).GE.maxval(X)).or. (R(i).GE.maxval(R).and.X(i).LE.0.d0))THEN 
           num_constr=num_constr+1 
         ENDIF 
        ELSEIF(Axi==1)THEN 
         IF((i==NNM_1).or. (R(i).GE.maxval(R).and.X(i).LE.0.d0))THEN 
           num_constr=num_constr+1 
           write(*,*)R(i),X(i),i 
         ENDIF         
        ENDIF 
       ENDIF 
     ENDDO 
      
     num_constr=num_constr*2 
     WRITE(*,*)"num_constr",num_constr  
      
     ALLOCATE(nod_constrID(num_constr)) 
     ALLOCATE(dof_constrID(num_constr)) 
     ALLOCATE(i_constrID(num_constr)) 
     ALLOCATE(Val_disp(num_constr)) 
         
     nod_constrID=0 ; dof_constrID=0 ; Val_disp=0.d0 ; i_constrID=0 
     k=1 
     j=1  
     DO i=1,TNN 
       IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
         IF( (X(i).LE.minval(X).or.X(i).GE.maxval(X)))THEN 
           nod_constrID(k)=i  ; nod_constrID(k+1)=i 
           dof_constrID(k)=2  ; dof_constrID(k+1)=3  
           !Val_disp(k) is already set to zero   
           k=k+2  
         ENDIF       
       ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
        IF((i==NNM_1).or.(R(i).GE.maxval(R).and.X(i).LE.0.d0))THEN!)THEN 
          nod_constrID(k)=i  ; nod_constrID(k+1)=i 
          dof_constrID(k)=2  ; dof_constrID(k+1)=3  
          !Val_disp(k) is already set to zero  
          k=k+2  
        ENDIF 
       ENDIF 
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     ENDDO 
   ENDIF 
 
 CASE(4)! |Nothing| 
   num_constr=0 
   ALLOCATE(nod_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(dof_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(i_constrID(num_constr)) 
   ALLOCATE(Val_disp(num_constr)) 
   nod_constrID=0 ; dof_constrID=0 ; Val_disp=0.d0 
END SELECT 
 





   




  IF(ebc==0)Sigx_app=Loadx/(pi*(maxval(R)**2 - (minval(R)+t1+t2)**2)) 
  IF(ebc==1)Sigx_app=Loadx/(pi*((minval(R)+t1)**2 - minval(R)**2)) 
ENDIF 
!$$$$$$       WRITE(*,30)"Size of applied Force vector (include direction +/-) to be distributed 
over a specified area?" 
!$$$$$$       READ(*,*)Loadx 




IF(Loadx .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
  DO i=1,TNN 
    IF(ebc==0)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
        num_loadsAx=num_loadsAx+1  
      ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X))THEN 
        num_loadsAx=num_loadsAx+1 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
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!ID the nodes experiencing an applied load directly and the dof direction the load is associated 
with 
IF(Loadx .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
  k=1 
  DO i=1,TNN 
    IF(ebc==0)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
        nod_forceAxID(k)=i  
        dof_forceAxID(k)=1  
        k=k+1 
      ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X))THEN 
        nod_forceAxID(k)=i 
        dof_forceAxID(k)=1 
        k=k+1 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
 
  !Brick: 3D 
  !========= 
  IF(Axi.NE.1)THEN 
    xtr_Q=0.d0 
    DO p=1,TNE 
      DO i=1,npe 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN !Left end B.C. for fixed right end 
          IF (i==1) j = 1 
          IF (i==4) j = 2 
          IF (i==5) j = 4 
          IF (i==8) j = 3 
          IF (i==12)j = 5 
          IF (i==16)j = 7 
          IF (i==17)j = 8 
          IF (i==20)j = 6 
          IF (i==2.or.i==3.or.i==6.or.i==7.or.i==9.or.i==10.or.i==11)CYCLE 
          IF (i==13.or.i==14.or.i==15.or.i==18.or.i==19) CYCLE 
          IF(npe==8)THEN 
            IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
             IF (TH(NOD(p,1)) .GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
               TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
               TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
             ENDIF 
            ENDIF 
          ELSEIF (npe == 20) THEN 
           IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
            IF(TH(NOD(p,12)).GE.maxval(TH))THEN 
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              TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
              TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
              TH(NOD(p,20))= 360.d0 
            END IF 
           ENDIF 
          END IF 
          xtr_Q(1,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
          xtr_Q(2,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
          IF (TH(NOD(p,i)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0             
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN!Right end B.C. for fixed left endN  
          IF (i==2) j = 1 
          IF (i==3) j = 2 
          IF (i==6) j = 4 
          IF (i==7) j = 3 
          IF (i==10)j = 5 
          IF (i==14)j = 7 
          IF (i==18)j = 8 
          IF (i==19)j = 6 
          IF (i==1.or.i==4.or.i==5.or.i==8.or.i==9.or.i==11.or.i==12)CYCLE 
          IF (i==13.or.i==15.or.i==16.or.i==17.or.i==20) CYCLE 
          IF (npe==8)THEN 
            IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
             IF (TH(NOD(p,2)) .GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
               TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
               TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
             ENDIF 
            ENDIF 
          ELSEIF (npe == 20) THEN 
            IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
             IF(TH(NOD(p,10)).GE.maxval(TH))THEN 
               TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
               TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
               TH(NOD(p,19))= 360.d0 
             ENDIF 
            ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
          xtr_Q(1,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
          xtr_Q(2,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
          IF (TH(NOD(p,i)) == 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0    
        ENDIF !ebc==1 
      ENDDO 
       
      F_Ax = 0.d0 
      DO ig = 1,ngp 
        xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
        DO jg = 1,ngp 
          eta = GP(ngp,jg)   
          CALL SHAPE_Quad  
          rr = 0.d0 
          DO j = 1,npe_Q 
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            rr = rr + xtr_Q(2,j)*sf_Q(j)  
          ENDDO 
          DO i=1,npe_Q 
             
            IF(ebc == 0)THEN 
              IF (i==1) j = 1 
              IF (i==2) j = 4 
              IF (i==3) j = 8 
              IF (i==4) j = 5 
              IF (i==5) j = 12 
              IF (i==6) j = 20 
              IF (i==7) j = 16 
              IF (i==8) j = 17 
              IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .LE. minval(X)) THEN 
                IF(DetJ_Q < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
                F_Ax(i) = F_Ax(i) + sf_Q(i)*Sigx_app*rr*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
              END IF 
               
            ELSEIF(ebc == 1)THEN 
              IF (i==1) j = 2 
              IF (i==2) j = 3 
              IF (i==3) j = 7 
              IF (i==4) j = 6  
              IF (i==5) j = 10 
              IF (i==6) j = 19           
              IF (i==7) j = 14           
              IF (i==8) j = 18  
              IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .GE. maxval(X)) THEN 
                IF(DetJ_Q < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
                F_Ax(i) = F_Ax(i) + sf_Q(i)*Sigx_app*rr*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
              END IF 
            ENDIF !ebc==0/1 
             
          ENDDO !i=1,npe_Q 
        ENDDO !jg=1,ngp 
      ENDDO!ig=1,ngp 
       
      DO i=1,npe_Q 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 1 
          IF (i==2) j = 4 
          IF (i==3) j = 8 
          IF (i==4) j = 5 
          IF (i==5) j = 12 
          IF (i==6) j = 20 
          IF (i==7) j = 16 
          IF (i==8) j = 17 
          DO k=1,num_loadsAx 
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            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceAxID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceAx(l) = Val_forceAx(l) + F_Ax(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 2 
          IF (i==2) j = 3 
          IF (i==3) j = 7 
          IF (i==4) j = 6  
          IF (i==5) j = 10 
          IF (i==6) j = 19           
          IF (i==7) j = 14          
          IF (i==8) j = 18 
          DO k=1,num_loadsAx 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceAxID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceAx(l) = Val_forceAx(l) + F_Ax(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
        ENDIF !ebc=0/1 
      ENDDO !i=1,npe_Q 
    ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
       
  !Axisymmetric         
  !============   
  ELSEIF(Axi.NE.0)THEN 
    xtr_L=0.d0 
    DO p=1,TNE  
      DO i = 1,npe 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN !Left end force B.C. for fixed right end 
          !IF(X(NOD(p,i)).LE. minval(X))THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 1 
            IF (i==4) j = 2 
            IF (i==8) j = 3 
            IF (i==2.or.i==3.or.i==5.or.i==6.or.i==7) CYCLE 
 
            xtr_L(1,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
         ! ENDIF !x<minval 
                         
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN!Right end force B.C. for fixed left end 
          !IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.maxval(X))THEN  
            IF (i==2) j = 1 
            IF (i==3) j = 2 
            IF (i==6) j = 3 
            IF (i==1.or.i==4.or.i==5.or.i==7.or.i==8) CYCLE 
            xtr_L(1,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
          !ENDIF !x>maxval     
        ENDIF !ebc==0/1 
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      END DO !i=1,npe 
       
      F_Ax = 0.d0 
      DO ig = 1,ngp 
        xi = GP(ngp,ig)  
        CALL SHAPE_Line  
        rr = 0.d0 
        DO j = 1,npe_L 
          rr = rr + xtr_L(1,j)*sf_L(j)  
        ENDDO 
        DO i=1,npe_L 
          IF(ebc == 0)THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 1 
            IF (i==2) j = 4 
            IF (i==3) j = 8 
            IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .LE. minval(X)) THEN 
              IF(JAC_L < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
              F_Ax(i) = F_Ax(i) + sf_L(i)*Sigx_app*rr*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
            END IF 
             
          ELSEIF(ebc == 1)THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 2 
            IF (i==2) j = 3 
            IF (i==3) j = 6 
            IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .GE. maxval(X)) THEN 
              IF(JAC_L < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
              F_Ax(i) = F_Ax(i) + sf_L(i)*Sigx_app*rr*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
            END IF 
          ENDIF !ebc==0/1 
           
        ENDDO !i=1,npe_L 
      ENDDO!ig=1,ngp 
       
      DO i=1,npe_L 
 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 1 
          IF (i==2) j = 4 
          IF (i==3) j = 8 
          DO k=1,num_loadsAx 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceAxID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceAx(l) = Val_forceAx(l) + F_Ax(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
           
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 2 
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          IF (i==2) j = 3 
          IF (i==3) j = 6 
          DO k=1,num_loadsAx 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceAxID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceAx(l) = Val_forceAx(l) + F_Ax(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
        ENDIF !ebc=0/1 
         
      ENDDO !i=1,npe_L   
    ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
  ENDIF!Axi = 1 
ENDIF 
     
!| TORQUE | 
!==========      
     
IF(Ntube<2)Sigt_app=Loadt/(pi*(maxval(R)**(2)-minval(R)**(2))) 
IF(Ntube>1)THEN 
  IF(ebc==0)Sigt_app=Loadt/(pi*(maxval(R)**2 - (minval(R)+t1+t2)**2)) 
  IF(ebc==1)Sigt_app=Loadt/(pi*((minval(R)+t1)**2 - minval(R)**2)) 
ENDIF 
!Sigt_app=Loadt/(Area*(2.d0*pi*maxval(R))) 




IF(LoadT .NE. 0.d0)THEN  
  DO i=1,TNN 
    IF(ebc==0)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
        num_loadsT=num_loadsT+1  
      ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X))THEN 
        num_loadsT=num_loadsT+1 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
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!ID the nodes experiencing an applied load directly and the dof direction the load is associated 
with 
IF(LoadT .NE. 0.d0)THEN  
  k=1 
  DO i=1,TNN 
    IF(ebc==0)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .LE. minval(X))THEN 
        nod_forceTID(k)=i  
        dof_forceTID(k)=2  
        k=k+1 
      ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
      IF(X(i) .GE. maxval(X))THEN 
        nod_forceTID(k)=i 
        dof_forceTID(k)=2 
        k=k+1 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
 
  !Brick: 3D 
  !========= 
  IF(Axi.NE.1)THEN 
    xtr_Q=0.d0 
    DO p=1,TNE 
      DO i = 1,npe 
         
        IF(ebc==0)THEN !Left end B.C. for fixed right end 
         !IF(X(NOD(p,i)).LE.minval(X))THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 1 
            IF (i==4) j = 2 
            IF (i==5) j = 4 
            IF (i==8) j = 3 
            IF (i==12)j = 5 
            IF (i==16)j = 7 
            IF (i==17)j = 8 
            IF (i==20)j = 6 
            IF 
(i==2.or.i==3.or.i==6.or.i==7.or.i==9.or.i==10.or.i==11.or.i==13.or.i==14.or.i==15.or.i==18.or.i
==19) CYCLE 
            IF(npe==8)THEN 
              IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
               IF (TH(NOD(p,1)) .GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
                 TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
                 TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
               ENDIF 
              ENDIF 
            ELSEIF (npe == 20) THEN 
              IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
               IF(TH(NOD(p,12)).GE.maxval(TH))THEN 
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                 TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
                 TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
                 TH(NOD(p,20))= 360.d0 
               END IF 
              ENDIF 
            END IF 
            xtr_Q(1,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
            xtr_Q(2,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
            IF (TH(NOD(p,i)) == 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
                         
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN!Right end B.C. for fixed left end 
          !IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.maxval(X))THEN  
            IF (i==2) j = 1 
            IF (i==3) j = 2 
            IF (i==6) j = 4 
            IF (i==7) j = 3 
            IF (i==10)j = 5 
            IF (i==14)j = 7 
            IF (i==18)j = 8 
            IF (i==19)j = 6 
            IF 
(i==1.or.i==4.or.i==5.or.i==8.or.i==9.or.i==11.or.i==12.or.i==13.or.i==15.or.i==16.or.i==17.or.i
==20) CYCLE 
            IF (npe==8)THEN 
              IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
               IF (TH(NOD(p,2)) .GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
                 TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
                 TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
               ENDIF 
              ENDIF 
            ELSEIF (npe == 20) THEN 
              IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
               IF(TH(NOD(p,10)).GE.maxval(TH))THEN 
                 TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
                 TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
                 TH(NOD(p,19))= 360.d0 
               END IF 
              ENDIF 
            ENDIF 
            xtr_Q(1,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
            xtr_Q(2,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
            IF (TH(NOD(p,i)) == 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
          !ENDIF !x>maxval     
        ENDIF !ebc==1 
         
      END DO !i=1,npe 
       
      F_T = 0.d0 
      DO ig = 1,ngp 
        xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
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        DO jg = 1,ngp 
          eta = GP(ngp,jg)  
          CALL SHAPE_Quad   
          rr = 0.d0 
          DO j = 1,npe_Q 
            rr = rr + xtr_Q(2,j)*sf_Q(j)  
          ENDDO 
          DO i=1,npe_Q 
             
            IF(ebc == 0)THEN 
              IF (i==1) j = 1 
              IF (i==2) j = 4 
              IF (i==3) j = 8 
              IF (i==4) j = 5 
              IF (i==5) j = 12 
              IF (i==6) j = 20 
              IF (i==7) j = 16 
              IF (i==8) j = 17 
              IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .LE. minval(X)) THEN 
                IF(DetJ_Q < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
                F_T(i) = F_T(i) + sf_Q(i)*Sigt_app*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
              END IF 
               
            ELSEIF(ebc == 1)THEN 
              IF (i==1) j = 2 
              IF (i==2) j = 3 
              IF (i==3) j = 7 
              IF (i==4) j = 6  
              IF (i==5) j = 10 
              IF (i==6) j = 19           
              IF (i==7) j = 14           
              IF (i==8) j = 18  
              IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .GE. maxval(X)) THEN 
                IF(DetJ_Q < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
                F_T(i) = F_T(i) + sf_Q(i)*Sigt_app*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
              END IF 
            ENDIF !ebc==0/1 
             
          ENDDO !i=1,npe_Q 
        ENDDO !jg=1,ngp 
      ENDDO!ig=1,ngp 
       
      DO i=1,npe_Q 
 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 1 
          IF (i==2) j = 4 
          IF (i==3) j = 8 
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          IF (i==4) j = 5 
          IF (i==5) j = 12 
          IF (i==6) j = 20 
          IF (i==7) j = 16 
          IF (i==8) j = 17 
          DO k=1,num_loadsT 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceTID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceT(l) = Val_forceT(l) + F_T(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
           
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 2 
          IF (i==2) j = 3 
          IF (i==3) j = 7 
          IF (i==4) j = 6  
          IF (i==5) j = 10 
          IF (i==6) j = 19           
          IF (i==7) j = 14          
          IF (i==8) j = 18 
          DO k=1,num_loadsT 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceTID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceT(l) = Val_forceT(l) + F_T(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
        ENDIF !ebc=0/1 
         
      ENDDO !i=1,npe_Q 
    ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
       
  !Axisymmetric         
  !============   
  ELSEIF(Axi.NE.0)THEN 
    xtr_L=0.d0 
    DO p=1,TNE  
      DO i = 1,npe 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN !Left end force B.C. for fixed right end 
          !IF(X(NOD(p,i)).LE. minval(X))THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 1 
            IF (i==4) j = 2 
            IF (i==8) j = 3 
            IF (i==2.or.i==3.or.i==5.or.i==6.or.i==7) CYCLE 
 
            xtr_L(1,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
         ! ENDIF !x<minval 
                         
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN!Right end force B.C. for fixed left end 
          !IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.maxval(X))THEN  
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            IF (i==2) j = 1 
            IF (i==3) j = 2 
            IF (i==6) j = 3 
            IF (i==1.or.i==4.or.i==5.or.i==7.or.i==8) CYCLE 
            xtr_L(1,j) = R(NOD(p,i)) 
          !ENDIF !x>maxval     
        ENDIF !ebc==0/1 
         
      END DO !i=1,npe 
       
      F_T = 0.d0 
      DO ig = 1,ngp 
        xi = GP(ngp,ig)  
        CALL SHAPE_Line  
        rr = 0.d0 
        DO j = 1,npe_L 
          rr = rr + xtr_L(1,j)*sf_L(j)  
        ENDDO 
        DO i=1,npe_L 
           
          IF(ebc == 0)THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 1 
            IF (i==2) j = 4 
            IF (i==3) j = 8 
            IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .LE. minval(X)) THEN 
              IF(JAC_L < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
              F_T(i) = F_T(i) + sf_L(i)*Sigt_app*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
            END IF 
             
          ELSEIF(ebc == 1)THEN 
            IF (i==1) j = 2 
            IF (i==2) j = 3 
            IF (i==3) j = 6 
            IF(X(NOD(p,j)) .GE. maxval(X)) THEN 
              IF(JAC_L < 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN - in 
Element,Node",p,j 
              F_T(i) = F_T(i) + sf_L(i)*Sigt_app*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
            END IF 
          ENDIF !ebc==0/1 
           
        ENDDO !i=1,npe_L 
      ENDDO!ig=1,ngp 
       
      DO i=1,npe_L 
 
        IF(ebc==0)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 1 
          IF (i==2) j = 4 
          IF (i==3) j = 8 
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          DO k=1,num_loadsT 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceTID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceT(l) = Val_forceT(l) + F_T(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
           
        ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN 
          IF (i==1) j = 2 
          IF (i==2) j = 3 
          IF (i==3) j = 6 
          DO k=1,num_loadsT 
            IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceTID(k)) THEN   
              l=k 
              Val_forceT(l) = Val_forceT(l) + F_T(i) 
            END IF 
          ENDDO 
        ENDIF !ebc=0/1 
         
      ENDDO !i=1,npe_L   
    ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
  ENDIF!Axi = 1 
ENDIF 
     
!| BENDING | 
!===========   
IF(Axi==1 .and. Loadr .GT. 0.d0 )WRITE(*,'(A)')"NOT VALID FOR AXISYMMETRIC 
MESH"  
IF(Loadr .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
  WRITE(*,'(A)')"Point Load = 0" 
  WRITE(*,'(A)')"Distributed Load = 1" 
  WRITE(*,'(A)')"Line Load = 2" 
  !WRITE(*,'(A)')"Sinusoidal Load = 2" 
  READ(*,*)ft 
   
  IF(ft==1)THEN 
    IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
      Sigr_app=Loadr/(L1*maxval(R)*2.d0*deg*pi/180.d0) 
    ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
      Sigr_app=Loadr/((L1-L2)*maxval(R)*2.d0*deg*pi/180.d0) 
    ENDIF 
    !WRITE(*,30)"Applied Force vector(include direction) to be distributed over a specified 
area?" 
    !READ(*,*)Loadr 
    WRITE(*,*)"Sigr_app",Sigr_app 
  ELSEIF(ft==2)THEN 
   IF(Ntube<2)Sigr_app=Loadr 
   IF(Ntube>1)Sigr_app=Loadr 
    
   WRITE(*,*)"Sigr_app",Sigr_app 
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  ELSEIF(ft==0)THEN 
    WRITE(*,'(A)')"Size of point load vector(do not forget direction)?" 
    READ(*,*)Loadr 
    WRITE(*,*)"Loadr",Loadr 
  ENDIF  
  num_loadsR=0 
  IF(LoadR .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
    !Number of nodes effected by load are those in the bond region in the center 
    !on the outer radius over some small span called "deg". 
    IF(ft==1)THEN 
      num_loadsR=0 
      DO i=1,TNN 
        IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
          IF(R(i).GE.maxval(R))THEN 
            IF(X(i).GE. 0.d0 .and.(TH(i).LE. deg .or. TH(i).GE.(360.0-deg)))THEN 
              num_loadsR=num_loadsR+1  
            ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
         
        ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
          IF(R(i).GE.(minval(R)+t1-.000001).and. (R(i).LE.(minval(R)+t1+.000001)))THEN 
            IF( (X(i).GE.L3) .and. (X(i).LE.maxval(X)))THEN 
              IF( (TH(i).LE.2.d0*deg) .or. (TH(i).GE.(360.0-deg)) )THEN 
                num_loadsR=num_loadsR+1 
              ENDIF  
            ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
        ENDIF 
      ENDDO 
      write(*,'(A,1x,I6)')"Number of Load Points for a Uniform bending distributed 
load",num_loadsR 
    ELSEIF(ft==2)THEN 
      num_loadsR=0 
      DO i=1,TNN 
        IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
          IF(R(i).GE.maxval(R) .and. (TH(i).LE.minval(TH)))THEN 
            num_loadsR = num_loadsR+1 
          ENDIF 
        ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
          IF(R(i).GE.maxval(R) 
.and.(TH(i).LE.minval(TH)).and.X(i).GE.xoverhang.and.X(i).LE.L3)THEN 
            num_loadsR = num_loadsR+1 
          ENDIF 
        ENDIF 
      ENDDO 
      write(*,'(A,1x,I6)')"Number of Load Points for a Uniform bending Line load",num_loadsR 
    ELSEIF(ft==0)THEN 
      WRITE(*,"(A)")"Manually enter location of center of tube" 
      READ(*,*)locate 
      num_loadsR = 1 
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    ENDIF 
  ENDIF 
ELSE 










nod_forceRID=0 ; dof_forceRID=0 ; i_forceRID=0 ; Val_forceR=0.d0 
  
IF(LoadR .NE. 0.d0)THEN    
  !ID the nodes experiencing an applied load directly and the dof direction the load is associated 
with 
  IF(ft==1)THEN !Snow Load 
    k=1 
    DO i=1,TNN 
      IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
        IF(R(i).GE.maxval(R))THEN 
          IF(X(i).GE. 0.d0 .and. (TH(i).LE. 2.d0*deg .or. TH(i).GE.(360.0-deg)))THEN 
            nod_forceRID(k)=i  
            dof_forceRID(k)=3  
            k=k+1 
          ENDIF 
        ENDIF 
      ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
        IF(R(i).GE.(minval(R)+t1-.000001).and. (R(i).LE.(minval(R)+t1+.000001)))THEN 
          IF( (X(i).GE.L3) .and. (X(i).LE.maxval(X)) )THEN 
            IF( (TH(i).LE.2.d0*deg) .or. TH(i).GE.(360.0-deg))THEN 
              nod_forceRID(k)=i  
              dof_forceRID(k)=3 
              k=k+1 
            ENDIF  
          ENDIF 
        ENDIF 
      ENDIF 
    ENDDO 
  ELSEIF(ft==2)THEN !Line Load 
    k=1 
    DO i=1,TNN 
      IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
        IF(R(i).GE.maxval(R).and. (TH(i).LE.minval(TH)))THEN 
          nod_forceRID(k)=i  
          dof_forceRID(k)=3  
          k=k+1 
        ENDIF 
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      ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
        IF(R(i).GE.maxval(R) .and.(TH(i).LE.minval(TH)).and. 
(X(i).GE.xoverhang.and.X(i).LE.L3))THEN 
          nod_forceRID(k)=i  
          dof_forceRID(k)=3 
          k=k+1 
        ENDIF 
      ENDIF 
    ENDDO 
  ELSEIF(ft==0)THEN 
    WRITE(*,'(A)')"Manually enter node the the force is applied to." 
    READ(*,*)nod_forceRID(1) 
    dof_forceRID(1) = 3 
  ENDIF 
     
  !NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
 
  xtr_L=0.d0;xtr_Q=0.d0 
  IF(ft==1)THEN 
    DO p=1,TNE 
      DO i = 1,npe            
        IF (i==5) j = 1 
        IF (i==6) j = 2 
        IF (i==7) j = 3 
        IF (i==8) j = 4 
        IF (i==13)j = 5 
        IF (i==14)j = 6 
        IF (i==15)j = 7 
        IF (i==16)j = 8 
        IF 
(i==1.or.i==2.or.i==3.or.i==4.or.i==9.or.i==10.or.i==11.or.i==12.or.i==17.or.i==18.or.i==19.or.
1==20) CYCLE 
        IF(npe==8)THEN 
          IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
           IF (TH(NOD(p,5)).GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
             TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
             TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
           ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
        ELSEIF (npe == 20) THEN 
          IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
           IF(TH(NOD(p,14)).GE.maxval(TH))THEN 
             TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
             TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
             TH(NOD(p,15))= 360.d0 
           ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
        END IF 
        xtr_Q(1,j) = X(NOD(p,i)) 
        xtr_Q(2,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
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        IF (TH(NOD(p,i)).GE.360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
      ENDDO 
       
      F_R = 0.d0 
      DO ig = 1,ngp 
        xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
        DO jg = 1,ngp 
          eta = GP(ngp,jg)  
          CALL SHAPE_Quad   
          rr = 0.d0 
          DO j = 1,npe_Q 
            rr = rr + xtr_Q(1,j)*sf_Q(j)  
          ENDDO 
          DO i=1,npe_Q 
            IF (i==1) j = 5 
            IF (i==2) j = 6 
            IF (i==3) j = 7 
            IF (i==4) j = 8 
            IF (i==5) j = 13   
            IF (i==6) j = 14 
            IF (i==7) j = 15 
            IF (i==8) j = 16 
              
            IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
               
              IF( (R(NOD(p,j)).GE.maxval(R)) .and. ( (TH(NOD(p,j)).LE. 2.d0*deg) .or. 
(TH(NOD(p,j)).GE.(360.0-deg)) ) )THEN 
                IF(DetJ_Q .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
                F_R(i) = F_R(i) + sf_Q(i)*Sigr_app*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
              ENDIF 
               
            ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
             
              IF(R(NOD(p,j)).GE.(minval(R)+t1-
.000001).and.(R(NOD(p,j)).LE.(minval(R)+t1+.000001)))THEN 
                IF((X(NOD(p,j)).GE.L3) .and. (X(NOD(p,j)).LE.maxval(X)))THEN 
                  IF(TH(NOD(p,j)).LE. 2.d0*deg .or. TH(NOD(p,j)).GE.(360.0-deg))THEN 
                    IF(DetJ_Q .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
                    F_R(i) = F_R(i) + sf_Q(i)*Sigr_app*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
                  ENDIF 
                ENDIF 
              ENDIF 
               
            ENDIF!Ntube >,< 
          ENDDO!1,npe_Q! 
        ENDDO!jg 
      ENDDO!ig 
       
      DO i=1,npe_Q 
        IF (i==1) j = 5 
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        IF (i==2) j = 6 
        IF (i==3) j = 7 
        IF (i==4) j = 8 
        IF (i==5) j = 13 
        IF (i==6) j = 14 
        IF (i==7) j = 15 
        IF (i==8) j = 16 
        DO k=1,num_loadsR 
          IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceRID(k)) THEN   
            l=k 
            Val_forceR(l) = Val_forceR(l) + F_R(i) 
          END IF 
        ENDDO 
      ENDDO 
    ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
  ELSEIF(ft==2)THEN 
    xtr_L=0.d0 
    DO p=1,TNE 
      DO i=1,npe 
        IF(i==5)  j=1 
        IF(i==6)  j=2 
        IF(i==13) j=3 
        
IF(i==1.or.i==2.or.i==3.or.i==4.or.i==7.or.i==8.or.i==9.or.i==10.or.i==11.or.i==12)CYCLE 
        IF(i==14.or.i==15.or.i==16.or.i==17.or.i==18.or.i==19.or.i==20)CYCLE 
        IF(npe==8)THEN 
          IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
           IF (TH(NOD(p,5)).GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
             TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
             TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
           ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
        ELSEIF (npe == 20) THEN 
          IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
           IF(TH(NOD(p,14)).GE.maxval(TH))THEN 
             TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
             TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
             TH(NOD(p,15))= 360.d0 
           ENDIF 
          ENDIF 
        END IF 
        xtr_L(1,j) = X(NOD(p,i)) 
        IF (TH(NOD(p,i)).GE.360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
      ENDDO 
                 
      F_R = 0.d0 
      DO ig = 1,ngp 
        xi = GP(ngp,ig)  
        CALL SHAPE_Line  
        DO i=1,npe_L 
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          IF (i==1) j = 5 
          IF (i==2) j = 6 
          IF (i==3) j = 13 
            
          IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
            IF(R(NOD(p,j)).GE.maxval(R).and. (TH(NOD(p,j)).LE.minval(TH)) )THEN 
              IF(JAC_L .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
              F_R(i) = F_R(i) + sf_L(i)*Sigr_app*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L 
              !WRITE(*,*)'Fext loc',TH(NOD(p,j)),F_R(i),NOD(p,j) 
            ENDIF 
          ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
            IF(R(NOD(p,j)).GE.maxval(R))THEN 
              
IF((TH(NOD(p,j)).LE.minval(TH)).and.(X(NOD(p,j)).GE.xoverhang).and.(X(NOD(p,j)).LE.L3))
THEN 
                IF(JAC_L .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
                F_R(i) = F_R(i) + sf_L(i)*Sigr_app*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L 
              ENDIF 
            ENDIF 
          ENDIF!Ntube >,< 
        ENDDO!1,npe_L! 
      ENDDO!ig 
       
      DO i=1,npe_L 
        IF (i==1) j = 5 
        IF (i==2) j = 6 
        IF (i==3) j = 13 
        DO k=1,num_loadsR 
          IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forceRID(k)) THEN   
            l=k 
            Val_forceR(l) = Val_forceR(l) + F_R(i) 
          END IF 
        ENDDO 
      ENDDO 
    ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
     
  ELSEIF(ft==0)THEN 
    F_R(nod_forceRID) = Loadr 
    Val_forceR(nod_forceRID)=Loadr/4.d0 
  ENDIF!ft               
ENDIF !LoadsR .NE. 0.d0 
 
!| PRESSURE | - only applied over bondlength when Ntube > 2 
!============  
!Number of nodes effected by the pressure load 
num_loadsPin=0 
num_loadsPout=0 
IF(Pin .GT. 0.d0)THEN 
  DO i=1,TNN 
   IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
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     IF(R(i)<=minval(R))THEN       
       num_loadsPin=num_loadsPin+1  
     ENDIF 
   ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
     IF(R(i)<=minval(R) .and. Pin.GT.0.d0)THEN  
       IF( (X(i)>=xoverhang) .and. (X(i)<=L3))THEN !Pressure only over bondlength 
         num_loadsPin=num_loadsPin+1                     !in radial direction 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
   ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
ENDIF 
 
IF(Pout .LT. 0.d0)THEN 
  DO i=1,TNN 
   IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
     IF(R(i)>= maxval(R) .and. Pout .LT. 0.d0)THEN 
       num_loadsPout=num_loadsPout+1 
     ENDIF 
   ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
     IF(R(i)>= maxval(R).and. Pout.LT.0.d0)THEN 
       IF( (X(i).GE.xoverhang) .and. (X(i).LE.L3))THEN     !Not set up to do both at the same time 
9/8/2010 
         num_loadsPout=num_loadsPout+1 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
   ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
ENDIF 
    
write(*,'(A,1x,I6)')"Number of Load Points for Internal Pressure",num_loadsPin 









nod_forcePinID=0  ; dof_forcePinID=0  ; i_forcePinID=0  ; Val_forcePin=0.d0 
nod_forcePoutID=0 ; dof_forcePoutID=0 ; i_forcePoutID=0 ; Val_forcePout=0.d0 
   
!ID the nodes experiencing an applied load directly and the dof direction the load is associated 
with 
IF(Pin .GT. 0.d0)THEN 
k=1 
  DO i=1,TNN 
   IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
     IF(R(i)<=minval(R))THEN 
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       nod_forcePinID(k)=i  
       dof_forcePinID(k)=3  
       k=k+1 
     ENDIF 
   ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
     IF(R(i)<=minval(R))THEN 
       IF( (X(i)>=xoverhang) .and. (X(i)<=L3))THEN 
         nod_forcePinID(k)=i  
         dof_forcePinID(k)=3 
         k=k+1 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
   ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
ENDIF 
 
IF(Pout .LT. 0.d0)THEN 
  k=1 
  DO i=1,TNN 
   IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
     IF(R(i)>= maxval(R))THEN 
       nod_forcePoutID(k)=i  
       dof_forcePoutID(k)=3  
       k=k+1 
     ENDIF 
   ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
     IF(R(i)>= maxval(R))THEN 
       IF( (X(i)>=xoverhang) .and. (X(i)<=L3))THEN 
         nod_forcePoutID(k)=i  
         dof_forcePoutID(k)=3 
         k=k+1 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
   ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
ENDIF 
 
!NUMERICAL INTEGRATION of INTERNAL PRESSURE (Pin) 
IF(Pin .GT. 0.d0)THEN 
  xtr_Q=0.d0 ; xtr_L=0.d0 
  DO p=1,TNE 
   IF(Axi==1)THEN 
     DO i = 1,npe           
       IF (i==1) j = 1 
       IF (i==2) j = 2 
       IF (i==5) j = 3 
       IF (i==3.or.i==4.or.i==6.or.i==7.or.i==8)CYCLE 
       xtr_L(1,j) = X(NOD(p,i)) 
     ENDDO 
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     F_Pin = 0.d0 
     DO ig = 1,ngp 
       xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
       CALL SHAPE_Line   
       DO i=1,npe_L 
         IF(i==1) j = 1 
         IF(i==2) j = 2 
         IF(i==3) j = 5 
    
         IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
           IF( R(NOD(p,j))<=minval(R) .and. Pin.GT.0.d0 )THEN 
             IF(JAC_L .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
             F_Pin(i) = F_Pin(i) + sf_L(i)*Pin*minval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
           ENDIF 
         ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
           IF( R(NOD(p,j)) <= minval(R) .and. Pin.GT.0.d0 )THEN 
             IF( X(NOD(p,j))>=xoverhang .and. X(NOD(p,j))<=L3)THEN 
               IF(JAC_L .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
               F_Pin(i) = F_Pin(i) + sf_L(i)*Pin*minval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
             ENDIF 
           ENDIF 
         ENDIF!Ntube >,< 
       ENDDO!1,npe_L! 
     ENDDO!ig 
    
     DO i=1,npe_L 
       IF(i==1) j = 1 
       IF(i==2) j = 2 
       IF(i==3) j = 5 
       DO k=1,num_loadsPin 
         IF(NOD(p,j)== nod_forcePinID(k)) THEN   
           l=k 
           Val_forcePin(l) = Val_forcePin(l) + F_Pin(i) 
         END IF 
       ENDDO 
         
     ENDDO 
   
  ! 3D 
  !==== 
   ELSEIF(Axi==0)THEN  
     DO i = 1,npe           
       IF (i==1) j = 1 
       IF (i==2) j = 2 
       IF (i==3) j = 3 
       IF (i==4) j = 4 
       IF (i==9) j = 5 
       IF (i==10)j = 6 
       IF (i==11)j = 7 
       IF (i==12)j = 8 
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       IF 
(i==5.or.i==6.or.i==7.or.i==8.or.i==13.or.i==14.or.i==15.or.i==16.or.i==17.or.i==18.or.i==19.or
.i==20)CYCLE 
       IF(npe==8)THEN 
         IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
          IF (TH(NOD(p,1)).GE.maxval(TH)) THEN 
            TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
            TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
          ENDIF 
         ENDIF 
       ELSEIF(npe==20)THEN 
         IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
          IF(TH(NOD(p,10)).GE.(maxval(TH)))THEN 
            TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
            TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
            TH(NOD(p,11))= 360.d0 
          ENDIF 
         ENDIF 
       END IF 
       xtr_Q(1,j) = X(NOD(p,i)) 
       xtr_Q(2,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
       IF (TH(NOD(p,i)).GE.360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
     ENDDO 
     
     F_Pin = 0.d0 
     DO ig = 1,ngp 
       xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
       DO jg = 1,ngp 
         eta = GP(ngp,jg)   
         CALL SHAPE_Quad   
         DO i=1,npe_Q 
           IF (i==1) j = 1 
           IF (i==2) j = 2 
           IF (i==3) j = 3 
           IF (i==4) j = 4 
           IF (i==5) j = 9 
           IF (i==6) j = 10 
           IF (i==7) j = 11 
           IF (i==8) j = 12 
                    
           IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
             IF( R(NOD(p,j))<=minval(R) .and. Pin.GT.0.d0 )THEN 
               IF(DetJ_Q .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
               F_Pin(i) = F_Pin(i) + sf_Q(i)*Pin*minval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
             ENDIF 
           ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
             IF( R(NOD(p,j)) <= minval(R) .and. Pin.GT.0.d0 )THEN 
               IF( X(NOD(p,j))>=xoverhang .and. X(NOD(p,j))<=L3)THEN 
                 IF(DetJ_Q .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
                 F_Pin(i) = F_Pin(i) + sf_Q(i)*Pin*minval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
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               ENDIF 
             ENDIF 
           ENDIF!Ntube >,< 
         ENDDO!1,npe_Q! 
       ENDDO!jg 
     ENDDO!ig 
   
     DO i=1,npe_Q 
       IF (i==1) j = 1 
       IF (i==2) j = 2 
       IF (i==3) j = 3 
       IF (i==4) j = 4 
       IF (i==5) j = 9 
       IF (i==6) j = 10 
       IF (i==7) j = 11 
       IF (i==8) j = 12 
       DO k=1,num_loadsPin 
         IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forcePinID(k)) THEN   
           l=k 
           Val_forcePin(l) = Val_forcePin(l) + F_Pin(i) 
         END IF 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDIF!Axi==1 or 0 
  ENDDO !p=1,TNE  
ENDIF!Pin .GT. 0.d0 
 
!NUMERICAL INTEGRATION of EXTERNAL PRESSURE (Pout) 
IF(Pout.LT.0.d0)THEN 
  xtr_Q=0.d0 ; xtr_L=0.d0 
  DO p=1,TNE 
   IF(Axi==1)THEN   
     DO i = 1,npe 
       IF (i==3) j = 2 
       IF (i==4) j = 1 
       IF (i==7) j = 3 
       IF (i==1.or.i==2.or.i==5.or.i==6.or.i==8)CYCLE 
       xtr_L(1,j) = X(NOD(p,i)) 
     ENDDO 
     
     F_Pout = 0.d0 
     DO ig = 1,ngp 
       xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
       CALL SHAPE_Line   
       DO i=1,npe_L 
         IF (i==1) j = 4 
         IF (i==2) j = 3 
         IF (i==3) j = 7 
           
         IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
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           IF( R(NOD(p,j)).GE.maxval(R))THEN 
             IF(JAC_L .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
             F_Pout(i) = F_Pout(i) + sf_L(i)*Pout*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
           ENDIF 
         ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
           IF( R(NOD(p,j)).GE.maxval(R))THEN 
             IF( X(NOD(p,j))>=xoverhang .and. X(NOD(p,j))<=L3)THEN 
               IF(JAC_L .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
               F_Pout(i) = F_Pout(i) + sf_L(i)*Pout*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*JAC_L*2.d0*pi 
             ENDIF 
           ENDIF 
         ENDIF!Ntube >,< 
       ENDDO!1,npe_L! 
     ENDDO!ig 
    
     DO i=1,npe_L 
       IF (i==1) j = 4 
       IF (i==2) j = 3 
       IF (i==3) j = 7 
       DO k=1,num_loadsPout 
         IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forcePoutID(k)) THEN   
           l=k 
           Val_forcePout(l) = Val_forcePout(l) + F_Pout(i) 
         END IF 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   
  ! 3D 
  !==== 
   ELSEIF(Axi==0)THEN  
     DO i = 1,npe           
       IF (i==5) j = 1 
       IF (i==6) j = 2 
       IF (i==7) j = 3 
       IF (i==8) j = 4 
       IF (i==13)j = 5 
       IF (i==14)j = 6 
       IF (i==15)j = 7 
       IF (i==16)j = 8 
       IF 
(i==1.or.i==2.or.i==3.or.i==4.or.i==9.or.i==10.or.i==11.or.i==12.or.i==17.or.i==18.or.i==19.or.i
==20)CYCLE 
       IF(npe==8)THEN 
         IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
          IF (TH(NOD(p,5)).GE.maxval(TH)) THEN 
            TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
            TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
          ENDIF 
         ENDIF 
       ELSEIF(npe==20)THEN 
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         IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
          IF(TH(NOD(p,14)).GE.(maxval(TH)))THEN 
            TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
            TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
            TH(NOD(p,15))= 360.d0 
          ENDIF 
         ENDIF 
       END IF 
       xtr_Q(1,j) = X(NOD(p,i)) 
       xtr_Q(2,j) = TH(NOD(p,i)) 
       IF (TH(NOD(p,i)).GE.360.d0) TH(NOD(p,i)) = 0.d0 
     ENDDO 
   
     F_Pout = 0.d0 
     DO ig = 1,ngp 
       xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
       DO jg = 1,ngp 
         eta = GP(ngp,jg)   
         CALL SHAPE_Quad   
         DO i=1,npe_Q 
           IF (i==1) j = 5 
           IF (i==2) j = 6 
           IF (i==3) j = 7 
           IF (i==4) j = 8 
           IF (i==5) j = 13 
           IF (i==6) j = 14 
           IF (i==7) j = 15 
           IF (i==8) j = 16 
                    
           IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
             IF( R(NOD(p,j))>=maxval(R))THEN 
               IF(DetJ_Q .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
               F_Pout(i) = F_Pout(i)+sf_Q(i)*Pout*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
             ENDIF 
           ELSEIF(Ntube>1)THEN 
             IF( R(NOD(p,j))>= maxval(R))THEN 
               IF(X(NOD(p,j))>=xoverhang .and. X(NOD(p,j))<=L3)THEN 
                 IF(DetJ_Q .LT. 0.d0)WRITE(*,*)"WARNING: NEGATIVE JACOBIAN",p,j 
                 F_Pout(i) = F_Pout(i) + sf_Q(i)*Pout*maxval(R)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q 
               ENDIF 
             ENDIF 
           ENDIF!Ntube >,< 
         ENDDO!1,npe_Q! 
       ENDDO!jg 
     ENDDO!ig 
     
     DO i=1,npe_Q 
       IF (i==1) j = 5 
       IF (i==2) j = 6 
       IF (i==3) j = 7 
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       IF (i==4) j = 8 
       IF (i==5) j = 13 
       IF (i==6) j = 14 
       IF (i==7) j = 15 
       IF (i==8) j = 16 
       DO k=1,num_loadsPout 
         IF (NOD(p,j) == nod_forcePoutID(k)) THEN   
           l=k 
           Val_forcePout(l) = Val_forcePout(l) + F_Pout(i) 
         END IF 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDIF!Axi==1 or 0 
  ENDDO !p=1,TNE  
ENDIF!Pout<0.d0   
 






IF(maxval(TH).LE.180.d0 .and. Axi.NE.1)THEN 
  IF(num_constr_sym .EQ. 0)THEN 
   i_constrID_sym(1)= 0 
  ELSE 
   DO i=1,num_constr_sym 
     i_constrID_sym(i)=(nod_constrID_sym(i)-1)*NDF+dof_constrID_sym(i) 
   ENDDO 
  ENDIF 
ENDIF 
 
IF(num_constr .EQ. 0)THEN 
 i_constrID(1)= 0 
ELSE 
 DO i=1,num_constr 




IF(num_loadsAx .EQ. 0)THEN 
 i_forceAxID(1)=0 
ELSE 
 DO i=1,num_loadsAx 








 DO i=1,num_loadsT 




IF(num_loadsR .EQ. 0)THEN 
 i_forceRID(1)=0 
ELSE 
 DO i=1,num_loadsR 




IF(num_loadsPin .EQ. 0)THEN 
 i_forcePinID(1)=0 
ELSE 
 DO i=1,num_loadsPin 




IF(num_loadsPout .EQ. 0)THEN 
 i_forcePoutID(1)=0 
ELSE 
 DO i=1,num_loadsPout 
   i_forcePoutID(i)=(nod_forcePoutID(i)-1)*NDF+dof_forcePoutID(i) 
 ENDDO 
ENDIF 
IF(maxval(TH).LE.180.d0 .and. Axi.NE.1)THEN 
 WRITE(90,'(A)')'Essential Boundary Conditions 3D symmetry' 
 WRITE(90,'(A)')'=========================================' 
 WRITE(90,'(3x,A,10x,A,10x,A,10x,A,10x,A)')'#','Node','DoF','Value','Index' 


































































!Applying Boundary Conditions to system of equations 
!Augmented to that created by DR. Thomas Fronk - orthosphere 
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!Implement External Load Boundary conditions 
IF(num_loadsAx .NE. 0)THEN !Axial Load 
 DO i=1,num_loadsAx 
   NB=i_forceAxID(i) 




IF(num_loadsT .NE. 0)THEN !Circumferential Load 
 DO i=1,num_loadsT 
   NB=i_forceTID(i) 




IF(num_loadsR .NE. 0)THEN !Radial Load 
 DO i=1,num_loadsR 
   NB=i_forceRID(i) 




IF(num_loadsPin .NE. 0)THEN !Internal Pressure 
 DO i=1,num_loadsPin 
   NB=i_forcePinID(i) 
   GF(NB)=GF(NB)+Val_forcePin(i) 
 ENDDO 
ENDIF 
IF(num_loadsPout .NE. 0)THEN !External Pressure 
 DO i=1,num_loadsPout 
   NB=i_forcePoutID(i) 








 DO j=1,NEQ 
   AOB=ID-j 
   SELECT CASE (AOB) 
     CASE(1:) 
       BWLIMIT=nhbw-(ID-j+1) 
       IF (BWLIMIT .GE. 0)THEN 
         GF(j)=GF(j)-GK(j,ID-j+1)*VAL 
         GK(j,ID-j+1)=0.0d0 
       ENDIF 
     CASE(0) 
       GK(j,1)=1.0d0 
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       GF(j)=VAL 
       DO k=2,nhbw 
         GK(j,k)=0.0d0 
       ENDDO 
     CASE(:-1) 
       BWLIMIT=nhbw-(j-ID+1) 
       IF(BWLIMIT .GE. 0)THEN 
         GF(j)=GF(j)-GK(ID,j-ID+1)*VAL 
       ENDIF 








 DO j=1,NEQ 
   AOB=ID-j 
   SELECT CASE (AOB) 
     CASE(1:) 
       BWLIMIT=nhbw-(ID-j+1) 
       IF (BWLIMIT .GE. 0)THEN 
         GF(j)=GF(j)-GK(j,ID-j+1)*VAL 
         GK(j,ID-j+1)=0.0d0 
       ENDIF 
     CASE(0) 
       GK(j,1)=1.0d0 
       GF(j)=VAL 
       DO k=2,nhbw 
         GK(j,k)=0.0d0 
       ENDDO 
     CASE(:-1) 
       BWLIMIT=nhbw-(j-ID+1) 
       IF(BWLIMIT .GE. 0)THEN 
         GF(j)=GF(j)-GK(ID,j-ID+1)*VAL 
       ENDIF 












































INTEGER :: ncol,nrow,npiv,npivot,meqns 
INTEGER :: icol,jcol,ijk,lstsub,jki 
REAL(KIND=prec) :: factor 
 
!From DR. Thomas Fronk - orthosphere 




 IF (lstsub > neq) lstsub=neq 
 DO nrow=npivot,lstsub             !Invert rows and columns for row factor 
   ncol=nrow-npiv+1 
   factor=GK(npiv,ncol)/GK(npiv,1) 
   DO ncol=nrow,lstsub 
     icol=ncol-nrow+1 
     jcol=ncol-npiv+1 
     GK(nrow,icol)=GK(nrow,icol)-factor*GK(npiv,jcol) 
   END DO 
   GF(nrow)=GF(nrow)-factor*GF(npiv) 









 IF (lstsub < 1) lstsub = 1 
 npivot=npiv-1 
 DO jki=lstsub,npivot 
   nrow=npivot-jki+lstsub 
   ncol=npiv-nrow+1 
   factor=GK(nrow,ncol) 
   GF(nrow)=GF(nrow)-factor*GF(npiv) 










!$$$$$$ WRITE(80,'(3x,3(9x,A10))')"Node #","X","u","v","w" 
!$$$$$$  
!$$$$$$ DO i=1,TNN 
!$$$$$$  !IF(X(i)==.0254d0 .and. Th(i) == 0.d0)THEN 
!$$$$$$    WRITE(80,'(I6,1x,5(E13.6,2x))')i,X(i),R(i),u(i),v(i),w(i) 








counter = 0 
DO h=1,NML 
 DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,npe 
    IF (mat(p) == h) counter(NOD(p,i)) = counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
  ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
DO i=1,TNN 
   IF (counter(i) > 0) 
WRITE(300,'(1x,I2,2x,I6,2x,3(E12.6,2x),4x,3(E12.3,5x))')h,i,R(i),X(i),TH(i),u(i),v(i),w(i) 
 END DO 








 DO i=1,npe 
  IF(mat(p) == h)THEN !Specify Which material 
   IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
    IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.(L1/2.d0-
.000001).and.X(NOD(p,i)).LE.(L1/2.d0+.000001).and.TH(NOD(p,i))==0.d0)THEN 
      IF((i==1 .or. i==5))THEN 
        WRITE(290,400)'Mid',NOD(p,i),i,R(NOD(p,i)),& 
              &u(NOD(p,i)),v(NOD(p,i)),w(NOD(p,i)) 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
   ELSEIF(Ntube>2)THEN 
    IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.((L3-L2/2.d0)-.000001).and.X(NOD(p,i)).LE.((L3-
L2/2.d0)+.000001).and.TH(NOD(p,i))==0.d0)THEN 
      IF((i==2 .or. i==6))THEN 
        WRITE(290,400)'Mid',NOD(p,i),i,R(NOD(p,i)),& 
              &u(NOD(p,i)),v(NOD(p,i)),w(NOD(p,i)) 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
   ENDIF 





400 FORMAT ('',A4,1x,I3,1x,I1,5x,7e16.5,5x,7e16.6,15x,7e16.6,15x,7e16.6,//) 
































 !Set node value to 360 to obtain correct Jacobian 
 !Paul Lyon figured this out when we were obtaining non-symmetric results 
 IF(maxval(TH).GT.180.d0)THEN 
  IF (TH(NOD(p,1)) .GE. maxval(TH)) THEN 
    TH(NOD(p,3)) = 360.d0 
    TH(NOD(p,4)) = 360.d0 
    TH(NOD(p,7)) = 360.d0 
    TH(NOD(p,8)) = 360.d0 
    IF (npe == 20) THEN 
      TH(NOD(p,11)) = 360.d0 
      TH(NOD(p,15)) = 360.d0 
      TH(NOD(p,19)) = 360.d0 
      TH(NOD(p,20)) = 360.d0 
    END IF 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
  
 DO i=1,npe 
   !Assign Global coordinates to each element according to local npe 
   xtr(1,i)=X(NOD(p,i)) 
   xtr(2,i)=TH(NOD(p,i)) 
   xtr(3,i)=R(NOD(p,i)) 
 ENDDO 
 
 IF (TH(NOD(p,3)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,3)) = 0.d0 
 IF (TH(NOD(p,4)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,4)) = 0.d0 
 IF (TH(NOD(p,7)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,7)) = 0.d0 
 IF (TH(NOD(p,8)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,8)) = 0.d0 
 IF(npe .EQ. 20)THEN 
   IF (TH(NOD(p,11)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,11)) = 0.d0 
   IF (TH(NOD(p,15)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,15)) = 0.d0 
   IF (TH(NOD(p,19)) .GE. 360.d0) TH(NOD(p,19)) = 0.d0 





 !Define natural coordinates in terms of gauss points 
 DO ig=1,ngp 
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   xi  = GP(ngp,ig) 
   DO jg=1,ngp 
     eta = GP(ngp,jg) 
     DO kg=1,ngp 
       zeta = GP(ngp,kg) 
       CALL SHAPE_Hexa 
       rr=0.d0 ; xx=0.d0 ; tt=0.d0 
       u_GP=0.d0 
       v_GP=0.d0 
       w_GP=0.d0 
       dudx=0.d0 ; dudt=0.d0 ; dudr=0.d0 
       dvdx=0.d0 ; dvdt=0.d0 ; dvdr=0.d0 
       dwdx=0.d0 ; dwdt=0.d0 ; dwdr=0.d0 
       DO i=1,npe 
         xx = xx + xtr(1,i)*sf(i) 
         tt = tt + xtr(2,i)*sf(i) 
         rr = rr + xtr(3,i)*sf(i)          
         !Displacements at Gauss Points 
         u_GP = u_GP + sf(i)*u(NOD(p,i)) 
         v_GP = v_GP + sf(i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
         w_GP = w_GP + sf(i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
          
         !Shorten length of expressions for coding purposes 
         dudx = dudx + gdsf(1,i)*u(NOD(p,i)) 
         dudt = dudt + gdsf(2,i)*u(NOD(p,i))    
         dudr = dudr + gdsf(3,i)*u(NOD(p,i))  
         dvdx = dvdx + gdsf(1,i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
         dvdt = dvdt + gdsf(2,i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
         dvdr = dvdr + gdsf(3,i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
         dwdx = dwdx + gdsf(1,i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
         dwdt = dwdt + gdsf(2,i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
         dwdr = dwdr + gdsf(3,i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
       ENDDO 
       xgp(ig,jg,kg,p) = xx 
       tgp(ig,jg,kg,p) = tt 
       rgp(ig,jg,kg,p) = rr 
        
       !Elastic Strains at Gauss Points 
       epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,1) = dudx - DelT*cteX 
       epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,2) = (dvdt+w_GP)/rr - DelT*cteT 
       epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,3) = dwdr - DelT*cteR 
       epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,4) = (dwdt-v_GP+rr*dvdr)/rr 
       epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,5) = dudr + dwdx 
       epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,6) = dvdx + dudt/rr - DelT*cteXT 
 
       !Stresses at Gauss Points virtue of the material constitutive relationship   !*****HAVE NOT 
CALCULATED CENTER YET 
        
       sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,1) = Cbar(1,1,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,1) + 
Cbar(1,2,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,2) + & 
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                           & Cbar(1,3,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,3) + Cbar(1,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,6) 
       sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,2) = Cbar(1,2,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,1) + 
Cbar(2,2,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,2) + & 
                           & Cbar(2,3,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,3) + Cbar(2,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,6) 
       sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,3) = Cbar(1,3,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,1) + 
Cbar(2,3,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,2) + & 
                           & Cbar(3,3,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,3) + Cbar(3,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,6) 
       sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,4) = Cbar(4,4,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,4) + 
Cbar(4,5,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,5)  
       sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,5) = Cbar(4,5,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,4) + 
Cbar(5,5,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,5)  
       sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,6) = Cbar(1,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,1) + 
Cbar(2,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,2) + & 
                           & Cbar(3,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,3) + Cbar(6,6,mat(p))*epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,6) 
       WRITE(130,'(4X,I2,3(9X,I2),3(8X,ES12.4))') 
p,ig,jg,kg,xgp(ig,jg,kg,p),tgp(ig,jg,kg,p),rgp(ig,jg,kg,p) 
       WRITE(140,'(4X,I2,3(9X,I2),3(8X,ES12.4))') 
p,ig,jg,kg,xgp(ig,jg,kg,p),tgp(ig,jg,kg,p),rgp(ig,jg,kg,p)      
     ENDDO !kg 
   ENDDO !jg 
 ENDDO !ig 
 
 T(1,1,mat(p))= m(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(1,2,mat(p))= n(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(1,6,mat(p))= 2.d0*m(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(2,1,mat(p))= n(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(2,2,mat(p))= m(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(2,6,mat(p))=-2.d0*m(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(3,3,mat(p))= 1.d0 
 T(4,4,mat(p))= m(mat(p)) 
 T(4,5,mat(p))=-n(mat(p)) 
 T(5,4,mat(p))= n(mat(p)) 
 T(5,5,mat(p))= m(mat(p)) 
 T(6,1,mat(p))=-n(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(6,2,mat(p))= n(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(6,6,mat(p))= (m(mat(p))**2)-(n(mat(p))**2) 
    
 !now extrapolate to get the Corner nodal stresses 
 sr3 = sqrt(3.d0)  
 DO ig= 1,8 
   IF (ig == 1)xi = -sr3 ; eta = -sr3 ; zeta = -sr3 
   IF (ig == 2)xi =  sr3 ; eta = -sr3 ; zeta = -sr3 
   IF (ig == 3)xi =  sr3 ; eta =  sr3 ; zeta = -sr3 
   IF (ig == 4)xi = -sr3 ; eta =  sr3 ; zeta = -sr3 
   IF (ig == 5)xi = -sr3 ; eta = -sr3 ; zeta =  sr3 
   IF (ig == 6)xi =  sr3 ; eta = -sr3 ; zeta =  sr3 
   IF (ig == 7)xi =  sr3 ; eta =  sr3 ; zeta =  sr3 
   IF (ig == 8)xi = -sr3 ; eta =  sr3 ; zeta =  sr3 
!$$$$$$    IF (ig == npe+1)xi = 0.d0 ; eta = 0.d0  ; zeta = 0.d0!For Center NODE 
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   sf(1)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
   sf(2)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
   sf(3)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
   sf(4)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0-zeta) 
   sf(5)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
   sf(6)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
   sf(7)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
   sf(8)= (1.d0/8.d0)*(1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta)*(1.d0+zeta) 
    
   !Extrapolated Nodal Strains and stresses at corner nodes only.  Adapted from Cook and Dr. 
Folkman 
   eps_ND(p,ig,:) = sf(1)*epsGP(1,1,1,p,:) + sf(2)*epsGP(2,1,1,p,:) + sf(3)*epsGP(2,2,1,p,:) + & 
                  & sf(4)*epsGP(1,2,1,p,:) + sf(5)*epsGP(1,1,2,p,:) + sf(6)*epsGP(2,1,2,p,:) + & 
                  & sf(7)*epsGP(2,2,2,p,:) + sf(8)*epsGP(1,2,2,p,:)  
                   
   sig_ND(p,ig,:) = sf(1)*sigGP(1,1,1,p,:) + sf(2)*sigGP(2,1,1,p,:) + sf(3)*sigGP(2,2,1,p,:) + & 
                  & sf(4)*sigGP(1,2,1,p,:) + sf(5)*sigGP(1,1,2,p,:) + sf(6)*sigGP(2,1,2,p,:) + & 
                  & sf(7)*sigGP(2,2,2,p,:) + sf(8)*sigGP(1,2,2,p,:)  
                   
               
   !Transorm off-axis nodal stresses to on-axis nodal stresses 
   IF(Cbar(1,6,mat(p)) .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
     
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,1) = T(1,1,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,1) + & 
                            & T(1,2,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,2) + & 
                            & T(1,6,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,6)  
  
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,2) = T(2,1,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,1) + & 
                            & T(2,2,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,2) + & 
                            & T(2,6,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,6) 
  
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,3) = sig_ND(p,ig,3) 
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,4) = T(4,4,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,4) + T(4,5,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,5) 
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,5) = T(5,4,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,4) + T(5,5,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,5) 
      
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,6) = T(6,1,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,1) + & 
                            & T(6,2,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,2) + & 
                            & T(6,6,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,6) 
   ELSE 
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,:) = sig_ND(p,ig,:) 
   ENDIF 
           
 ENDDO 
  !Define stress values of mid nodes 
  IF(npe==20)THEN 
   eps_ND(p,9,:)=(eps_ND(p,1,:)+eps_ND(p,2,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,10,:)=(eps_ND(p,2,:)+eps_ND(p,3,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,11,:)=(eps_ND(p,3,:)+eps_ND(p,4,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,12,:)=(eps_ND(p,4,:)+eps_ND(p,1,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,13,:)=(eps_ND(p,5,:)+eps_ND(p,6,:))/2.d0 
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   eps_ND(p,14,:)=(eps_ND(p,6,:)+eps_ND(p,7,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,15,:)=(eps_ND(p,7,:)+eps_ND(p,8,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,16,:)=(eps_ND(p,8,:)+eps_ND(p,5,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,17,:)=(eps_ND(p,1,:)+eps_ND(p,5,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,18,:)=(eps_ND(p,2,:)+eps_ND(p,6,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,19,:)=(eps_ND(p,3,:)+eps_ND(p,7,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,20,:)=(eps_ND(p,4,:)+eps_ND(p,8,:))/2.d0 
    
   sig_ND(p,9,:)=(sig_ND(p,1,:)+sig_ND(p,2,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,10,:)=(sig_ND(p,2,:)+sig_ND(p,3,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,11,:)=(sig_ND(p,3,:)+sig_ND(p,4,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,12,:)=(sig_ND(p,4,:)+sig_ND(p,1,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,13,:)=(sig_ND(p,5,:)+sig_ND(p,6,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,14,:)=(sig_ND(p,6,:)+sig_ND(p,7,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,15,:)=(sig_ND(p,7,:)+sig_ND(p,8,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,16,:)=(sig_ND(p,8,:)+sig_ND(p,5,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,17,:)=(sig_ND(p,1,:)+sig_ND(p,5,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,18,:)=(sig_ND(p,2,:)+sig_ND(p,6,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,19,:)=(sig_ND(p,3,:)+sig_ND(p,7,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,20,:)=(sig_ND(p,4,:)+sig_ND(p,8,:))/2.d0 
 
   Sig123_ND(p,9,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,1,:)+Sig123_ND(p,2,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,10,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,2,:)+Sig123_ND(p,3,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,11,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,3,:)+Sig123_ND(p,4,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,12,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,4,:)+Sig123_ND(p,1,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,13,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,5,:)+Sig123_ND(p,6,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,14,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,6,:)+Sig123_ND(p,7,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,15,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,7,:)+Sig123_ND(p,8,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,16,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,8,:)+Sig123_ND(p,5,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,17,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,1,:)+Sig123_ND(p,5,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,18,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,2,:)+Sig123_ND(p,6,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,19,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,3,:)+Sig123_ND(p,7,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,20,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,4,:)+Sig123_ND(p,8,:))/2.d0 
 ENDIF 
   
ENDDO !p=1,TNE 
 
!OUTPUT GAUSS POINT AND NODAL STRESSES 
WRITE(130,*) 





DO ig = 1,ngp 
  DO jg = 1,ngp 
    DO kg = 1,ngp 
      WRITE(130,'(4X,I2,3(9X,I2),6(4X,ES12.4))') p,ig,jg,kg,(sigGP(ig,jg,kg,p,i),i=1,6) 
    END DO 










DO ig = 1,ngp 
  DO jg = 1,ngp 
    DO kg = 1,ngp 
      WRITE(140,'(4X,I2,3(9X,I2),6(5X,ES12.4))') p,ig,jg,kg,(epsGP(ig,jg,kg,p,i),i=1,6) 
    END DO 




!Print Nodal Stresses   
 
WRITE(110,'(//)') 
WRITE(110,'(A)') '===== UNVAVERAGED NODAL STRAINS =====' 
WRITE(110,*) 
WRITE(120,'(//)') 









  DO i=1,npe!not 20 for npe=20 
    IF (mat(p) == h) WRITE(110,'(4X,I3,8X,I2,14X,6(ES12.4,5X))') p,j,(eps_ND(p,i,k),k=1,6) 
  END DO 












  DO i=1,npe 
    IF (mat(p) == h) WRITE(120,'(4X,I5,8X,I2,14X,6(ES12.4,5X))') p,j,(sig_ND(p,i,k),k=1,6) 
  END DO 
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!STRESS/STRAIN AVERAGING of NODES. 





  avg=0 
  DO p= 1,TNE!pp, NE_mat(h) + pp-1  changed 3/4/2011 
    DO i=1,8 
      IF(mat(p)==h)THEN 
        avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
        eps(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:)   = eps(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:)  +eps_ND(p,i,:) 
        sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1:2) = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1:2)+sig_ND(p,i,1:2) 
        sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)   = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)  +sig_ND(p,i,6) 
      ENDIF 
    ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
    
  DO i=1,TNN      
    IF(avg(i)>0)THEN 
      eps(i,h,:) = eps(i,h,:)/REAL(avg(i)) 
      sig(i,h,1:2) = sig(i,h,1:2)/REAl(avg(i)) 
      sig(i,h,6) = sig(i,h,6)/REAl(avg(i)) 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
  !pp=pp + NE_mat(h) 
ENDDO 
 
!This algorithm satifies equilibrium between dissimilar materials 
!Written by Paul Lyon (reference his thesis) 
avg = 0 
DO p=1,TNE 
DO i=1,npe 
  avg(NOD(p,i)) = avg(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
  DO j=3,5 
    sig(NOD(p,i),:,j) = sig(NOD(p,i),:,j) + sig_ND(p,i,j) 
  END DO 
END DO 
END DO 
DO i=1,TNN  
  IF(avg(i)>0)THEN 
    DO j=3,5 
      sig(i,:,j) = sig(i,:,j)/REAl(avg(i)) 
    END DO 









  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
   
    !Free Face in X - direction (sig_x = tau_xr = tau_xt = 0)--depends on Boundary Conditions 
    IF (ebc==0)THEN !Fixed right end 
      IF(X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. xoverhang )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN !Fixed left end 
      IF((X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(X)) )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .LE. minval(R) .and. (Pin.LE.0.d0))THEN  
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(R).and.(Pout.GE.0.d0))THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF       






  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
   
    !Free Face in X - direction (sig_x = tau_xr = tau_xt = 0)--depends on Boundary Conditions 
    IF( (X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. xoverhang) .or. (X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. L3) )THEN !ERROR if Ntube==2, 
L3 would need to be L2 
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      !write(*,*)avg(NOD(p,i)) 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(R))THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 






  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
   
    !Free Face in X - direction (sig_x = tau_xr = tau_xt = 0)--depends on Boundary Conditions 
    IF (ebc==0)THEN !Fixed right end 
      IF( X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. minval(X) .or. X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. L3  )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
       
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN !Fixed left end 
      IF(X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. L3 )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
    IF((R(NOD(p,i)).LE.(maxval(R)-t3+.0000001)).and.(R(NOD(p,i)).GE.(maxval(R)-t3-
.0000001)).and. Pin.LE.0.d0)THEN  
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(R).and.Pout.GE.0.d0 )THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
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    ENDIF  




!Off Axis Stress Tranformation for average stresses 
DO p=1,TNE 
DO i=1,npe 
   
  IF(Cbar(1,6,mat(p)) .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
    
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) = T(1,1,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + & 
                              & T(1,2,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                              & T(1,6,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)  
 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) = T(2,1,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + & 
                              & T(2,2,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                              & T(2,6,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) 
 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) = T(4,4,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) + 
T(4,5,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) = T(5,4,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) + 
T(5,5,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) 
     
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) = T(6,1,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + & 
                              & T(6,2,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                              & T(6,6,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) 
  ELSE 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:) = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:) 










WRITE(260,'(A)')"====== AVERAGED NODAL STRESSES - ATL ======" 
WRITE(260,*) 
 
!OUTPUT AVERAGED NODAL STRESSES (by material type) 
!Counter Algorithm written by Paul Lyon 
counter = 0 
DO h=1,NML 
DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,8 
    IF (mat(p) == h) counter(NOD(p,i)) = counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
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  END DO 
END DO 
 WRITE(260,*) 














  IF (counter(i) > 0) WRITE(160,'(1X,I6,2X,I2,14X,6(ES12.4,5X))') i,h,(eps(i,h,j),j=1,6) 
END DO 











 DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,npe 
   IF(mat(p) == h)THEN !Specify Which material 
    IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
     IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.(L1/2.d0-
.000001).and.X(NOD(p,i)).LE.(L1/2.d0+.000001).and.TH(NOD(p,i)).LE.0.d0)THEN  
       IF((i==2 .or. i==6 ))THEN 
         
WRITE(250,400)NOD(p,i),i,X(NOD(p,i)),TH(NOD(p,i)),R(NOD(p,i)),(sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),j),j
=1,6) 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(Ntube>2)THEN 
     IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.((L3-L2/2.d0)-.000001).and.X(NOD(p,i)).LE.((L3-L2/2.d0)+.000001) 
.and.TH(NOD(p,i))==0.d0)THEN  
       IF((i==2 .or. i==6))THEN 
         WRITE(250,400)NOD(p,i),i,X(NOD(p,i)),R(NOD(p,i)),(sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),j),j=1,6) 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF      
    ENDIF 
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   ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
!Calculation of Mesh Error to be used for Adaptive Meshing 
!Taken from "Concepts and Applications of Finite Element Analysis" 
!4th Edition, Robert D. Cook et al. sections 9.9-9.11) 
eps_sm = 0.d0;  eps_el = 0.d0 
U_norm = 0.d0;  e_norm = 0.d0;  e_norm_el = 0.d0 
epsTE  = 0.d0;  epsTEeps=0.d0;  epsTE2 = 0.d0 
 
DO p=1,TNE 
  !Abreviation for off axis cte's 
 cteX=ctexrt(1,mat(p));cteT=ctexrt(2,mat(p));cteR=ctexrt(3,mat(p));cteXT=ctexrt(6,mat(p)) 
  DO ig = 1,ngp 
   xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
   DO jg = 1,ngp 
     eta = GP(ngp,jg) 
     DO kg = 1,ngp 
       zeta = GP(ngp,kg) 
       rr = 0.d0 
       DO i = 1,8 !Use 8 or all for 20 node? 3/4/2011 
         rr = rr + xtr(3,i)*sf(i) 
       ENDDO 
       CALL SHAPE_Hexa 
       !Define an element strain from the nodal strains  
       DO i=1,npe 
         eps_el(p,1) = eps_el(p,1)+(gdsf(1,i)*u(NOD(p,i))-
DelT*cteX)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
         eps_el(p,2) = eps_el(p,2)+((gdsf(2,i)*v(NOD(p,i))+w(NOD(p,i)))/rr-
DelT*cteT)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
         eps_el(p,3) = eps_el(p,3)+(gdsf(3,i)*w(NOD(p,i))-
DelT*cteR)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
         eps_el(p,4) = eps_el(p,4)+((gdsf(2,i)*w(NOD(p,i))-
v(NOD(p,i))+rr*gdsf(3,i)*v(NOD(p,i)))/rr) &  
                     & *Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
         eps_el(p,5) = 
eps_el(p,5)+(gdsf(3,i)*u(NOD(p,i))+gdsf(1,i)*w(NOD(p,i)))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg
)*DetJ 
         eps_el(p,6) = eps_el(p,6)+(gdsf(1,i)*v(NOD(p,i))+gdsf(2,i)*u(NOD(p,i))/rr-DelT*cteXT) 
& 
                     & *Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ 
       ENDDO 
              
       !Define an overall element smoothed strain 
       DO i=1,8 !do four corner nodes or all nodes 
         eps_sm(p,:) = eps_sm(p,:) + 
(sf(i)*eps(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*Wt(ngp,kg)*DetJ   
       ENDDO 
  
       !Defining integral portion of "Global strain energy norm" (eqn. 9.10-1, Cook) 
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       DO i=1,6 
         DO j=1,6 
           epsTE(i) = epsTE(i) + eps_el(p,j)*Cbar(i,j,mat(p)) 
         ENDDO 
       ENDDO 
       DO i=1,6 
         epsTEeps = epsTEeps + epsTE(i)*eps_el(p,i) 
       ENDDO 
  
       !Defining integral portion of "Global energy error norm" (eqn. 9.10-2, Cook) 
       !Define element energy norm 
       DO i=1,6 
         DO j=1,6 
           epsTE2(i) = epsTE2(i) + (eps_sm(p,j)-eps_el(p,j))*Cbar(i,j,mat(p)) 
         ENDDO 
       ENDDO 
       DO i=1,6 
         !epsTEeps2 = e_norm_el 
         e_norm_el(p) = e_norm_el(p) + epsTE2(i)*(eps_sm(p,i)-eps_el(p,i)) !Eqn 9.11-1, Cook 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
 !Calculating Global strain energy and global energy error 
 U_norm = U_norm + epsTEeps 
 e_norm = e_norm + e_norm_el(p) 
ENDDO 
 
!Calculate Relative Error or Discretization error (9.10-7, Cook). 
!Suggested allowable error is 5% (.05) 
err_eta = sqrt(e_norm/(abs(U_norm)+e_norm)) 
 
!The peak energy error each element is permitted to have (9.11-1,Cook). 
e_norm_all = .05*sqrt((abs(U_norm)+e_norm)/REAL(TNE)) 
 
!Calculate ratio of actual error to allowable for each element 
zeta_el = 0.d0 
DO p=1,TNE 
 zeta_el(p) = abs(e_norm_el(p))/abs(e_norm_all) 
END DO 
 
!Write error results to the output file 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,*) '------Error Results of the current mesh-------' 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,'(A,F6.2,A)') 'Total error of the mesh: ',err_eta*100.d0,'%' 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,'(A,ES12.4)') '|U| = ',U_norm 
WRITE(240,'(A,ES12.4)') '|e| = ',e_norm 
WRITE(240,*) 
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WRITE(240,*) 'Element      zeta_el' 
 
DO p=1,TNE 
 WRITE(240,'(2X,I4,8X,F12.4)') p,zeta_el(p) 
END DO 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,*) 'Elements that need to be refined:' 
WRITE(240,'(5(A,10x))') 'Element','X','T','R','zeta_el' 
DO p=1,TNE 




!PRINCIPLE STRESSES - METHOD OF INVARIANTS 
sigP=0.d0 
counter=0     
DO h=1,NML 
  DO p=1,TNE 
    DO i=1,npe 
      IF (mat(p) == h.and.(abs(E1(mat(p))-E2(mat(p))) .LT. 10.d0))counter(NOD(p,i)) = 
counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
    END DO 
  END DO 
 DO i=1,TNN 
   IF(counter(i)>0)THEN 
    I1(i,h) = sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3) 
    I2(i,h) = sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3) & 
            &-sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,6)**2  
   
    I3(i,h) = sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + & 
            & 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6) - & 
            & (sig(i,h,6)**2)*sig(i,h,3)-(sig(i,h,4)**2)*sig(i,h,1) - & 
            & (sig(i,h,5)**2)*sig(i,h,2) 
  
   Aprime(i,h,1,1)=sig(i,h,1)-(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
   Aprime(i,h,1,2)=sig(i,h,6) 
   Aprime(i,h,1,3)=sig(i,h,5) 
   Aprime(i,h,2,1)=Aprime(i,h,1,2) 
   Aprime(i,h,2,2)=sig(i,h,2)-(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3))   
   Aprime(i,h,2,3)=sig(i,h,4) 
   Aprime(i,h,3,1)=Aprime(i,h,1,3) 
   Aprime(i,h,3,2)=Aprime(i,h,2,3) 
   Aprime(i,h,3,3)=sig(i,h,3)-(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
  
    J2(i,h)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*(Aprime(i,h,1,1)**2 + Aprime(i,h,2,2)**2 + Aprime(i,h,3,3)**2     & 
           & + 2.d0*Aprime(i,h,2,3)**2 + 2.d0*Aprime(i,h,1,3)**2 + 2.d0*Aprime(i,h,1,2)**2 ) 
  
    J3(i,h)= Aprime(i,h,1,1)*(Aprime(i,h,2,2)*Aprime(i,h,3,3)-Aprime(i,h,2,3)**2) & 
           &-Aprime(i,h,1,2)*(Aprime(i,h,1,2)*Aprime(i,h,3,3)-Aprime(i,h,1,3)*Aprime(i,h,2,3)) & 
           &+Aprime(i,h,1,3)*(Aprime(i,h,1,2)*Aprime(i,h,2,3)-Aprime(i,h,1,3)*Aprime(i,h,2,2)) 
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    IF(abs((J3(i,h)/2.d0)*((-3.d0/J2(i,h))**(3.d0/2.d0)))>1.d0)THEN 
     a1(i,h)=0.d0 
    ELSE 
     a1(i,h)=(1.d0/3.d0)*(acos((J3(i,h)/2.d0)*(-3.d0/J2(i,h))**(3.d0/2.d0))) 
    ENDIF 
    a2(i,h)=a1(i,h)+2.d0*pi/3.d0 
    a3(i,h)=a1(i,h)-2.d0*pi/3.d0 
     
    sig_1(i,h) = 2.d0*sqrt((-1.d0/3.d0)*J2(i,h))*cos(a1(i,h)) 
    sig_2(i,h) = 2.d0*sqrt((-1.d0/3.d0)*J2(i,h))*cos(a2(i,h)) 
    sig_3(i,h) = 2.d0*sqrt((-1.d0/3.d0)*J2(i,h))*cos(a3(i,h)) 
     
    sigP(i,h,1) = sig_1(i,h)+(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
    sigP(i,h,2) = sig_2(i,h)+(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
    sigP(i,h,3) = sig_3(i,h)+(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
  
   sigP(i,h,1) = sigP(i,h,1)*10.d0**(-6) 
   sigP(i,h,2) = sigP(i,h,2)*10.d0**(-6) 
   sigP(i,h,3) = sigP(i,h,3)*10.d0**(-6) 
   sig(i,h,:)= sig(i,h,:)*10.d0**(-6) 
    
   !CHECK CHARACTERISTIC 
   CE1(i,h) = sigP(i,h,1)**2*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) + & 
            & sigP(i,h,1)*(sig(i,h,4)**2 + sig(i,h,5)**2 + sig(i,h,6)**2) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,1)*(sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3)) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,1)**3 - & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,3)*sig(i,h,6)**2 + & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6) 
          
  
   CE2(i,h) = sigP(i,h,2)**2*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) + & 
            & sigP(i,h,2)*(sig(i,h,4)**2 + sig(i,h,5)**2 + sig(i,h,6)**2) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,2)*(sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3)) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,2)**3 - & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,3)*sig(i,h,6)**2 + & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6)   
                    
   CE3(i,h) = sigP(i,h,3)**2*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) + & 
            & sigP(i,h,3)*(sig(i,h,4)**2 + sig(i,h,5)**2 + sig(i,h,6)**2) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,3)*(sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3)) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,3)**3 - & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,3)*sig(i,h,6)**2 + & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6) 
   IF((abs(CE1(i,h)).GE..001).or.(abs(CE2(i,h)).GE..001).or.(abs(CE3(i,h)).GE..001))THEN 
     
WRITE(180,'((A),1x,I6,1x,I6,5x,3(1x,E12.3))')"ERROR",i,h,CE1(i,h),CE2(i,h),CE3(i,h)!sigP(i,h,
1), sigP(i,h,2), sigP(i,h,3) 
     WRITE(*,'(A)')"Error - Check file 'Principle Stress.txt'" 
   ENDIF 
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   sigP(i,h,1) = sigP(i,h,1)*10.d0**(6) 
   sigP(i,h,2) = sigP(i,h,2)*10.d0**(6) 
   sigP(i,h,3) = sigP(i,h,3)*10.d0**(6) 
   sig(i,h,:)= sig(i,h,:)*10.d0**(6) 
   WRITE(40,*)i,h,sigP(i,h,1), sigP(i,h,2), sigP(i,h,3) 





400 FORMAT (''I6,1x,I1,5x,3(7e16.5,5x),15x,6(7e16.6,15x)//) 
















T=0.d0      !Transformation Matrix 
eps_GP=0.d0 !Strain at Gauss Points 
sig_GP=0.d0 !Stress at Gauss Points 
sig_ND=0.d0 !Stress at Node (extrapolated) 
eps_ND=0.d0 !Strain at Node (extrapolated) 
Sig123_ND=0.d0 !Off axis stresses at NODE 
Sig123=0.d0    !Off axis stresses (averaged) 
sig=0.d0       !Stresses averegag 
eps=0.d0       !Stresses averaged 





 DO i=1,npe 
   !Assign Global coordinates to each element according to local npe 
   xtr_Q(1,i)=X(NOD(p,i)) 
   xtr_Q(2,i)=R(NOD(p,i)) 
 ENDDO 
  




 !Define natural coordinates in terms of gauss points 
 DO ig=1,ngp 
   xi  = GP(ngp,ig) 
   DO jg=1,ngp 
     eta = GP(ngp,jg) 
     CALL SHAPE_Quad 
     rr=0.d0   ; xx=0.d0 
     u_GP=0.d0 ; v_GP=0.d0 ; w_GP=0.d0 
     dudx=0.d0 ; dudr=0.d0 
     dvdx=0.d0 ; dvdr=0.d0 
     dwdx=0.d0 ; dwdr=0.d0 
     DO i=1,npe 
       rr = rr + xtr_Q(2,i)*sf_Q(i) 
       xx = xx + xtr_Q(1,i)*sf_Q(i) 
       !Displacements at Gauss Points 
       u_GP = u_GP + sf_Q(i)*u(NOD(p,i)) 
       v_GP = v_GP + sf_Q(i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
       w_GP = w_GP + sf_Q(i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
        
       !Shorten length of expressions for coding purposes 
       dudx = dudx + gdsf_Q(1,i)*u(NOD(p,i))  
       dudr = dudr + gdsf_Q(2,i)*u(NOD(p,i))  
       dvdx = dvdx + gdsf_Q(1,i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
       dvdr = dvdr + gdsf_Q(2,i)*v(NOD(p,i)) 
       dwdx = dwdx + gdsf_Q(1,i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
       dwdr = dwdr + gdsf_Q(2,i)*w(NOD(p,i)) 
     ENDDO 
      
     !Elastic Strains at Gauss Points 
     eps_GP(ig,jg,p,1) = dudx - DelT*cteX 
     eps_GP(ig,jg,p,2) = (w_GP)/rr - DelT*cteT 
     eps_GP(ig,jg,p,3) = dwdr - DelT*cteR 
     eps_GP(ig,jg,p,4) = (v_GP+rr*dvdr)/rr 
     eps_GP(ig,jg,p,5) = dudr + dwdx 
     eps_GP(ig,jg,p,6) = dvdx - DelT*cteXT 
  
     !Stresses at Gauss Points and center by virtue of the material constitutive relationship   
!*****HAVE NOT CALCULATED CENTER YET    
     sig_GP(ig,jg,p,1) = Cbar(1,1,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,1) + Cbar(1,2,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,2) 
+ & 
                       & Cbar(1,3,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,3) + Cbar(1,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,6) 
     sig_GP(ig,jg,p,2) = Cbar(1,2,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,1) + Cbar(2,2,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,2) 
+ & 
                       & Cbar(2,3,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,3) + Cbar(2,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,6) 
     sig_GP(ig,jg,p,3) = Cbar(1,3,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,1) + Cbar(2,3,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,2) 
+ & 
                       & Cbar(3,3,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,3) + Cbar(3,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,6) 
     sig_GP(ig,jg,p,4) = Cbar(4,4,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,4) + Cbar(4,5,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,5)  
     sig_GP(ig,jg,p,5) = Cbar(4,5,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,4) + Cbar(5,5,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,5)  
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     sig_GP(ig,jg,p,6) = Cbar(1,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,1) + Cbar(2,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,2) 
+ & 
                       & Cbar(3,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,3) + Cbar(6,6,mat(p))*eps_GP(ig,jg,p,6)                    
  
   ENDDO !jg 
 ENDDO !ig 
  
 T(1,1,mat(p))= m(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(1,2,mat(p))= n(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(1,6,mat(p))= 2.d0*m(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(2,1,mat(p))= n(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(2,2,mat(p))= m(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(2,6,mat(p))=-2.d0*m(mat(p))*n(mat(p)) 
 T(3,3,mat(p))= 1.d0 
 T(4,4,mat(p))= m(mat(p)) 
 T(4,5,mat(p))=-n(mat(p)) 
 T(5,4,mat(p))= n(mat(p)) 
 T(5,5,mat(p))= m(mat(p)) 
 T(6,1,mat(p))=-n(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(6,2,mat(p))= n(mat(p))*m(mat(p)) 
 T(6,6,mat(p))= (m(mat(p))**2)-(n(mat(p))**2) 
  
 !now extrapolate to get the Nodal stresses from Guass point stresses 
 !Dr. Steven Folkman implemented this method for the 8 node element as well 
 sr3 = sqrt(3.d0) 
  
 DO ig=1,4!+1 
   !Assign xi,eta, depending on which nodal stress is being extrapolated 
   IF (ig == 1) xi = -sr3;  eta = -sr3 
   IF (ig == 2) xi = sr3;   eta = -sr3 
   IF (ig == 3) xi = sr3;   eta = sr3 
   IF (ig == 4) xi = -sr3;  eta = sr3 
   !IF (ig == npe+1) xi = 0.d0;  eta = 0.d0 !FOR Center NODE  
   eps_ND(p,ig,:) =   (((1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta))*eps_GP(1,1,p,:)  & 
         & + ((1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta))*eps_GP(2,1,p,:)   & 
         & + ((1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta))*eps_GP(2,2,p,:)   & 
                  & + ((1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta))*eps_GP(1,2,p,:))/4.d0  
                                  
   sig_ND(p,ig,:) =   (((1.d0-xi)*(1.d0-eta))*sig_GP(1,1,p,:)  & 
         & + ((1.d0+xi)*(1.d0-eta))*sig_GP(2,1,p,:)   & 
         & + ((1.d0+xi)*(1.d0+eta))*sig_GP(2,2,p,:)   & 
                  & + ((1.d0-xi)*(1.d0+eta))*sig_GP(1,2,p,:))/4.d0  
                
   !Transorm off-axis nodal stresses to on axis nodal stresses 
   IF(Cbar(1,6,mat(p)) .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
    Sig123_ND(p,ig,1) = T(1,1,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,1) + & 
                       & T(1,2,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,2) + & 
                       & T(1,6,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,6)  
  
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,2) = T(2,1,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,1) + & 
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                       & T(2,2,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,2) + & 
                       & T(2,6,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,6) 
  
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,3) = sig_ND(p,ig,3) 
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,4) = T(4,4,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,4) + T(4,5,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,5) 
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,5) = T(5,4,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,4) + T(5,5,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,5) 
      
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,6) = T(6,1,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,1) + & 
                       & T(6,2,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,2) + & 
                       & T(6,6,mat(p))*sig_ND(p,ig,6) 
   ELSE 
     Sig123_ND(p,ig,:) = sig_ND(p,ig,:) 
   ENDIF               
 ENDDO 
 IF(npe==8)THEN 
   eps_ND(p,5,:)=(eps_ND(p,1,:)+eps_ND(p,2,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,6,:)=(eps_ND(p,2,:)+eps_ND(p,3,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,7,:)=(eps_ND(p,3,:)+eps_ND(p,4,:))/2.d0 
   eps_ND(p,8,:)=(eps_ND(p,4,:)+eps_ND(p,1,:))/2.d0 
    
   sig_ND(p,5,:)=(sig_ND(p,1,:)+sig_ND(p,2,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,6,:)=(sig_ND(p,2,:)+sig_ND(p,3,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,7,:)=(sig_ND(p,3,:)+sig_ND(p,4,:))/2.d0 
   sig_ND(p,8,:)=(sig_ND(p,4,:)+sig_ND(p,1,:))/2.d0 
 
   Sig123_ND(p,5,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,1,:)+Sig123_ND(p,2,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,6,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,2,:)+Sig123_ND(p,3,:))/2.d0 
   Sig123_ND(p,7,:)=(Sig123_ND(p,3,:)+Sig123_ND(p,4,:))/2.d0 




!OUTPUT GAUSS POINT AND NODAL STRESSES 
WRITE(130,*) 






DO ig = 1,ngp 
  DO jg = 1,ngp 
    WRITE(130,'(4X,I5,2(9X,I2),6(4X,ES12.4))') p,ig,jg,(sig_GP(ig,jg,p,j),j=1,6) 











DO ig = 1,ngp 
  DO jg = 1,ngp 
    WRITE(140,'(4X,I5,2(9X,I2),6(5X,ES12.4))') p,ig,jg,(eps_GP(ig,jg,p,j),j=1,6) 





WRITE(110,'(A)') '===== UNVAVERAGED NODAL STRAINS =====' 
WRITE(110,*) 
WRITE(120,'(//)') 









  DO i=1,npe 
    IF (mat(p) == h) WRITE(110,'(4X,I3,8X,I2,14X,6(ES12.4,5X))') p,i,(eps_ND(p,i,j),j=1,6) 
  END DO 












  DO i=1,npe 
    IF (mat(p) == h) WRITE(120,'(4X,I5,8X,I2,14X,6(ES12.4,5X))') p,i,(sig_ND(p,i,j),j=1,6) 
  END DO 





!STRESS/STRAIN AVERAGING of NODES. 






DO p=pp, NE_mat(h) + pp-1   
  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
    eps(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:)   = eps(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:)  +eps_ND(p,i,:) 
    sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1:2) = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1:2)+sig_ND(p,i,1:2) 
    sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)   = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)  +sig_ND(p,i,6) 
  ENDDO 
ENDDO 
  
DO i=1,TNN      
  IF(avg(i)>0)THEN 
    eps(i,h,:)   = eps(i,h,:)/REAL(avg(i)) 
    sig(i,h,1:2) = sig(i,h,1:2)/REAL(avg(i)) 
    sig(i,h,6)   = sig(i,h,6)/REAL(avg(i)) 
  ENDIF 
ENDDO 




!This algorithm satifies equilibrium between the dissimilar materials 
!Written by Paul Lyon (reference his thesis) 
avg = 0 
DO p=1,TNE 
DO i=1,npe 
  avg(NOD(p,i)) = avg(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
  DO j=3,5 
    sig(NOD(p,i),:,j) = sig(NOD(p,i),:,j) + sig_ND(p,i,j) 















  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
   
    !Free Face in X - direction (sig_x = tau_xr = tau_xt = 0)--depends on Boundary Conditions 
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    IF (ebc==0)THEN !Fixed right end 
      IF(X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. xoverhang )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN !Fixed left end 
      IF((X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(X)) )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
    IF((R(NOD(p,i)) .LE. minval(R)) .and. (Pin .LE. 0.d0))THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(R) .and. (Pout .GE. 0.d0) )THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 






  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
   
    !Free Face in X - direction (sig_x = tau_xr = tau_xt = 0)--depends on Boundary Conditions 
    IF( (X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. xoverhang) .or. (X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. L3) )THEN !.GT. X(NOD(p+1,i))) 
)THEN 
      !write(*,*)avg(NOD(p,i)) 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(R))THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
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    ENDIF 






  DO i=1,npe 
    avg(NOD(p,i))=avg(NOD(p,i))+1 
   
    !Free Face in X - direction (sig_x = tau_xr = tau_xt = 0)--depends on Boundary Conditions 
    IF (ebc==0)THEN !Fixed right end 
      IF( X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. minval(X) .or. X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. L3  )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
       
    ELSEIF(ebc==1)THEN !Fixed left end 
      IF(X(NOD(p,i)) .GE. L3 )THEN 
        IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 2 ) THEN 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,1) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,5) = 0.d0 
          sig(NOD(p,i),h,6) = 0.d0 
        ENDIF  
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
    IF((R(NOD(p,i)).LE.(maxval(R)-t3+.0000001)).and.(R(NOD(p,i)).GE.(maxval(R)-t3-
.0000001)).and.(Pin.LE.0.d0))THEN  
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF 
    IF(R(NOD(p,i)) .GE. maxval(R).and.Pout.GE.0.d0 )THEN 
      IF (avg(NOD(p,i)) .LE. 4 ) THEN 
        sig(NOD(p,i),h,3) = 0.d0 
      ENDIF  
    ENDIF  




!Off Axis Stress Tranformation to On-Axis for average stresses 
DO p=1,TNE 
DO i=1,npe 
   
  IF(Cbar(1,6,mat(p)) .NE. 0.d0)THEN 
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    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) = T(1,1,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + & 
                              & T(1,2,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                              & T(1,6,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)  
 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) = T(2,1,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + & 
                              & T(2,2,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                              & T(2,6,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) 
 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) = T(4,4,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) + 
T(4,5,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) = T(5,4,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) + 
T(5,5,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) 
     
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) = T(6,1,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + & 
                              & T(6,2,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                              & T(6,6,mat(p))*sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) 
  ELSE 
    Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:) = sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:) 
  ENDIF 










WRITE(260,'(A)')"====== AVERAGED NODAL STRESSES ======" 
WRITE(260,*) 
 
!OUTPUT AVERAGED NODAL STRESSES (by material type) 
!Counter Algorithm written by Paul Lyon 
 
!ATL stresses (Average Nodal Stresses) 
counter = 0 
DO h=1,NML 
 DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,npe 
    IF (mat(p) == h) counter(NOD(p,i)) = counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
  END DO 
 END DO 
 WRITE(260,*) 




 DO i=1,TNN 
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  IF (counter(i) > 0) 
WRITE(260,'(1x,I2,2x,I6,2x,E12.6,2x,E12.6,4x,6(E12.3,5x))')h,i,X(i),R(i),(sig(i,h,j),j=1,6) 
    !WRITE(150,'(1X,I6,2X,I2,14X,6(ES12.4,5X))') i,h,(sig(i,h,j),j=1,6) 
 END DO 
 WRITE(160,*) 




 DO i=1,TNN 
  IF (counter(i) > 0) 
WRITE(160,'(1x,I2,3x,I6,2x,E12.6,2x,E12.6,4x,6(E12.3,5x))')h,i,X(i),R(i),(eps(i,h,j),j=1,6) 
 END DO 














 DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,npe 
   IF(mat(p) == h)THEN !Specify Which material 
    IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
     IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE. (L1/2.d0-.000001) .and.  X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. (L1/2.d0+.000001))THEN 
       IF((i==2 .or. i==3))THEN 
         WRITE(250,400)NOD(p,i),i,X(NOD(p,i)),R(NOD(p,i)),& 
               
&sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:)!,sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2),sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3),sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(Ntube>2)THEN 
     IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE. ((xoverhang +L2/2.d0)-.000001) .and.  X(NOD(p,i)) .LE. ((xoverhang 
+L2/2.d0)+.000001))THEN 
       IF((i==2 .or. i==3))THEN 
         WRITE(250,400)NOD(p,i),i,X(NOD(p,i)),R(NOD(p,i)),& 
               
&sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:)!,sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2),sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3),sig(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF      
    ENDIF 
   ENDIF 





!Calculation of Mesh Error to be used for Adaptive Meshing 
!Taken from "Concepts and Applications of Finite Element Analysis" 
!4th Edition, Robert D. Cook et al. sections 9.9-9.11) 
eps_sm = 0.d0;  eps_el = 0.d0 
U_norm = 0.d0;  e_norm = 0.d0;  e_norm_el = 0.d0 
epsTE  = 0.d0;  epsTEeps=0.d0;  epsTE2 = 0.d0 ; err_eta=0.d0;e_norm_all=0.d0 
 
DO p=1,TNE 
  !Abreviation for off axis cte's 
 cteX=ctexrt(1,mat(p));cteT=ctexrt(2,mat(p));cteR=ctexrt(3,mat(p));cteXT=ctexrt(6,mat(p)) 
  DO ig = 1,ngp 
   xi = GP(ngp,ig) 
   DO jg = 1,ngp 
     eta = GP(ngp,jg) 
     rr = 0.d0 
     DO i = 1,npe 
       rr = rr + xtr_Q(2,i)*sf_Q(i) 
     ENDDO 
     CALL SHAPE_Quad 
      
     !Define an element strain from the nodal strains  
     DO i=1,npe 
       eps_el(p,1) = eps_el(p,1)+(gdsf_Q(1,i)*u(NOD(p,i))-
DelT*cteX)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
       eps_el(p,2) = eps_el(p,2)+(w(NOD(p,i))/rr-
DelT*cteT)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
       eps_el(p,3) = eps_el(p,3)+(gdsf_Q(2,i)*w(NOD(p,i))-
DelT*cteR)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
       eps_el(p,4) = eps_el(p,4)+((-
v(NOD(p,i))+rr*gdsf_Q(2,i)*v(NOD(p,i)))/rr)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
       eps_el(p,5) = 
eps_el(p,5)+(gdsf_Q(2,i)*u(NOD(p,i))+gdsf_Q(1,i)*w(NOD(p,i)))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ
_Q*2.d0*pi 
       eps_el(p,6) = eps_el(p,6)+(gdsf_Q(1,i)*v(NOD(p,i))-
DelT*cteXT)*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     ENDDO 
         
     !Define an overall element smoothed strain 
     DO i=1,npe !do four corner nodes or all nodes 
       eps_sm(p,:) = eps_sm(p,:) + 
(sf_Q(i)*eps(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:))*Wt(ngp,ig)*Wt(ngp,jg)*DetJ_Q*2.d0*pi 
     ENDDO 






     !Defining integral portion of "Global strain energy norm" (eqn. 9.10-1, Cook) 
     DO i=1,6 
       DO j=1,6 
         epsTE(i) = epsTE(i) + eps_el(p,j)*Cbar(i,j,mat(p)) 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
     DO i=1,6 
       epsTEeps = epsTEeps + epsTE(i)*eps_el(p,i) 
     ENDDO 
   
     !Defining integral portion of "Global energy error norm" (eqn. 9.10-2, Cook) 
     !Define element energy norm 
     DO i=1,6 
       DO j=1,6 
         epsTE2(i) = epsTE2(i) + (eps_sm(p,j)-eps_el(p,j))*Cbar(i,j,mat(p)) 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO 
     DO i=1,6 
       !epsTEeps2 = e_norm_el 
       e_norm_el(p) = e_norm_el(p) + epsTE2(i)*(eps_sm(p,i)-eps_el(p,i)) !Eqn 9.11-1, Cook 
     ENDDO 
!$$$$$$    ENDDO 
!$$$$$$  ENDDO 
 !Calculating Global strain energy and global energy error 
 U_norm = U_norm + epsTEeps 
 e_norm = e_norm + e_norm_el(p) 
ENDDO 
 
!Calculate Relative Error or Discretization error (9.10-7, Cook). 
!Suggested allowable error is 5% (.05) 
write(*,*)"U_norm",U_norm 
write(*,*)"e_norm",e_norm 
err_eta = sqrt(e_norm/(abs(U_norm)+e_norm)) 
 
!The peak energy error each element is permitted to have (9.11-1,Cook). 
e_norm_all = .05*sqrt((abs(U_norm)+e_norm)/REAL(TNE)) 
 
!Calculate ratio of actual error to allowable for each element 
zeta_el = 0.d0 
 
!Write error results to the output file 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,*) '------Error Results of the current mesh-------' 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,'(A,F6.2,A)') 'Total error of the mesh: ',err_eta*100.d0,'%' 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,'(A,ES12.4)') '|U| = ',U_norm 
WRITE(240,'(A,ES12.4)') '|e| = ',e_norm 
WRITE(240,*) 




 zeta_el(p) = abs(e_norm_el(p))/(e_norm_all) 
 WRITE(240,'(2X,I4,8X,F12.4)') p,zeta_el(p) 
END DO 
WRITE(240,*) 
WRITE(240,*) 'Elements that need to be refined:' 
WRITE(240,'(A)') 'Element     X           R          zeta_el' 
DO p=1,TNE 





!PRINCIPLE STRESSES - METHOD OF INVARIANTS 
sigP=0.d0 
DO h=1,NML 
  DO p=1,TNE 
    DO i=1,npe 
      IF (mat(p) == h .and. (abs(E1(mat(p))-E2(mat(p))) .LT. 1.d0)) counter(NOD(p,i)) = 
counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
    END DO 
  END DO 
 DO i=1,TNN 
   IF(counter(i)>0)THEN 
    I1(i,h) = sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3) 
    I2(i,h) = sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3) & 
            &-sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,6)**2  
   
    I3(i,h) = sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + & 
            & 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6) - & 
            & (sig(i,h,6)**2)*sig(i,h,3)-(sig(i,h,4)**2)*sig(i,h,1) - & 
            & (sig(i,h,5)**2)*sig(i,h,2) 
  
   Aprime(i,h,1,1)=sig(i,h,1)-(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
   Aprime(i,h,1,2)=sig(i,h,6) 
   Aprime(i,h,1,3)=sig(i,h,5) 
   Aprime(i,h,2,1)=Aprime(i,h,1,2) 
   Aprime(i,h,2,2)=sig(i,h,2)-(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3))   
   Aprime(i,h,2,3)=sig(i,h,4) 
   Aprime(i,h,3,1)=Aprime(i,h,1,3) 
   Aprime(i,h,3,2)=Aprime(i,h,2,3) 
   Aprime(i,h,3,3)=sig(i,h,3)-(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
  
    J2(i,h)= -(1.d0/2.d0)*(Aprime(i,h,1,1)**2 + Aprime(i,h,2,2)**2 + Aprime(i,h,3,3)**2     & 
           & + 2.d0*Aprime(i,h,2,3)**2 + 2.d0*Aprime(i,h,1,3)**2 + 2.d0*Aprime(i,h,1,2)**2 ) 
  
    J3(i,h)= Aprime(i,h,1,1)*(Aprime(i,h,2,2)*Aprime(i,h,3,3)-Aprime(i,h,2,3)**2) & 
           &-Aprime(i,h,1,2)*(Aprime(i,h,1,2)*Aprime(i,h,3,3)-Aprime(i,h,1,3)*Aprime(i,h,2,3)) & 
           &+Aprime(i,h,1,3)*(Aprime(i,h,1,2)*Aprime(i,h,2,3)-Aprime(i,h,1,3)*Aprime(i,h,2,2)) 
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    IF(abs((J3(i,h)/2.d0)*((-3.d0/J2(i,h))**(3.d0/2.d0)))>1.d0)THEN 
     a1(i,h)=0.d0 
    ELSE 
     a1(i,h)=(1.d0/3.d0)*(acos((J3(i,h)/2.d0)*(-3.d0/J2(i,h))**(3.d0/2.d0))) 
    ENDIF 
    a2(i,h)=a1(i,h)+2.d0*pi/3.d0 
    a3(i,h)=a1(i,h)-2.d0*pi/3.d0 
     
    sig_1(i,h) = 2.d0*sqrt((-1.d0/3.d0)*J2(i,h))*cos(a1(i,h)) 
    sig_2(i,h) = 2.d0*sqrt((-1.d0/3.d0)*J2(i,h))*cos(a2(i,h)) 
    sig_3(i,h) = 2.d0*sqrt((-1.d0/3.d0)*J2(i,h))*cos(a3(i,h)) 
     
    sigP(i,h,1) = sig_1(i,h)+(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
    sigP(i,h,2) = sig_2(i,h)+(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
    sigP(i,h,3) = sig_3(i,h)+(1.d0/3.d0)*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) 
  
   sigP(i,h,1) = sigP(i,h,1)*10.d0**(-6) 
   sigP(i,h,2) = sigP(i,h,2)*10.d0**(-6) 
   sigP(i,h,3) = sigP(i,h,3)*10.d0**(-6) 
   sig(i,h,:)= sig(i,h,:)*10.d0**(-6) 
    
   !CHECK CHARACTERISTIC 
   CE1(i,h) = sigP(i,h,1)**2*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) + & 
            & sigP(i,h,1)*(sig(i,h,4)**2 + sig(i,h,5)**2 + sig(i,h,6)**2) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,1)*(sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3)) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,1)**3 - & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,3)*sig(i,h,6)**2 + & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6) 
          
  
   CE2(i,h) = sigP(i,h,2)**2*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) + & 
            & sigP(i,h,2)*(sig(i,h,4)**2 + sig(i,h,5)**2 + sig(i,h,6)**2) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,2)*(sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3)) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,2)**3 - & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,3)*sig(i,h,6)**2 + & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6)   
                    
   CE3(i,h) = sigP(i,h,3)**2*(sig(i,h,1)+sig(i,h,2)+sig(i,h,3)) + & 
            & sigP(i,h,3)*(sig(i,h,4)**2 + sig(i,h,5)**2 + sig(i,h,6)**2) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,3)*(sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2) + sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,3)) - & 
            & sigP(i,h,3)**3 - & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,4)**2 - sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,5)**2 - sig(i,h,3)*sig(i,h,6)**2 + & 
            & sig(i,h,1)*sig(i,h,2)*sig(i,h,3) + 2.d0*sig(i,h,4)*sig(i,h,5)*sig(i,h,6) 
   IF((abs(CE1(i,h)).GE..001).or.(abs(CE2(i,h)).GE..001).or.(abs(CE3(i,h)).GE..001))THEN 
     
WRITE(180,'((A),1x,I6,1x,I6,5x,3(1x,E12.3))')"ERROR",i,h,CE1(i,h),CE2(i,h),CE3(i,h)!sigP(i,h,
1), sigP(i,h,2), sigP(i,h,3) 
     WRITE(*,'(A)')"Error - Check file 'Principle Stress.txt'" 
   ENDIF 
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   sigP(i,h,1) = sigP(i,h,1)*10.d0**(6) 
   sigP(i,h,2) = sigP(i,h,2)*10.d0**(6) 
   sigP(i,h,3) = sigP(i,h,3)*10.d0**(6) 
   sig(i,h,:)= sig(i,h,:)*10.d0**(6) 
   WRITE(40,*)i,h,sigP(i,h,1), sigP(i,h,2), sigP(i,h,3) 





!100 FORMAT ('',7E16.5,5x,I4,2x,I2,5x,6(7E16.5,10x),5x,7E16.5) 
400 FORMAT (''I6,1x,I1,5x,2(7e16.5,5x),15x,6(7e16.6,15x)//) 
 







REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:)::MPS 
REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:)::GVM,VM,SED,DPr 
REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:)::I1DP,J2DP 
REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:):: alpha, kappa, alpha_DP, kappa_DP, 
c_DP, phi_DP 
REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:)::dTdsig,dCdsig 
 
!Anisotropic 
REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:)::MS, TW,TW_2d,AI_mat,AI_fib 
REAL(KIND=prec), ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:):: F1, F2, F3, F11, F22, F33, F44, F55, 
F66, F23 
 










ALLOCATE(F1(NML), F2(NML), F3(NML), F11(NML), F22(NML), F33(NML), F44(NML), 
F55(NML), F66(NML), F23(NML)) 
 
FAIL=0.d0 
F1=0.d0; F2=0.d0 ;F3 = 0.d0; F11=0.d0 ; F22=0.d0 ; F33=0.d0 ; F44=0.d0 ; F55=0.d0 ; 
F66=0.d0 
MPS=0.d0    ; GVM=0.d0 ; VM =0.d0 ; TW=0.d0 ; TW_2D=0.d0 
AI_mat=0.d0 ; AI_fib=0.d0 
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alpha=0.d0  ; kappa=0.d0 




 alpha(k)= (abs(C11(k))/T11(k)) -1.d0 
 kappa(k)= abs(C11(k))/sqrt(3.d0) 
 c_DP(k) = sqrt(T11(k)*abs(C11(k)))/2.d0 
 phi_DP(k)=asin((abs(C11(k))-T11(k))/(abs(C11(k))+T11(k))) 
 alpha_DP(k) = 2.d0*sin(phi_DP(k))/(sqrt(3.d0)*(3.d0-sin(phi_DP(k)))) 
 kappa_DP(k) = 6.d0*c_DP(k)*cos(phi_DP(k))/(sqrt(3.d0)*(3.d0-sin(phi_DP(k)))) 
  
 !Anistropic 
 F1(k) = 1.d0/T11(k)+1.d0/C11(k) 
 F11(k)=-1.d0/(T11(k)*C11(k)) 
 F2(k) = 1.d0/T22(k)+1.d0/C22(k) 
 F22(k)=-1.d0/(T22(k)*C22(k)) 
 F3(k) = F2(k) 
 F33(k)= F22(k) 
 F44(k)= 1.d0/S23(k)**2 
 F55(k)= 1.d0/S12(k)**2 
 F66(k)= F55(k)  




! ==== Isotropic Material ==== 
 IF (abs(E1(mat(p))-E2(mat(p))) .LT. 1.d0 )THEN 
    
   dTdsig(mat(p)) = (1.d0-alpha(mat(p)))/(1.d0+.5d0*alpha(mat(p))) 
   dCdsig(mat(p)) = (1.d0+2.d0*alpha(mat(p)))/(1.d0+.5d0*alpha(mat(p))) 
               
   DO i=1,npe 
    !Maximum Principle Stress 
     MPS(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = maxval(abs(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:))) - T11(mat(p))  
     !MPS_C(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = maxval(abs(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),:))) - abs(C11(mat(p))) 
   
     !Christensen 
     GVM(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = ((1.d0/T11(mat(p)))-
(1.d0/C11(mat(p))))*(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)& 
                  & +sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)+sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3))& 
                  & + (1.d0/(2.d0*T11(mat(p))*C11(mat(p))))* & 
                  & ( (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2))**2 & 
                  & + (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3))**2 & 
                  & + (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1))**2 )  
                 
    !Strain Energy Density 
     IF(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) .GE. 0.d0)THEN 
       SED(NOD(p,i),mat(p))= 
sqrt(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)**2+sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)**2+sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)**2 &  
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                           & -2.d0*v12(mat(p))*(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)*sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                           & sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)*sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) + & 
                           & sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)*sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)))/T11(mat(p)) 
     ELSEIF(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) .LT. 0.d0)THEN 
       SED(NOD(p,i),mat(p))= 
sqrt(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)**2+sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)**2+sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)**2 &  
                           & -2.d0*v12(mat(p))*(sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)*sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                           & sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)*sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) + & 
                           & sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)*sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)))/abs(C11(mat(p))) 
     ENDIF 
     
     !Von Mises 
     VM(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = sqrt(.5d0*( (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2))**2 + 
& 
                         & (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3))**2 + & 
                         & (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1))**2))/T11(mat(p)) 
   
     !Drucker Prager 
     I1DP(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + 
sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) 
     J2DP(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = ((sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2))**2 + & 
                         & (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3))**2 + & 
                         & (sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)-sigP(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1))**2)/6.d0 
                          
     DPr(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = (alpha_DP(mat(p))*I1DP(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) + 
sqrt(abs(J2DP(NOD(p,i),mat(p)))))/kappa_DP(mat(p)) 
 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) = MPS(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) = abs(GVM(NOD(p,i),mat(p))) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) = abs(VM(NOD(p,i),mat(p))) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4) = SED(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5) = DPr(NOD(p,i),mat(p))  
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6) = (1.d0-alpha(mat(p)))/(1.d0+.5d0*alpha(mat(p)))  
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),7) = (1.d0+2.d0*alpha(mat(p)))/(1.d0+.5d0*alpha(mat(p))) 
   ENDDO 
 
!==== ANISOTROPIC MATERIALS ==== 
 ELSE 
   DO i=1,npe 
     
     !Tsai Wu - Tensor polynomial: used for predicting laminate failure effected by both in plane 
     !          and out-of-plane stresses. 
      
     TW(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = F1(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + 
F2(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                         & F3(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) + 
F11(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)**2 +& 
                         & F22(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)**2 + 
F33(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)**2 +& 
                         & F44(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4)**2 + & 
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                         & F55(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5)**2 + &  
                         & F66(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)**2  
   
     TW_2d(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = F1(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + 
F2(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + & 
                            & F11(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)**2 + & 
                            & F22(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)**2 + & 
                            & F66(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)**2  
                    
     !Christen matrix controlled 
     AI_mat(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = F2(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2) + 
F3(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3) + & 
                             & F22(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),2)**2 + 
F33(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),3)**2 +& 
                             & F44(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),4)**2 + & 
                             & F55(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),5)**2 + &  
                             & F66(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),6)**2  
                        
     !Christen fiber controlled 
     AI_fib(NOD(p,i),mat(p)) = F1(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1) + 
F11(mat(p))*Sig123(NOD(p,i),mat(p),1)**2  
 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),8) = abs(TW(NOD(p,i),mat(p))) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),9) = abs(TW_2d(NOD(p,i),mat(p))) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),10) = abs(AI_mat(NOD(p,i),mat(p))) 
     FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat(p),11) = abs(AI_fib(NOD(p,i),mat(p))) 
 






WRITE(270,'(A3,1x,A3,1x,2(A7,5x),9x,11(A7,5x))')'Mat','npe','R','X','MPS >=0','GVM < 1','VM 
< 1',& 
  &'SED < 1','DP < 1','TW < 1','TW2d<1','mat','fib','DTdsig','DCdsig' 
WRITE(280,*) 
 
!ALONG THE LENGTH (ATL) FAIL 
WRITE(280,'(//)') 
WRITE(280,*) 
counter = 0 
DO h=1,NML 
 DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,npe 
    IF (mat(p) == h) counter(NOD(p,i)) = counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 
  END DO 
 END DO 
 WRITE(280,*) 
 WRITE(280,'(A,I2)') 'Failures of material: ',h 
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 WRITE(280,*) 
 WRITE(280,'(A3,6x,A3,1x,2(A7,5x),9x,11(A7,9x))')'Mat','npe','R','X','MPS >=0','GVM < 1','VM 
< 1',& 
  &'SED < 1','DP < 1','TW < 1','TW2d<1','mat','fib','DTdsig','DCdsig' 
 DO i=1,TNN 
  IF (counter(i) > 
0)WRITE(280,'(1x,I2,2x,I6,2x,E12.6,2x,E12.6,4x,E12.3,5x,10(F8.4,5x))')h,i,R(i),X(i),(FAIL(i,h,j
),j=1,11) 
 END DO 





 DO p=1,TNE 
  DO i=1,npe 
   IF(mat(p) == h)THEN !Specify Which material 
    IF(Ntube<2)THEN 
     IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE. (L1/2.d0-.000001) .and.(X(NOD(p,i)).LE.(L1/2.d0+.000001)))THEN 
        
       IF((i==2 .or. i==3))THEN 
WRITE(270,'(1x,E12.6,2x,E12.6,4x,9(F7.4,5x))')R(NOD(p,i)),X(NOD(p,i)),(FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat
(p),j),j=1,9) 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF 
    ELSEIF(Ntube>2)THEN 
     IF(X(NOD(p,i)).GE.((L3-L2/2.d0)-.000001).and.(X(NOD(p,i)).LE.((L3-
L2/2.d0)+.000001)))THEN 
        
       IF((i==2 .or. i==3))THEN 
         
WRITE(270,'(1x,E12.6,2x,E12.6,4x,9(F7.4,5x))')R(NOD(p,i)),X(NOD(p,i)),(FAIL(NOD(p,i),mat
(p),j),j=1,9) 
       ENDIF 
     ENDIF     
    ENDIF 
   ENDIF 










END SUBROUTINE FAILURE 







integer :: check=0 
character(len=19) :: filename 
character(len=4)  :: fileend='.vtk' 





        
OPEN(unit = 100,file ="11111_Displacements.vtk", Status="Replace",Action="write") 
size = TNE + TNE*npe 
 
!Convert from polar to cartesian for VTK 
!$$$$$$ DO i=1,TNN 
!$$$$$$   rad(i)=(TH(i)+(v(i)*100000.d0))*pi/180.d0 
!$$$$$$   Z(i)=(R(i)+(w(i)*100000.d0))*sin(rad(i)) 
!$$$$$$   Y(i)=(R(i)+(w(i)*100000.d0))*cos(rad(i)) 




 DO i=1,npe 
   counter(NOD(p,i)) = counter(NOD(p,i)) + 1 





  IF(counter(i)>0)j=j+1 
    rad(i)=(TH(i)+v(i)/R(i))*pi/180.d0 
    Z(i)=(R(i)+w(i))*sin(rad(i)) 
    Y(i)=(R(i)+w(i))*cos(rad(i)) 
    X(i)=X(i)+u(i) 
ENDDO 
 
!$$$$$$ DO i=1,TNN 
!$$$$$$   rad(i)=(TH(i))*pi/180.d0 
!$$$$$$   Z(i)=(R(i))*sin(rad(i)) 
!$$$$$$   Y(i)=(R(i))*cos(rad(i)) 




write(100,100) "# vtk DataFile Version 2.0" 
!Part 2 





write(100,100) "DATASET UNSTRUCTURED_GRID" 
write(100,101) "POINTS",TNN,"float" 
DO i=1,TNN 
  IF(Axi==0)THEN 
    
WRITE(100,'(3(ES13.6,1x))')X(i)*1000000000.d010,Y(i)*1000000000.d010,Z(i)*1000000000.d
010 
  ENDIF 
  IF(Axi==1)THEN 
    WRITE(100,'(3(ES13.6,1x))')X(i),TH(i),R(i) 
  ENDIF 










  IF(Axi==0)THEN 
    IF(npe==8)WRITE(100,'(I2)')12 
    IF(npe==20)WRITE(100,'(I2)')25 
  ELSEIF(Axi==1)THEN 
    IF(npe==4)WRITE(100,'(I2)')9 
    IF(npe==8)WRITE(100,'(I2)')23 





write(100,'(A,1x,I6)') "POINT_DATA ",TNN 
write(100,100) "SCALARS u(x,t,r) float 1" 
write(100,100) "LOOKUP_TABLE default" 
DO i=1,TNN 




write(100,100) "SCALARS v(x,t,r) float 1" 
write(100,100) "LOOKUP_TABLE default" 
DO i=1,TNN 





write(100,100) "SCALARS w(x,t,r) float 1" 
write(100,100) "LOOKUP_TABLE default" 
DO i=1,TNN 




  write(100,*) 
  write(100,'(A,1x,I2,1x,A)') "SCALARS sig_x float 1" 
  write(100,100) "LOOKUP_TABLE default" 
  DO i=1,TNN 
    write(100,'(1(ES13.6,1x))')sig(i,1,1) 






100  format (A) 
101  format (A,1x,I6,1x,A) 
102  format (A,1X,I6,1X,I6) 
103  format (I2,1x,20(I6,1x)) 
 















REAL(kind=prec)::TIME1, TIME2, TIME3, TIME4, TIME5 




pi = acos(-1.d0) 
 
CALL CPU_TIME(TIME1) 
OPEN(unit = 10, file ="Gauss Points.txt",       Status="Old", Action="read", Iostat=istat) 
OPEN(unit = 20, file ="Weight Factors.txt",     Status="Old", Action="read", Iostat=istat) 
 
!OPEN(unit = 50, file ='Material Properties.txt',Status="Old", Action="read", Iostat=istat) 
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OPEN(unit = 40, file ="Test FEA.txt",              Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 60, file ="Stiffness.txt",          Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 70, file ="333_Cbar.txt",               Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 80, file ="444_Displacements.txt",      Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 90, file ="555_Boundary Conditions.txt",Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 110,file ="666_Strain_node.txt",        Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 120,file ="777_Stress_node.txt",        Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 130,file ="888_StressGP.txt",           Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 140,file ="999_StrainGP.txt",           Status="Replace", Action="write") 
!OPEN(unit = 150,file ="Stress_avg.txt",         Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 160,file ="1111_Strain_avg.txt",         Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 180,file ="2222_Principle Stress.txt",   Status="Replace", Action="write") 
!$$$$$$ OPEN(unit = 190,file ="Failure_coef.txt",       Status="Replace", Action="write") 
!$$$$$$ OPEN(unit = 200,file ="Failure.txt",            Status="Replace", Action="write") 
!$$$$$$ OPEN(unit = 220,file ="Failure_iso.txt",        Status="Replace", Action="write") 
!$$$$$$ OPEN(unit = 210,file ="Comparison.txt",         Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 240,file ="3333_Error Mesh.txt",         Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 250,file ="4444_TTT_stress.txt",         Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 260,file ="5555_ATL_stress.txt",         Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 270,file ="6666_TTT_Fail.txt",           Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 280,file ="7777_ATL_Fail.txt",           Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 290,file ="8888_TTT_Disp.txt",           Status="Replace", Action="write") 
OPEN(unit = 300,file ="9999_ATL_Disp.txt",           Status="Replace", Action="write") 







 OPEN(unit = 30, file ="111_Mesh.txt",             Status="Old", Action="read", Iostat=istat) 
 OPEN(unit = 50, file ='Material Properties.txt',Status="Old", Action="read", Iostat=istat) 








         & 
NML,NML_1,NML_2,npe,TNE,TNN,NDF,neq,nhbw,xoverhang,NNxAO,NNxBO,L1,L2,t1,t2,d
eg 
 L3=0.d0 ; t3=0.d0 




           &,NNxtA_1,NNxtB_1,NNxtA_2,NNxtB_2,NNxtA_3,NNxtB_3 & 
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   DT=DelT 
 ELSE 
   DT=DT -10.d0 
   DelT=DT 
 ENDIF 
 
 WRITE(*,*)"Axi = ", Axi 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"deg",deg 







































 ELSEIF(Axi /= 0)THEN 




         & 
NNxAO,NNxBO,NML,NML_1,NML_2,npe,TNE,TNN,NDF,neq,nhbw,xoverhang,L1,L2,t1,t2 
 ELSEIF(Ntube > 2)THEN 
  READ(30,*)NEM_1,NEM_2,NEM_3,NNM_1,NNM_2,NNM_3,NEx_1,NEx_2,NEx_3 & 
           &,NNxA_1,NNxB_1,NNxA_2,NNxB_2,NNxA_3,NNxB_3, NNxAO, NNxBO& 








 IF(Ntube < 2)THEN 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"L1",L1 
  WRITE(*,*) 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"t1",t1 
  NEM_2=0 
  NEM_3=0 
  NNM_2=0 
  NNM_3=0 
  NEx_2=0 
  NEx_3=0 
  NNxA_2=0 
  NNxA_3=0 
  NNxB_2=0 
  NNxB_3=0 
  NML_2=0 
  NML_3=0 
 ELSEIF(Ntube > 1 .and. Ntube < 3)THEN 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"L1",L1 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"L2",L2 
  WRITE(*,*) 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"t1",t1 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"t2",t2 
  NEM_3=0 
  NNM_3=0 
  NEx_3=0 
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  NNxA_3=0 
  NNxB_3=0 
  NML_3=0 
 ELSEIF(Ntube > 2)THEN 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"L1",L1 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"L2",L2 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"L3",L3 
  WRITE(*,*) 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"t1",t1 
  WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F12.6)')"t2",t2 













 WRITE(*,'(A)')"Essential - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS" 
 WRITE(*,'(A)')"===============================" 
 IF(ebc==0)WRITE(*,'(A)')"Fixed right end" 
 IF(ebc==1)WRITE(*,'(A)')"Fixed left end" 
 IF(ebc==2)WRITE(*,'(A)')"Fixed both ends" 
 IF(ebc==3)WRITE(*,'(A)')"Simply supported both ends" 
 IF(ebc==4)WRITE(*,'(A)')"Nothing" 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 







   
 !NPE for a Quad face or element and # of interpolating points (gauss points) per element edge. 
 SELECT CASE(Axi) 
 CASE(0) 
 IF(npe==8) npe_Q = 4   
 IF(npe==8) npe_L = 2 
 IF(npe==8) ngp   = 2 
 IF(npe==20)npe_Q = 8 
 IF(npe==20)npe_L = 3 
 IF(npe==20)ngp   = 3 
 CASE(1)  
 npe_Q = npe 
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 IF(npe==4) npe_L = 2 
 IF(npe==4) ngp   = 2  
 IF(npe==8) npe_L = 3 
 IF(npe==8) ngp   = 3 
 END SELECT  
  
 !Drive Subroutines 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME3) 
 CALL ALLOCATED 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME4) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing ALLOCATED time was",TIME4-TIME3,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME5) 
 !Reading in joint lay up data  
 DO k=1,NML 
   READ(50,*)tube_n(k),NEr_pml(k),thick(k),theta(k),E1(k),E2(k),G12(k),v12(k)&   
            & 
,v23(k),cte123(1,k),cte123(2,k),cte123(3,k),T11(k),C11(k),T22(k),C22(k),S12(k),S23(k) 
  
   angle(k) = (theta(k)*pi)/180.d0                  
   m(k) = cos(angle(k)) ; n(k)=sin(angle(k)) 
   write(*,'(A,1x,I3,1x,2ES12.4)')'Directionality of Mat. Layer:',k ,m(k), n(k) 
 ENDDO 
 write(*,*) 
 CALL MATERIAL_COORDINATES 
 CLOSE(50) 
 CLOSE(30) 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME6) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing MATERIAL_COORDINATES time was",TIME6-
TIME5,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME7) 
 IF(Axi == 0) CALL STIFFNESS_Hexa 
 IF(Axi == 1) CALL STIFFNESS_Quad 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME8) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing STIFFNESS time was",TIME8-TIME7,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME9) 
 CALL ESSENTIAL_BC 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME10) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing ESSENTIAL_BC time was",TIME10-
TIME9,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME11)   
 CALL NONESSENTIAL_BC 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME12) 
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 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing NONESSENTIAL time was",TIME12-
TIME11,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME13)  
 CALL APPLY_BC 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME14) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing APPLY_BC time was",TIME14-TIME13,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME15)  
 CALL SOLVE 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME16) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing SOLVE time was",TIME16-TIME15,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME17)  
 IF(Axi == 0) CALL STRESS_STRAIN_3D 
 IF(Axi == 1) CALL STRESS_STRAIN_Axi 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME18) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing STRESS_STRAIN time was",TIME18-
TIME17,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME19) 
 CALL FAILURE 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME20) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing FAILURE time was",TIME20-TIME19,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME21)   
 CALL VTK 
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME22) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing VTK time was",TIME22-TIME21,"seconds" 
  
 CALL CPU_TIME(TIME2) 
 WRITE(*,'(//)') 
 IF( (TIME2-TIME1) .LT. 60.d0)THEN 
 WRITE(*,'(A,1x,F16.4,A)')"Proccessing TOTAL PROGRAM time was",TIME2-
TIME1,"seconds" 
 ELSE 





 WRITE(70,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(80,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(90,*)'DELTA T', DT 
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 WRITE(110,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(120,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(130,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(140,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(160,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(180,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(240,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(250,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(260,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(270,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(280,*)'DELTA T', DT 
 WRITE(290,*)'DELTA T', DT 






















deallocate(sf_Q, dsf_Q, gdsf_Q) 
deallocate(sf_L, dsf_L, gdsf_L) 
 





IF(square .EQ. 0)THEN 
  deallocate(GK) 
ELSE 
  deallocate(GK) 
ENDIF 




  deallocate(F_Ax,F_T,F_R,F_Pin,F_Pout) !Force over an area 
ELSEIF(Axi==1)THEN 
  deallocate(F_Ax,F_T,F_R,F_Pin,F_Pout) !Force "numerically" over a line  
ENDIF            
    !(although a force over an area is naturally represented for the 
axisymmetric case) 
 






















deallocate(eps_ND, sig_ND, Sig123_ND) 
deallocate(Sig123,sig,eps,avg,T) 
deallocate(s_moi, t_moi, sx_moi, st_moi, sr_moi) 









END PROGRAM FEA 
 
 
B.2 Axi Cyl Mesh.f95 
!AXISYMMETRIC MESH GENERATOR FOR A CYLINDRICAL JOINT CONFIGURATION 
!USING PLANAR 4 NODE AND 8 NODE ELEMENTS 
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!Capable of creating a mesh for: a single tube or multiple cylinders (homogeneous or non-
!homogeneous through the thickness) of equal or different lengths 
          





Integer, Parameter :: sp = selected_real_kind(6,37) 
Integer, Parameter :: dp = selected_real_kind(15,307) 
Integer, Parameter :: prec = dp 
 
!COUNTERS and POINTERS 
INTEGER :: i, j, k, l    !DO loop counters 
INTEGER :: n, m, h, q, s, t, u, v !DO loop counters 
INTEGER :: p      !pointer for the input file of an 8 or 20 
node mesh 
INTEGER :: Max_r, Max_x      !Maximum distant between nodes that 
exists in the mesh 
INTEGER :: kplus, kminus   !Pointers to Elements and nodes in subsequent 
planes 
INTEGER :: Axi      !Flag indicating this is an 





INTEGER :: NDF  !Number Degrees of freedom. 
INTEGER :: NPE  !Number Nodes per element. 
INTEGER :: Ntube  !Number of tubes. 
INTEGER :: TNE  !Total Number of Elements. 
INTEGER :: TNN  !Total Number of Nodes in the mesh. 
INTEGER :: EFAC  !Flag indicating 4 or 8 Nodes. 
INTEGER :: NExO  !Number of Elements in the x direction of the overhanging 
!section of the outside concentric tube. 
INTEGER :: NNxAO  !Number of corner and midside Nodes in the 'x' direction of the 
!overhaning section. 
INTEGER :: NNxBO !Number of just midside Nodes in the 'x' direction of the overhaning 
!section. 
INTEGER :: NEO   !Total number of elements in the overhanging section. 
REAL(Kind=prec) :: Ro  !Inside radius of inner cylinder.(read in) 
 
INTEGER :: ebc, fbc !Displacement and Force Boundary Condition flags imposed on the mesh 
!see Cyl FEA.f95 
REAL(kind=prec):: DelT,Loadx,Loadr,Loadt,Pin,Pout   
!Temp and External loads applied to mesh - Cyl FEA.f95 
 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NEx, NEt, NEr !Number of elements in 
!the x,t,r directions of the ith cylinder (theta is redundant only use for compatibility with 3D). 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNxA,NNrA  
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!Number of corner and mid NODs in the x,r directions of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNxB,NNrB 
!Number of mid NODs in the x,r directions of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NErx 
!Number of element in the 'xt','tr', and 'rx'planes of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NEM 
!Number of elements in the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNM 
!Number of nodes in the ith cylinder. 
 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: Dx, Dr 
!Finite element dimensions in the x,th,and r directions. 
 
!Material Property/Joint Layup 
CHARACTER(19):: char      !Assist formatting "read-in" 
files. 
INTEGER:: istat1,status    !Flags for reading in files. 
INTEGER:: NML !Total number of layers of material (example: aluminum has 1 layer & a 
!composite may have 12). 
INTEGER:: NML_1,NML_2,NML_3 !Number of layers of material in tube 1,2,or 3. 
REAL(Kind=prec):: L1,L2,L3  !Lengths of tube 1,2,or 3. 
REAL(Kind=prec)::t1,t2,t3,deg  !Thickness of tube 1,2, or 3. deg=size of angle 
REAL(Kind=prec)::pi 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: NEr_pml !Number of elements in the r 
!direction for each material layer 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: Layer    !Material Layer i. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: tube_n !Tube number n. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: mat      !Material type of element n. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: NE_mat,NN_mat,NNxA_mat 
!Number elements, nodes, node/row A for each material section. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: thick    
!Thickness of material layer i. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: theta    
!Directionality in degrees of material layer i. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: E1,E2,G12,v12,v23 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: E3,G13,G23,G31 
!|Material properties for each material layer to be assigned to each element. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: v13,v32,v21,v31  






REAL(Kind=prec) :: xoverhang      !Length of overhanging section (calculated). 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: NOD    
!Gobal node ID associated with the kth element and the ith node of that element. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: X,TH,R    
























!READ in Joint Material layup: starting from inner most material 
DO k=1,NML 
  READ(p,*)Layer(k),tube_n(k),NEr_pml(k),thick(k),theta(k),E1(k),E2(k),G12(k),v12(k)& 












WRITE(*,'(A,1x,I3)')"Number of cylinders",Ntube 
WRITE(*,'(A,1x,I3)')"Number of layers",NML 
WRITE(*,'(A,1x,3(I3,1x))')"Number of layers for each cylinder",NML_1,NML_2,NML_3 
 
!Allocate size: Ntube 
ALLOCATE (NEx(Ntube), NEr(Ntube), NEt(Ntube), NNxA(Ntube), NNrA(Ntube)) 
ALLOCATE (NNxB(Ntube), NNrB(Ntube), NEM(Ntube), NNM(Ntube)) 
ALLOCATE (NN_mat(NML),NE_mat(NML),NNxA_mat(NML),NErx(Ntube)) 
 
NEx=0  ; NEr=0 
NNxA=0 ; NNrA=0 
NNxB=0 ; NNrB=0 
NNxA=0 ; NNxB=0 
NEM=0  ; NNM=0   
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  READ(p,*)NEx(i),NEt(i),NEr(i) 
ENDDO 
 
IF(Ntube .eq. 2)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 
ELSEIF(Ntube .eq. 1)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 




IF(sum(NEr_pml) .GT. sum(NEr) .OR. sum(NEr_pml) .LT. sum(NEr))THEN 
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'The total thickness of the configuration does not equal ' 




  NNxA(i)=NEx(i)*Efac+1 
  NNrA(i)=NEr(i)*Efac+1 
  NNxB(i)=(NEx(i)+1)*(Efac-1) 
  NNrB(i)=(NEr(i)+1)*(Efac-1) 
  NErx(i)=NEr(i)*NEx(i) 
  NNM(i)=(NNxA(i)+NNxB(i))*NEr(i)+NNxA(i) 
  NEM(i)=NEx(i)*NEr(i) 
END DO 
 
!Elements to the left of the origin @ x=0. 
IF(Ntube .EQ. 3)THEN 
  NExO  = NEx(3)-NEx(2) 
  NNxAO = NExO*Efac + 1  
  NNxBO = (NExO+1)*(Efac-1) 
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ELSE 
  NNxAO = 0  
  NExO  = 0 
  NNxBO = 0 
  xoverhang = 0.d0 
ENDIF   
 
!Maximum number of node spaces in x,t,r direction to  
!determine array size for Dx, Dt, and Dr. - Algorith from Dr. Fronk 
Max_x = NNxA(1)-1 
DO i=2,Ntube 
  IF (NNxA(i)-1 > Max_x) Max_x = NNxA(i) - 1 
END DO 
Max_r = NNrA(1)-1 
DO i=2,Ntube 
  IF (NNrA(i)-1 > Max_r) Max_r = NNrA(i) - 1 
END DO 
 




END DO   
 





Dx=0.d0 ; Dr=0.d0 
 





IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) (Dr(2,j),j=1,NNrA(2)-1) 
ENDIF 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) (Dx(3,i),i=1,NNxAO-1) 
ENDIF 
 
IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  DO j=1,NNxA(2) - 1 
    Dx(2,j) = Dx(1,j) 
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  END DO 
ENDIF 
 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  DO j=NNxAO,NNxA(3)-1 
    Dx(3,j) = Dx(1,j-NNxAO+1) !This assures x dimensions of the 3rd cylinder elements in 
overlap section 
  END DO                      !to be coincident with adhesive and cylinder 1 of adhesive section)         
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) (Dr(3,j),j=1,NNrA(3)-1) 
ENDIF 
 
!Check for input file error: total thickness of each tube has to equal the dimenson of the  
!element 'r' dimensions. 
L1 = sum(Dx(1,:)) 
t1 = sum(Dr(1,:)) 
IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  L2 = sum(Dx(2,:)) 
  t2 = sum(Dr(2,:)) 
ENDIF 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  L3 = sum(Dx(3,:)) 
  t3 = sum(Dr(3,:))  
ENDIF 
 
CALL MESH       
        




IMPLICIT NONE   
        
DO h=1,Ntube 
 
  SELECT CASE(h) 
    CASE(1) 
    q=NEM(1)  
    u=NNxA(1)+NNxB(1) 
    V=NNxA(1) 
    s=0 ; t=0  
    CASE(2) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) ; s=NEM(1)  
    t=NNM(1)-NNxA(1)  
    u=NNM(1)+NNxB(2) 
    v=NNxA(1) 
    CASE(3) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3)     ; s=NEM(1)+NEM(2) 
    u=NNM(1)+(NNxB(2)*NEr(2))+(NNxA(2)*(NEr(2)-1))+NNxA(3)+NNxB(3) 
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    t=NNM(1)+(NNxB(2)*NEr(2))+(NNxA(2)*(NEr(2)-1))!NNM(2)-2*NNxA(2)  
    v=NNxA(3)    
  END SELECT 
 
  !ID First Element for each cylinder 
  DO k=1,TNE 
    IF(k .EQ. 1+s)THEN 
      NOD(k,1)=1+t 
      NOD(k,2)=Efac+1+t 
      NOD(k,4)=u+1 !IF NPE=4NNxA(h)+NNxB(h)+1 
      NOD(k,3)=NOD(k,4)+Efac 
      IF(NPE.EQ.8)THEN 
        NOD(k,5)=NOD(k,1)+1 
        NOD(k,7)=NOD(k,4)+1 
        NOD(k,8)=NOD(k,1)+v 
        NOD(k,6)=NOD(k,8)+1 
    ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
   
  !ID the following elements along the x-direction 
  DO k=2+s,NEx(h)+s 
    DO i=1,4 
      NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+Efac 
    END DO  
    IF(NPE.EQ.8)THEN 
      DO i=5,7,2 
        NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+2  
      END DO  
      DO i=6,8,2 
        NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+1 
      END DO 
    ENDIF 
  END DO  
  
  !ID elements on superior rows 
  IF(NEr(h).GT.1)THEN 
  
    SELECT CASE(h) 
 
      CASE(1,2,3) 
      DO j=2,NEr(h) 
        DO k=1,NEx(h) 
          kminus=(j-2)*NEx(h)+k+s 
          kplus=(j-1)*NEx(h)+k+s 
          DO i=1,NPE  
            SELECT CASE(i) 
              CASE(1) 
              NOD(kplus,i)=NOD(kminus,i+3) 
              CASE(2,5) 
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              NOD(kplus,i)=NOD(kminus,i+1) 
              CASE(4) 
              NOD(kplus,i)=NOD(kplus,i-3)+NNxA(h)+NNxB(h) 
              CASE(3,6) 
              NOD(kplus,i)=NOD(kplus,i-1)+NNxA(h)+NNxB(h) 
              CASE(7,8) 
              NOD(kplus,i)=NOD(kminus,i)+NNxA(h)+NNxB(h)  
            END SELECT 
             
            WRITE(60,'(A5,1x,I6,1x,I6,1x,I6,1x,I6)')'Elem',k,h,i,NOD(k,i) 
          END DO 
        ENDDO 
      ENDDO 
    END SELECT 
  ENDIF!NEr .GT.1 
ENDDO!Ntube=h 
     
        !Make Nodes in 2nd Cylinder coincident with 3rd Cylinder 
       !DO j=0,NEt(2)-1 
        DO k=NEM(1)+NEM(2)-NEx(2)+1,NEM(1)+NEM(2) 
          kplus=k+NEx(2)+NExO 
          DO i=1,NPE 
            SELECT CASE(i) 
              CASE(3,6) 
              NOD(k,i)=NOD(kplus,i-1) 
              CASE(4) 
              NOD(k,i)=NOD(kplus,i-3) 
              CASE(1,2,5,7,8) 
              Cycle 
            END SELECT 
          ENDDO 






!Allocate a material ID for each element 
ALLOCATE (mat(TNE)) 
 
!Assign a material type to each element 
p=1 
l=p 




!Find the total number of nodes in each material region 
!Assign a material number (1 through mregions) to each element 
!DO k=1,Ntube 
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 DO h=1,NML 
   IF (p <= NEM(1)) THEN 
     DO p=p,NEx(1)*NEr_pml(h)+l-1 
       mat(p) = h 
     END DO 
     NN_mat(h) = (NNxA(1)+NNxB(1))*NEr_pml(h)+NNxA(1) 
     NNxA_mat(h) = NNxA(1) 
     NE_mat(h) = NEx(1)*NEr_pml(h) 
     l=p 
   ELSEIF (p > NEM(1) .and. Ntube > 1 .and. p <= NEM(1)+NEM(2)) THEN 
     DO p=p,NEx(2)*NEr_pml(h)+l-1 
       mat(p) = h 
     END DO 
     NN_mat(h) = (NNxA(2)+NNxB(2))*NEr_pml(h)+NNxA(2) 
     NNxA_mat(h) = NNxA(2) 
     NE_mat(h) = NEx(2)*NEr_pml(h) 
     l=p 
   ELSEIF (p <= TNE) THEN 
     DO p=p,NEx(3)*NEr_pml(h)+l-1 
       mat(p) = h 
     END DO 
     NN_mat(h) = (NNxA(3)+NNxB(3))*NEr_pml(h)+NNxA(3) 
     NNxA_mat(h) = NNxA(3) 
     NE_mat(h) = NEx(3)*NEr_pml(h) 
     l=p 
   END IF 
 END DO  
!ENDDO 
 
!CHECK if ACCURATE 
DO h=1,NML 
  WRITE(*,*)NE_mat(h),h 
  WRITE(*,*)NN_mat(h),h    
ENDDO  
 
!==================    **************** 
!X,R Coordinates     Cylinder 1,2,3 
!==================    **************** 
ALLOCATE(X(TNN), TH(TNN), R(TNN)) 
X=0.d0 ; TH=0.d0 ; R=0.d0 
 
DO h=1,Ntube 
  SELECT CASE(h) 
    CASE(1) 
    q=NEM(1) 
    s=0 
    CASE(2) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) 
    s=NEM(1) 
    CASE(3) 
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    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3) 
    s=NEM(2)+NEM(1) 
  END SELECT 
  
  !Distance to the left from origin @ x=0. 
  IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
    xoverhang=0.d0  
    DO i=1,NNxAO-1 
      xoverhang = xoverhang+Dx(3,i) 
    ENDDO 
  ELSE 
    xoverhang=0.d0 
  ENDIF 
   
 
  !*************  
  !X coordinates - starting from the xr plane at x=0 and moving that plane into the x      
  !directrion 
  !************* 
   
  !1st row - beginning at left end of cylinder(h) 
  DO k=1+s,q,NEx(h) 
    DO i=1,npe 
       SELECT CASE(i) 
         CASE(1,4,8) 
           IF(h<3)THEN 
             X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang 
           ELSE 
             X(NOD(k,i))=0.d0 
           ENDIF 
         CASE(2,3,6) 
           IF(h<3)THEN 
             IF(NPE .EQ. 4) X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang + Dx(1,1) !NOTE: Dx(1,1)=Dx(2,1) 
             IF(NPE .EQ. 8) X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang + Dx(1,1)+Dx(1,2) 
           ELSE   
             IF(NPE .EQ. 4) X(NOD(k,i))=Dx(3,1) 
             IF(NPE .EQ. 8) X(NOD(k,i))=Dx(3,1)+Dx(3,2)  
           ENDIF 
         CASE(5,7) 
           IF(h<3)THEN 
             X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang + Dx(1,1) 
           ELSE 
             X(NOD(k,i))=Dx(3,1) 
           ENDIF 
       END SELECT 
    ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
 
  !Subsequent rows in xr plane - in x direction 
  DO j=2,NEx(h) 
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    DO k=j+s,q,NEx(h) 
      DO i=1,NPE 
        SELECT CASE(i) 
          CASE(1,4,8) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.4) X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j-1)  ! replace i of k-1,i with 2 
            IF(NPE.EQ.8) X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j)+Dx(h,j) 
          CASE(2,3,6) 
            IF(NPE .EQ. 4) X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j) 
            IF(NPE .EQ. 8) X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j+1)+Dx(h,j+2) 
          CASE(5,7) 
            X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j+1)+Dx(h,j+1) 
        END SELECT 
        WRITE(60,*)X(NOD(k,i)),k,i 
      ENDDO 
    ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
 
  !************* 
  !R Coordinates - starting from first row then moving in r direction 
  !************* 
   
  !1st row in X direction for each cylinder 
  IF(h.EQ.1)THEN 
    DO k=1,NEx(1) 
      DO i=1,NPE 
        SELECT CASE(i) 
          CASE(1,2,5) 
            R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro 
          CASE(3,4,7) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.4) R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+Dr(1,1) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+Dr(1,1)+Dr(1,2) 
          CASE(6,8) 
            R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+Dr(1,1) 
        END SELECT 
      ENDDO 
    ENDDO 
  ELSEIF(h.EQ.2)THEN 
    DO k=1+s,NEx(2)+s 
      DO i=1,NPE 
        SELECT CASE(i) 
          CASE(1,2,5) 
            R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+sum(Dr(1,:)) 
          CASE(3,4,7) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.4) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+Dr(2,1) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+Dr(2,1)+Dr(2,2) 
          CASE(6,8) 
            R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+Dr(2,1) 
        END SELECT 
      ENDDO 
    ENDDO 
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  ELSEIF(h.EQ.3)THEN 
    DO k=1+s,NEx(3)+s 
      DO i=1,NPE 
        SELECT CASE(i) 
          CASE(1,2,5) 
            R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:)) 
          CASE(3,4,7) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.4) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:))+Dr(3,1) 
            IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:))+Dr(3,1)+Dr(3,2) 
          CASE(6,8) 
            R(NOD(k,i)) = Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:))+Dr(3,1) 
        END SELECT 
      ENDDO 
    ENDDO 
  ENDIF 
   
  IF(NEr(h) .GT. 1)THEN 
    !Superior Rows - R direction 
    DO j=2,NEr(h) 
      DO k=1,NEx(h) 
        DO i=1,NPE 
          kminus=(j-2)*NEx(h)+k+s 
          kplus=(j-1)*NEx(h)+k+s 
          SELECT CASE(i) 
            CASE(1,2,5) 
              R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,4)) 
            CASE(3,4,7) 
              IF(NPE.EQ.4) R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,i))+Dr(h,j) 
              IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,i))+Dr(h,j+1)+Dr(h,j+2) 
            CASE(6,8) 
              R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,4))+Dr(h,j+1) 
          END SELECT 
        ENDDO 
      ENDDO  
    ENDDO 












 DO i=1,npe 
   DO j=1,npe 
     nw=(ABS(NOD(k,i)-NOD(k,j))+1)*NDF 
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     IF(nhbw .LT. nw)THEN 
       nhbw = nw 
     ENDIF 




!Write output to be read in by FEA driver 
!---------------------------------------- 
Axi=1 
  WRITE(30,*)Ntube,Axi 
  WRITE(30,'(E10.4,1x,I6,1x,4(E12.6,1x))')DelT,ebc,Loadx,Loadt,Loadr,Pin,Pout 
  IF(Ntube .eq. 2)THEN 
   
WRITE(30,'(21(I6,1x),5(F12.8))')NEM(1),NEM(2),NNM(1),NNM(2),NEx(1),NEx(2),NNxA(1),
NNxB(1),NNxA(2),NNxB(2) & 
                              & 
,NNxAO,NNxBO,NML,NML_1,NML_2,NPE,TNE,TNN,NDF,neq,nhbw,xoverhang,L1,L2,t1,t2 
  ELSEIF(Ntube .eq. 3)THEN 
   WRITE(30,'(27(I6,1x),7(F12.8))')  
NEM(1),NEM(2),NEM(3),NNM(1),NNM(2),NNM(3),NEx(1),NEx(2),NEx(3)& 
             & 
,NNxA(1),NNxB(1),NNxA(2),NNxB(2),NNxA(3),NNxB(3),NNxAO,NNxBO & 
                               & 
,NML,NML_1,NML_2,NML_3,NPE,TNE,TNN,NDF,neq,nhbw,xoverhang,L1,L2,L3,t1,t2,t3 
 
  ELSE 
   WRITE(30,'(15(I6,1x),3(F12.8))')NEM(1),NNM(1),NEx(1),NNxA(1),NNxB(1)& 
           & 
,NNxAO,NNxBO,NML,NML_1,NPE,TNE,TNN,NDF,neq,nhbw,xoverhang,L1,t1 
  ENDIF 
   
  DO i=1,NML  
    WRITE(30,*)NE_mat(i),NN_mat(i),NNxA_mat(i)                            
  ENDDO 
   
  DO k=1,TNE 
    DO i=1,NPE 
      
WRITE(30,'(I6,3x,F16.9,2x,F16.9,2x,F16.11,1x,I4)')NOD(k,i),X(NOD(k,i)),TH(NOD(k,i)),R(N
OD(k,i)),mat(k)    
    ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
   
  DO i=1,TNN 
   WRITE(60,'(I6,3x,F10.3,2x,F10.3,2x,F10.3)')i,X(i),TH(i),R(i) 
  ENDDO 
   
  DO k=1,NML 
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WRITE(40,'(2(I2,1x),16(ES12.2,1x))')tube_n(k),NEr_pml(k),thick(k),theta(k),E1(k),E2(k),G12(k
),v12(k)& 
            & 
,v23(k),cte123(1,k),cte123(2,k),cte123(3,k),T11(k),C11(k),T22(k),C22(k),S12(k),S23(k) 





 SELECT CASE(h) 
   CASE(1) 
   q=NEM(1) 
   s=0 
   CASE(2) 
   q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) 
   s=NEM(1) 
   CASE(3) 
   q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3) 
   s=NEM(2)+NEM(1) 
 END SELECT 
 WRITE(50,'(A,I2)')"Cylinder",h 
 DO k=1+s,q 













     








IF(NPE .EQ. 4)THEN 
 OPEN(unit=10,file='Type file name here.txt') 
 p=10 
 EFAC=1 
ELSEIF(NPE .EQ. 8)THEN 
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OPEN(unit=40,file='Material Properties.txt',Status="Replace", Action="write") 









B.3 3D Cyl Mesh.f95 
!3D MESH GENERATOR FOR A CYLINDRICAL JOINT CONFIGURATION 
!Capable of creating a mesh for: a single tube or multiple cylinders  
!(homogeneous or non-homogeneous through the thickness) of equal or  
!different lengths 
          
 





Integer, Parameter :: sp = selected_real_kind(6,37) 
Integer, Parameter :: dp = selected_real_kind(15,307) 
Integer, Parameter :: prec = dp 
 
 
!COUNTERS and POINTERS 
INTEGER :: i, j, k, l  !DO loop counters 
INTEGER :: n, m, h, q, s, t, u, v !DO loop counters 
INTEGER :: p, Axi  !pointer for the input file of 8 or 20 node mesh, Flag for 3D-
!axisymmetric mesh 
INTEGER :: Max_r, Max_t, Max_x   !Maximum distant between nodes that exists in the mesh 
INTEGER :: kplus, kminus  !Pointers to Elements and nodes in subsequent planes 





INTEGER :: NDF  !Number Degrees of freedom. 
INTEGER :: NPE  !Number Nodes per element. 
INTEGER :: Ntube   !Number of tubes. 
INTEGER :: TNE  !Total Number of Elements. 
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INTEGER :: TNN  !Total Number of NODs in the mesh. 
INTEGER :: EFAC   !Flag indication 8 or 20 Nodes. 
INTEGER :: NNxt23   !Number Nodes in xt plane of 2nd tube conincident to third tube.  Used 
to number global nodes. 
INTEGER :: NExO  !Number of Elements in the 'xt' plane of the overhanging section 
of the outside concentric tube. 
INTEGER :: NExtO !Number of Elements in the overhanging section of the outside 
concentric tube. 
INTEGER :: NNxtO !Number of Nodes in the 'xt' plane of the overhanging section. 
INTEGER :: NNxAO  !Number of corner and midside Nodes in the 'xt' plane of the overhaning 
section. 
INTEGER :: NNxBO !Number of just midside Nodes in the 'xt' plane of the overhaning 
section. 
INTEGER :: NEO   !Total number of elements in the overhanging section. 
REAL(Kind=prec) :: Ro  !Inside radius of inner cylinder.(read in) 
 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NEx, NEt, NEr  !Number of 
elements in the x,th,r directions of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNxA, NNtA, NNrA !Number of corner and 
mid NODs in the x,th,r directions of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNxB, NNtB, NNrB !Number of mid NODs 
in the x,th,r directions of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNxtA, NNxtB   !(NNxt!)Number of 
corner and mid NODs in x-th plane of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NExt, NEtr, NErx  !Number of element in the 
'xt','tr', and 'rx'planes of the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NEM    !Number of 
elements in the ith cylinder. 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:) :: NNM    !Number of 
nodes in the ith cylinder. 
 
INTEGER :: ebc, fbc !Displacement and Force Boundary Condition flags imposed on the mesh - 
see Cyl FEA.f95 
REAL(kind=prec):: DelT,Loadx,Loadr,Loadt,Pin,Pout  !Temp and External loads applied to 
mesh - Cyl FEA.f95 
 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: Dx, Dt, Dr !Finite element 
dimensions in the x,th,and r directions. 
 
!Material Property/Joint Layup 
CHARACTER(19):: char      !Assist formating in read in 
files. 
INTEGER:: istat1,status    !Flags for reading in files. 
INTEGER:: NML       !Total number of layers 
of material (example: aluminum has 1 layer & a composite may have 12). 
INTEGER:: NML_1,NML_2,NML_3    !Number of layers of material in 
tube 1,2,or 3. 
REAL(Kind=prec):: L1,L2,L3    !Lengths of tube 1,2,or 3. 
REAL(Kind=prec)::t1,t2,t3,deg      !Thickness of tube 1,2, or 3. deg=size of angle 
REAL(Kind=prec)::pi 
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INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: NEr_pml !Number of elements in the r 
direction for each material layer 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: Layer    !Material Layer i. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: tube_n !Tube number n. 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: mat 
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: NE_mat,NN_mat,NNxtA_mat 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: thick    !Thickness of 
material layer i. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: theta    !Directionality 
in degrees of material layer i. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: E1,E2,G12,v12,v23 !| 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: E3,G13,G23,G31    !|Material properties 
for each material layer to be assigned to each element. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: v13,v32,v21,v31 !| 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:,:):: cte123,ctexrt  !| 





REAL(Kind=prec) :: xoverhang          !Length of 
overhanging section (calculated). 
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE, DIMENSION(:,:) :: NOD,NODE  !Gobal node ID 
associated with the kth element and the ith node of that element. 
REAL(Kind=prec),ALLOCATABLE,DIMENSION(:):: X, R, Th  !Global 




























!READ in Joint Material layup: starting from inner most material 
DO k=1,NML 
  READ(p,*)Layer(k),tube_n(k),NEr_pml(k),thick(k),theta(k),E1(k),E2(k),G12(k),v12(k)& 












WRITE(*,'(A,1x,I3)')"Number of cylinders",Ntube 
WRITE(*,'(A,1x,I3)')"Number of layers",NML 
WRITE(*,'(A,1x,3(I3,1x))')"Number of layers for each cylinder",NML_1,NML_2,NML_3 
 
!Allocate size: Ntube 
ALLOCATE (NEx(Ntube), NEt(Ntube), NEr(Ntube), NNxA(Ntube), NNtA(Ntube), 
NNrA(Ntube)) 
ALLOCATE (NNxB(Ntube), NNtB(Ntube), NNrB(Ntube), NNxtA(Ntube), NNxtB(Ntube))!, 
NNxt(Ntube)) 
ALLOCATE (NExt(Ntube),NEtr(Ntube),NErx(Ntube),NEM(Ntube), NNM(Ntube)) 
ALLOCATE (NE_mat(NML),NN_mat(NML),NNxtA_mat(NML)) 
 
NEx=0  ; NEt=0  ; NEr=0 ; NExO=0 
NExt=0 ; NEtr=0 ; NErx=0 
NNxA=0 ; NNtA=0 ; NNrA=0 
NNxB=0 ; NNtB=0 ; NNrB=0 
NNxtA=0; NNxtB=0 
NEM=0  ; NNM=0  ; !NNxt=0 
 



















  READ(p,*)NEx(i),NEt(i),NEr(i) 
ENDDO 
 
IF(Ntube .eq. 2)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 
ELSEIF(Ntube .eq. 1)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 




IF(sum(NEr_pml) .GT. sum(NEr) .OR. sum(NEr_pml) .LT. sum(NEr))THEN 
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'The total thickness of the configuration does not equal ' 
  WRITE(*,'(A)')'the sum of thickness of the elements in the r direction.' 
ENDIF 
 
WRITE(*,'(A)')'If a half tube or less is desired press 1 or greater' 
READ(*,*)sym 
DO i=1,Ntube 
  NNxA(i)=NEx(i)*Efac+1 
  IF(sym.GT.1)THEN 
   NNtA(i)=NEt(i)*Efac+1 
  ELSE 
   NNtA(i)=NEt(i)*Efac  
  ENDIF 
  NNrA(i)=NEr(i)*Efac+1 
  NNxB(i)=(NEx(i)+1)*(Efac-1) 
  NNtB(i)=NEt(i)*(Efac-1) 
  NNrB(i)=(NEr(i))*(Efac-1)!changed from (NEr(i)+1)*(Efac-1) 
  NNxtA(i)=NNxA(i)*(NNtA(i))-(Efac-1)*NEx(i)*NEt(i) 
  NNxtB(i)=(Efac-1)*(NEx(i)+1)*NEt(i) 
  NExt(i)=NEx(i)*NEt(i) 
  NEtr(i)=NEt(i)*NEr(i) 
  NErx(i)=NEr(i)*NEx(i) 
  NNM(i)=(NNxtA(i)+NNxtB(i))*NEr(i)+NNxtA(i) 
  NEM(i)=NEx(i)*NEt(i)*NEr(i) 




!Elements to the left of the origin @ x=0. 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  NExO=NEx(3)-NEx(2) 
  NNxAO = NExO*EFAC+1 
  NNxBO = (NExO+1)*(Efac-1) 
  NNxt23=NNxA(2)*NNtA(3)-(EFAC-1)*NEx(2)*NEt(3) 
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  NExtO=NExO*NEt(3) 
ELSE 
  NNxAO = 0 
  NNxBO = 0  
  NExO = 0 
  NExtO = 0 
  xoverhang = 0.d0 
ENDIF   
 
!Maximum number of node spaces in x,t,r direction to  
!determine array size for Dx, Dt, and Dr. 
Max_x = NNxA(1)-1 
DO i=2,Ntube 
  IF (NNxA(i)-1 > Max_x) Max_x = NNxA(i) - 1 
END DO 
IF(sym.LE.1)THEN 
 Max_t = NNtA(1) 
 DO i=2,Ntube 
   IF (NNtA(i)-1 > Max_t) Max_t = NNtA(i)           
 END DO 
ELSEIF(sym.GT.1)THEN 
 Max_t = NNtA(1)-1 
 DO i=2,Ntube 
   IF (NNtA(i)-1 > Max_t) Max_t = NNtA(i)-1          
 END DO 
ENDIF 
Max_r = NNrA(1)-1 
DO i=2,Ntube 
  IF (NNrA(i)-1 > Max_r) Max_r = NNrA(i) - 1 
END DO 
 




END DO   
 
!Allocate a material ID for each element 
ALLOCATE (mat(TNE)) 
 
!Assign a material type to each element 
k=1 
l=k 




IF(Ntube .EQ. 1)THEN 
  DO i=1,NML 
    IF (k <= NEM(1)) THEN 
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      DO k=k,NExt(1)*NEr_pml(i)+l-1 
        mat(k) = i 
        NE_mat(i)=NE_mat(i)+1 
      END DO 
      l=k 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
ELSEIF(Ntube .EQ. 2)THEN 
  DO i=1,NML 
    IF (k <= NEM(1)) THEN 
      DO k=k,NExt(1)*NEr_pml(i)+l-1 
        mat(k) = i 
        NE_mat(i)=NE_mat(i)+1 
      END DO 
      l=k 
    ELSEIF (k > NEM(1) .and. k <= NEM(1)+NEM(2)) THEN 
      DO k=k,NExt(2)*NEr_pml(i)+l-1 
        mat(k) = i 
        NE_mat(i)=NE_mat(i)+1 
      END DO 
      l=k 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
ELSEIF(Ntube .EQ. 3)THEN 
  DO i=1,NML 
    IF (k <= NEM(1)) THEN 
      DO k=k,NExt(1)*NEr_pml(i)+l-1 
        mat(k) = i 
        NE_mat(i)=NE_mat(i)+1 
      END DO 
      l=k 
    ELSEIF (k > NEM(1) .and. k <= NEM(1)+NEM(2)) THEN 
      DO k=k,NExt(2)*NEr_pml(i)+l-1 
        mat(k) = i 
        NE_mat(i)=NE_mat(i)+1 
      END DO 
      l=k 
    ELSEIF (k <= TNE) THEN 
      DO k=k,NExt(3)*NEr_pml(i)+l-1 
        mat(k) = i 
        NE_mat(i)=NE_mat(i)+1 
      END DO 
      l=k 
    END IF 
  END DO 
ENDIF 
 




  NN_mat(i)=(NNxtA(1)+NNxtB(1))*NEr_pml(i)+NNxtA(1) 
  NNxtA_mat(i)=NNxtA(1) 
ENDDO 
 
IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  DO i=1 + NML_1, NML_1+NML_2 
    NN_mat(i)=(NNxtA(2)+NNxtB(2))*NEr_pml(i)+NNxtA(2) 
    NNxtA_mat(i)=NNxtA(2) 
  ENDDO 
ENDIF 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  DO i=1 + NML_1+NML_2, NML 
    NN_mat(i)=(NNxtA(3)+NNxtB(3))*NEr_pml(i)+NNxtA(3) 
    NNxtA_mat(i)=NNxtA(3) 




  WRITE(*,*)NE_mat(i),i 
  WRITE(*,*)NN_mat(i),i    
ENDDO  
 





Dx=0.d0   ; Dt=0.d0   ; Dr=0.d0 
 





 READ(p,*) (Dt(1,j),j=1,NNtA(1)-1) 
ELSE 
  READ(p,*) (Dt(1,j),j=1,NNtA(1)) 
ENDIF 
READ(p,*) (Dr(1,j),j=1,NNrA(1)-1) 
IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) (Dr(2,j),j=1,NNrA(2)-1) 
ENDIF 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) 




IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  DO j=1,NNxA(2) - 1 
    Dx(2,j) = Dx(1,j) 
  END DO 
  IF(sym.GT.1)THEN 
    DO j=1,NNtA(2)-1 
      Dt(2,j) = Dt(1,j) 
    END DO 
  ELSEIF(sym .LE. 1)THEN 
    DO j=1,NNtA(2) 
      Dt(2,j) = Dt(1,j) 
    END DO 
  ENDIF 
ENDIF 
 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  DO j=NNxAO,NNxA(3)-1 
    Dx(3,j) = Dx(1,j-NNxAO+1) !This assures x dimensions of the 3rd cylinder elements in 
overlap section 
  END DO    
  IF(sym .LE. 1)THEN                   !to be coincident with adhesive and cylinder 1 of adhesive 
section)         
    DO j=1,NNtA(3)  
      Dt(3,j) = Dt(1,j) 
    ENDDO 
  ELSEIF(sym .GT. 1)THEN 
    DO j=1,NNtA(3)-1  
      Dt(3,j) = Dt(1,j) 
      write(*,*)'DT(3,j)',Dt(3,j),Dt(1,j) 
    ENDDO   
  ENDIF 
  READ(p,*) 
  READ(p,*) 






!Check for input file error: total thickness of each tube has to equal the dimenson of the  
!element 'r' dimensions. 
deg=Dt(1,1) 
L1 = sum(Dx(1,:)) 
t1 = sum(Dr(1,:)) 
IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
  L2 = sum(Dx(2,:)) 
  t2 = sum(Dr(2,:)) 
ENDIF 
IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
  L3 = sum(Dx(3,:)) 
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  t3 = sum(Dr(3,:))  
ENDIF 
 
CALL MESH       
        










IF(Ntube .GT. 1)THEN 
   ALLOCATE(w(NExt(2))) 
ENDIF 
           
DO h=1,Ntube 
 
  SELECT CASE(h) 
    CASE(1) 
    q=NEM(1) ; s=0 ; t=0 ; u=0 ; v=0 
    CASE(2) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) ; s=NEM(1)        ; t=NNM(1)-NNxtA(1) 
    u=NNM(1)-NNxtA(1)+NNxA(1)-NNxA(2) ; v=NNM(1)-NNxtA(2)   
    CASE(3) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3)     ; s=NEM(2)+NEM(1) 
    t=NNM(1)+NNM(2)-2*NNxtA(2) ; u=t ; v=t    
  END SELECT 
 
  !ID First Element for each cylinder 
  DO k=1,TNE 
    IF(k .EQ. 1+s)THEN 
      NOD(k,1)=1+t 
      NOD(k,2)=Efac+1+t 
      NOD(k,4)=NNxA(h)+NNxB(h)+1+u 
      NOD(k,3)=NOD(k,4)+Efac 
      NOD(k,5)=NNxtA(h)+NNxtB(h)+1+v 
      NOD(k,6)=NOD(k,5)+Efac 
      NOD(k,8)=NOD(k,5)+NNxA(h)+NNxB(h) 
      NOD(k,7)=NOD(k,8)+Efac 
      !write(*,*)k,NOD(k,1),NOD(k,5) 
      IF(NPE.EQ.20)THEN 
        NOD(k,9) = 2+t 
        NOD(k,12)=NNxA(h)+1+u 
        NOD(k,10)=NOD(k,12)+1 
        NOD(k,11)=NOD(k,4)+1 
        NOD(k,13)=NOD(k,5)+1 
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        NOD(k,16)=NOD(k,5)+NNxA(h) 
        NOD(k,14)=NOD(k,16)+1 
        NOD(k,15)=NOD(k,8)+1 
        NOD(k,17)=NNxtA(h)+1+v 
        NOD(k,18)=NOD(k,17)+1 
        NOD(k,20)=NOD(k,17)+NNxB(h) 
        NOD(k,19)=NOD(k,20)+1 
      ENDIF 
    ENDIF 
  ENDDO 
   
  !ID the elements along the x-direction on the x-theta plane  
  DO k=2+s,NEx(h)+s 
    DO i=1,8 
      NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+Efac 
    END DO  
    IF(NPE.EQ.20)THEN 
      DO i=9,15,2 
        NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+2  
      END DO  
      DO i=10,16,2 
        NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+1 
      END DO 
      DO i=17,20 
        NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-1,i)+1 
      END DO 
    ENDIF 
  END DO  
 
  !ID Elements in additional rows (x-direction) in the x-theta plane 
  DO n=2,NEt(h) 
    DO m=1,NEx(h) 
      k=(n-1)*NEx(h)+m+s 
      DO i=1,NPE 
        IF(h .EQ. 2 .AND. NEx(1) .NE. NEx(2))THEN 
          IF( k .LE. (s+NExt(2)) )THEN 
            SELECT CASE(i) 
              CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
                NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-NEx(h),i) + NNxA(1) 
              CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
                NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-NEx(h),i) + NNxA(h)+NNxB(h) 
              CASE(17,18,19,20) 
                NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-NEx(h),i) + NNxA(h)+NNxB(h) 
            END SELECT 
            !write(*,*)'This one a?' 
          ENDIF 
        ELSE 
          !write(*,*)'This one b?' 
          SELECT CASE(i) 
            CASE(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16) 
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            NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-NEx(h),i) + NNxA(h) + NNxB(h) 
            CASE(17,18,19,20) 
            NOD(k,i)=NOD(k-NEx(h),i) + NNxB(h) 
          END SELECT 
        ENDIF 
      END DO  
    ENDDO 
  ENDDO 
 
  !Renumber the Nodes Along theta=thetamax to Nodes at theta=0 
  IF(sym .LE. 1)THEN 
    DO k=1+s,NEx(h)+s 
      kplus=k+NExt(h)-NEx(h) 
      NOD(kplus,3)=NOD(k,2) 
      NOD(kplus,4)=NOD(k,1) 
      NOD(kplus,7)=NOD(k,6) 
      NOD(kplus,8)=NOD(k,5) 
      IF(NPE.eq.20)THEN 
        NOD(kplus,11)=NOD(k,9) 
        NOD(kplus,15)=NOD(k,13) 
        NOD(kplus,19)=NOD(k,18) 
        NOD(kplus,20)=NOD(k,17) 
      END IF 
    ENDDO 
  ENDIF 
ENDDO!h 
 
   
 
DO h=1,Ntube 
   
  SELECT CASE(h) 
    CASE(1) 
    q=NEM(1) ; s=0 ; t=0 ; u=0 ; v=0 
    CASE(2) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) ; s=NEM(1)        ; t=NNM(1)-NNxtA(1) 
    u=NNM(1)-NNxtA(1)+NNxA(1)-NNxA(2) ; v=NNM(1)-NNxtA(2)   
    CASE(3) 
    q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3)     ; s=NEM(2)+NEM(1) 
    t=NNM(1)+NNM(2)-2*NNxtA(2) ; u=t ; v=t    
  END SELECT 
   
  !ID elements on superior 'xt' planes 
  IF(NEr(h).GT.1)THEN 
  
    SELECT CASE(h) 
       
      CASE(1,3) 
      DO j=2,NEr(h) 
        DO k=1,NExt(h) 
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          kminus=(j-2)*NExt(h)+k+s 
          kplus=(j-1)*NExt(h)+k+s 
          DO i=1,NPE   
            NOD(kplus,i)=NOD(kminus,i)+NNxtA(h)+NNxtB(h) 
          END DO 
        ENDDO  
      ENDDO 
 
      CASE(2) 
   w=0 
      l=0 
      DO i=1,NEt(2) 
        DO j=1,NEx(2) 
          l=l+1 
          w(l)=i*NExO-NExO 
        ENDDO 
      ENDDO 
!$$$$$$       DO i=1,NExt(2) 
!$$$$$$         write(*,*)w(i) 
!$$$$$$       ENDDO 
       
      DO j=2,NEr(2) 
        DO k=1,NExt(2) 
          kminus = (j-2)*NExt(2) + k + NEM(1) 
          kplus  = (j-1)*NExt(2) + k + NEM(1) 
          DO i=1,npe 
 
            IF(NEr(2) .GT. 2)THEN 
               
              IF (j==2)THEN 
                SELECT CASE(i) 
                  CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
                  NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i+4) 
                  CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20) 
                  NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i) + NNxtA(2) + NNxtB(2) 
                END SELECT 
                !IF(i==1)write(*,'(A)')"1st Plane of adhesive" 
                 
              ELSEIF( j>2 .AND. j<NEr(2) )THEN 
                NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i) + NNxtA(2) + NNxtB(2) 
                !IF(i==1)write(*,'(A)')"n Planes of adhesive" 
                 
              ELSEIF( j==NEr(2) )THEN 
                SELECT CASE(i) 
                  CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12,17,18,19,20) 
                  NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i) + NNxtA(2) + NNxtB(2) 
                  CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
                  ktop   = kplus + NExt(2) + NExO + w(k) 
                  NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(ktop,i-4)  
                END SELECT 
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                !IF(i==1)write(*,'(A)')"Last Plane of adhesive" 
              ENDIF 
                 
            ELSEIF( NEr(2)== 2 .AND. Ntube==3)THEN 
             
              SELECT CASE(i) 
                CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
                NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i+4) 
                CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
                ktop   = kplus + NExt(2) + NExO + w(k) 
                NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(ktop,i-4)  
                CASE(17,18,19,20) 
                NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i) + NNxtA(2) + NNxtB(2) 
              END SELECT 
              IF(i==1)write(*,'(A)')"Only 2 planes of elements in adhesive for 3 concentric tubes" 
               
            ELSEIF(NEr(2)==2 .AND. Ntube==2)THEN 
              SELECT CASE(i) 
                CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
                NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i+4) 
                CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20) 
                NOD(kplus,i) = NOD(kminus,i) + NNxtA(2) + NNxtB(2) 
              END SELECT 
              IF(i==1)write(*,'(A)')"Only 2 planes of elements in adhesive for 1 tube layered with and 
adhesive"                 
            ENDIF!NEr(2)>2 
          ENDDO 
        ENDDO 
      ENDDO 
 
    END SELECT!(h)     





!==================    **************** 
!X,TH,R Coordinates     Cylinder 1,2,3 
!==================    **************** 
ALLOCATE(X(TNN), TH(TNN), R(TNN)) 
X=0.d0 ; TH=0.d0 ; R=0.d0 
 
DO h=1,Ntube 
 SELECT CASE(h) 
   CASE(1) 
   q=NEM(1) 
   s=0 
   CASE(2) 
   q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) 
   s=NEM(1) 
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   CASE(3) 
   q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3) 
   s=NEM(2)+NEM(1) 
 END SELECT 
 
 !Distance to the left from origin @ x=0. 
 IF(Ntube .GT. 2)THEN 
   xoverhang=0.d0  
   DO i=1,NNxAO-1 
     xoverhang = xoverhang+Dx(3,i) 
   ENDDO 
 ELSE 
   xoverhang=0.d0 
 ENDIF 
 
 !*************     
 !X coordinates - starting from the xr plane at x=0 and moving that plane into the x directrion 
 !************* 
  
 !1st x-r plane - beginning at left end of cylinder(h) 
 DO k=1+s,q,NEx(h) 
   DO i=1,NPE 
      SELECT CASE(i) 
        CASE(1,4,5,8,12,16,17,20) 
          IF(h<3)THEN 
            X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang 
          ELSE 
            X(NOD(k,i))=0.d0 
          ENDIF 
        CASE(2,3,6,7,10,14,18,19) 
          IF(h<3)THEN 
            IF(NPE .EQ. 8) X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang + Dx(1,1) !NOTE: Dx(1,1)=Dx(2,1) 
            IF(NPE .EQ. 20)X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang + Dx(1,1)+Dx(1,2) 
          ELSE   
            IF(NPE .EQ. 8) X(NOD(k,i))=Dx(3,1) 
            IF(NPE .EQ. 20)X(NOD(k,i))=Dx(3,1)+Dx(3,2)  
          ENDIF 
        CASE(9,11,13,15) 
          IF(h<3)THEN 
            X(NOD(k,i))=xoverhang + Dx(1,1) 
          ELSE 
            X(NOD(k,i))=Dx(3,1) 
          ENDIF 
      END SELECT 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
  
 !Subsequent rows in xr plane - in x direction 
 DO j=2,NEx(h) 
   DO k=j+s,q,NEx(h) 
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     DO i=1,NPE 
       SELECT CASE(i) 
         CASE(1,4,5,8,12,16,17,20) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.8) X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,2))!+Dx(h,j-1) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.20)X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,2))!+Dx(h,j)+Dx(h,j) 
         CASE(2,3,6,7,10,14,18,19) 
           IF(NPE .EQ. 8) X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j) 
           IF(NPE .EQ. 20)X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,i))+Dx(h,j+1)+Dx(h,j+2) 
         CASE(9,11,13,15) 
           X(NOD(k,i))=X(NOD(k-1,2))+Dx(h,j+1)!+Dx(h,j+1) 
       END SELECT 
     ENDDO 








 !1st row of x-th plane - x direction 
 DO k=1+s,NEx(h)+s 
   DO i=1,NPE 
     SELECT CASE(i) 
       CASE(1,2,5,6,9,13,17,18) 
        TH(NOD(k,i))=0.d0 
       CASE(3,4,7,8,11,15,19,20) 
        IF(NPE.EQ.8) TH(NOD(k,i))=Dt(1,1) !Dt(1,1)=Dt(2,1)=Dt(3,1) 
        IF(NPE.EQ.20)TH(NOD(k,i))=Dt(1,1)+Dt(1,2) 
       CASE(10,12,14,16) 
        TH(NOD(k,i))=Dt(1,1) 
     END SELECT 
   ENDDO 




 DO n=2,NEt(h) 
   DO m=1,NEx(h) 
     k=(n-1)*NEx(h)+m+s 
     DO i=1,NPE 
     SELECT CASE(i) 
       CASE(1,2,5,6,9,13,17,18) 
         IF(NPE.EQ.8) TH(NOD(k,i))=TH(NOD(k-NEx(h),i))+Dt(1,n-1) 
         IF(NPE.EQ.20)TH(NOD(k,i))=TH(NOD(k-NEx(h),i))+Dt(1,n-1)+Dt(1,n) 
       CASE(3,4,7,8,11,15,19,20) 
         IF(NPE.EQ.8) TH(NOD(k,i))=TH(NOD(k-NEx(h),i))+Dt(1,n) 
         IF(NPE.EQ.20)TH(NOD(k,i))=TH(NOD(k-NEx(h),i))+Dt(1,n+1)+Dt(1,n+2) 
       CASE(10,12,14,16) 
         TH(NOD(k,i))=TH(NOD(k-NEx(h),i))+Dt(1,n)+Dt(1,n+1) 
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     END SELECT 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
  
 IF(NEr(h) .GT. 1)THEN 
   !Superior Planes - R direction 
   DO j=2,NEr(h) 
     DO k=1,NExt(h) 
       DO i=1,NPE 
         kminus=(j-2)*NExt(h)+k+s 
         kplus=(j-1)*NExt(h)+k+s 
         TH(NOD(kplus,i))=TH(NOD(kminus,i)) 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO  
   ENDDO 
 ENDIF    
 
 DO i=1,TNN 








 !1st x-th plane for each cylinder 
 IF(h.EQ.1)THEN 
   DO k=1,NExt(1) 
     DO i=1,NPE 
       SELECT CASE(i) 
         CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
           R(NOD(k,i))=Ro 
         CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+Dr(1,1) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.20)R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+Dr(1,1)+Dr(1,2) 
         CASE(17,18,19,20) 
           R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+Dr(1,1) 
       END SELECT 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ELSEIF(h.EQ.2)THEN 
   DO k=1+s,NExt(2)+s 
     DO i=1,NPE 
       SELECT CASE(i) 
         CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
           R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:)) 
         CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+Dr(2,1) 
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           IF(NPE.EQ.20)R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+Dr(2,1)+Dr(2,2) 
         CASE(17,18,19,20) 
           R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+Dr(2,1) 
       END SELECT 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ELSEIF(h.EQ.3)THEN 
   DO k=1+s,NExt(3)+s 
     DO i=1,NPE 
       SELECT CASE(i) 
         CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
           R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:)) 
         CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:))+Dr(3,1) 
           IF(NPE.EQ.20)R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:))+Dr(3,1)+Dr(3,2) 
         CASE(17,18,19,20) 
           R(NOD(k,i))=Ro+sum(Dr(1,:))+sum(Dr(2,:))+Dr(3,1) 
       END SELECT 
     ENDDO 
   ENDDO 
 ENDIF 
  
 IF(NEr(h) .GT. 1)THEN 
   !Superior Planes - R direction 
   DO j=2,NEr(h) 
     DO k=1,NExt(h) 
       DO i=1,NPE 
         kminus=(j-2)*NExt(h)+k+s 
         kplus=(j-1)*NExt(h)+k+s 
         SELECT CASE(i) 
           CASE(1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12) 
             R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,i+4)) 
           CASE(5,6,7,8,13,14,15,16) 
             IF(NPE.EQ.8) R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,i))+Dr(h,j) 
             IF(NPE.EQ.20)R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,i))+Dr(h,j+1)+Dr(h,j+2) 
           CASE(17,18,19,20) 
             R(NOD(kplus,i))=R(NOD(kminus,i-12))+Dr(h,j+1) 
         END SELECT 
       ENDDO 
     ENDDO  
   ENDDO 
 ENDIF 
   
ENDDO!h=1,Ntube 
 











  DO j=1,npe 
    nw=(ABS(NOD(k,i)-NOD(k,j))+1)*NDF 
    IF(nhbw .LT. nw)THEN 
      nhbw = nw 
    ENDIF 














                             & 
,NML,NML_1,NML_2,NPE,TNE,TNN,NDF,neq,nhbw,xoverhang,L1,L2,t1,t2,deg 




                              & ,NNxtA(1),NNxtB(1),NNxtA(2),NNxtB(2),NNxtA(3),NNxtB(3) & 










 DO i=1,NML                             
   WRITE(30,*)NE_mat(i),NN_mat(i),NNxtA_mat(i) 
 ENDDO 
  
 DO k=1,TNE 
   DO i=1,NPE 
     
WRITE(30,'(I6,3x,F16.9,2x,F16.9,2x,F16.11,1x,I4)')NOD(k,i),X(NOD(k,i)),TH(NOD(k,i)),R(N
OD(k,i)),mat(k)    
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   ENDDO 
 ENDDO 
  
 DO i=1,TNN 
  WRITE(60,'(I6,3x,F10.3,2x,F10.3,2x,F10.3)')i,X(i),TH(i),R(i) 
 ENDDO 
  




           & 
,v23(k),cte123(1,k),cte123(2,k),cte123(3,k),T11(k),C11(k),T22(k),C22(k),S12(k),S23(k) 






  CASE(1) 
  q=NEM(1) 
  s=0 
  CASE(2) 
  q=NEM(1)+NEM(2) 
  s=NEM(1) 
  CASE(3) 
  q=NEM(1)+NEM(2)+NEM(3) 


























    
































OPEN(unit=40,file='Material Properties.txt',Status="Replace", Action="write") 













 PROGRAM VARIABLE DICTIONARY 
 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
a  Counter for stiffness matrix re-assembly according to d.o.f. 
a1 1st Eigen value of Aprime 
a2 2nd Eigen value of Aprime 
a3 3rd Eigen value of Aprime 
angle Angle in radians 
AOB Flag used in applying boundary conditions into global stiffness matrix 
and force vector 
Aprime Deviatoric tensor used for determining Eigen values 
Area Area of applied distributed load 
avg Average; used for averaging coincident nodal values between 
elements 
Axi Flag to run axisymmetric model 
b Counter for stiffness matrix re-assembly according to d.o.f. 
BWLIMIT Bandwidth Limit 
C Non-Transformed 6x6 Elastic Stiffness matrix 
C11 Compressive Yield Strength; 1 face in 1 direction 
C22 Compressive Yield Strength; 2 face in 2 direction 
Cbar Transformed 6x6 Material Elastic Stiffness matrix 
CE1 Characteristic Equation 1 
CE2 Characteristic Equation 2 
CE3 Characteristic Equation 3 
char Character format to assist formatting input files 
col Flag for assembly of global stiffness matrix and global force vector 
colbase Flag for assembly of global stiffness matrix and global force vector 
con11 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con12 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con13 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con16 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con22 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con23 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
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con26 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con33 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con36 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con44 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con45 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con55 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
con66 Constant representing respective non-zero component of Material 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix. 
counter Counter used for averaging and pointing to different material region 
cte123 On axis coefficient of thermal expansion vector 
cteR Off axis coefficient of thermal expansion in radial direction 
cteT Off axis coefficient of thermal expansion in hoop direction 
cteX Off axis coefficient of thermal expansion in axial direction 
ctexrt Off axis coefficient of thermal expansion vector 
cteXT Off axis coefficient of thermal expansion vector for two dimensional 
axisymmetric model 
deg Angular dimension of element or combination thereof 
DelT Temperature Difference 
DetJ Determinant of 3D Jacobian matrix 
DetJ_Q Determinant of 2D Jacobian matrix 
dof_constrID Degree of freedom (d.o.f.) identification pointing to which ith degree 
of freedom is constrained at the nth node 
dof_constrID_sym Degree of freedom identification pointing to which ith degree of 
freedom is constrained at the nth node - for 3D symmetry model 
dof_forceAxID Degree of freedom identification pointing to which d.o.f. of the ith 
node has an axial force applied 
dof_forcePinID Degree of freedom identification pointing to which d.o.f. of the ith 
node has an internal pressure force applied 
dof_forcePoutID Degree of freedom identification pointing to which d.o.f. of the ith 
node has an external pressure force applied 
dof_forceRID Degree of freedom identification pointing to which d.o.f. of the ith 
node has a radial force applied 
dof_forceTID Degree of freedom identification pointing to which d.o.f. of the ith 
node has a torque force applied 
dp Double precision 
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dri Derivative of ith shape function with respect to r 
drj Derivative of jth shape function with respect to r 
dti Derivative of ith shape function with respect to theta 
dtj Derivative of jth shape function with respect to theta 
dxi Derivative of ith shape function with respect to x 
dxj Derivative of jth shape function with respect to x 
dsf Derivative of shape function containing 3 local coordinates 
dsf_L Derivative of shape function containing 1 local coordinate 
dsf_Q Derivative of shape function containing 2 local coordinates 
DT Temperature Difference counter - used when cycling program through 
different temperatures 
Dr Finite element dimension in the radial direction 
Dt Finite element dimension in the cercumferential direction 
Dx Finite element dimension in the x direction 
dudr Derivative of d.o.f. u with respect to r 
dudt Derivative of d.o.f. u with respect to theta 
dudx Derivative of d.o.f. u with respect to x 
dvdr Derivative of d.o.f. v with respect to r 
dvdt Derivative of d.o.f. v with respect to theta 
dvdx Derivative of d.o.f. v with respect to x 
dwdr Derivative of d.o.f. w with respect to r 
dwdt Derivative of d.o.f. w with respect to theta 
dwdx Derivative of d.o.f. w with respect to x 
e_norm strain energy norm 
e_norm_all strain energy norm for whole mesh 
e_norm_el strain energy norm for element 
E1 Modulus of Elasticity for a material in the 1 direction (on axis) 
E2 Modulus of Elasticity for a material in the 2 direction (on axis) 
E3 Modulus of Elasticity for a material in the 3 direction (on axis) 
ebc Case pointers for essential and force boundary conditions 
EFAC Flag indicating 8 or 20 Nodes 3D or, 4 or 8 for 2D 
eps Averaged nodal strains 
eps_el Element strains 
eps_GP Strains calculated at the Gauss Point for the axisymmetric model 
eps_ND Nodal strains - before averaging 
eps_sm Element Smoothed strains 
epsGP Strains calculated at the Gauss Point for the 3D model 
epsTE Intermediate calculation to arrive to global energy norm for 
determining error in mesh 
epsTE2 Intermediate calculation to arrive to global energy norm for 
determining error in mesh 
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epsTEeps Intermediate calculation to arrive to global energy norm for 
determining error in mesh 
err_eta Relative error used to quantify discretization error of patch of 
elements or over whole mesh 
eta Local coordinate of element k 
F_Ax Forces applied externally due axial load 
F_EL Force vector for element 
F_Pin Forces applied due to internal pressure 
F_Pout Forces applied due to external pressure 
F_R Forces applied due to radial load 
F_T Forces applied due to torque load 
F_temp Temporary Force vector for assembly purposes 
fbc Force Boundary Condition flags imposed on the mesh 
ft Flag for force type (i.e. sinusoidal, point, distributed) 
G12 Shear Modulus; 1 plane in 2 direction 
G13 Shear Modulus; 1 plane in 3 direction 
G23 Shear Modulus; 2 plane in 3 direction 
G31 Shear Modulus; 3 plane in 1 direction 
gdsf Global derivative shape function for brick element 
gdsf_L Global derivative shape function for linear element 
gdsf_Q Global derivative shape function for quadrilateral element 
GF Global Force vector 
GK Global Stiffness Matrix 
GP Gauss points 
h Do loop counter 
i Do loop counter 
i_forceAxID Index value of the ith equation with an applied axial force for the 
1st,2nd,or 3rd d.o.f. 
i_forcePinID Index value of the ith equation with an applied internal pressure force 
for the 1st,2nd,or 3rd d.o.f. 
i_forcePoutID Index value of the ith equation with an applied external pressure force 
for the 1st,2nd,or 3rd d.o.f. 
i_forceRID Index value of the ith equation with an applied radial force for the 
1st,2nd,or 3rd d.o.f. 
i_forceTID Index value of the ith equation with an applied torque force for the 
1st,2nd,or 3rd d.o.f. 
I1 Stress Invariant 
I2 Stress Invariant 
I3 Stress Invariant 
ID  Identification of matrix component associated with boundary 'n' 
idof For assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
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ig Do loop counter for gauss points 
invJ Flag used for calculating inverse of 3D Jacobian matrix 
invJ_Q Flag used for calculating inverse of 2D Jacobian matrix 
istat Flag indicating status of READ file 
istat1 Flag indicating status of READ file 
j Do loop counter 
J2 Invariant and Deviatoric stress tensor 
J3 Invariant and Deviatoric stress tensor 
JAC Jacobian matrix 
JAC_L Jacobian for linear element 
JAC_Q Jacobian matrix for quad element 
jdof For assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
jg Do loop counter for gauss points 
Jinv Jacobian Inverse 
Jinv_Q Jacobian Inverse for quad element 
jrow For assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
k Do loop counter 
K_EL Element stiffness 
K_temp Temporary Element stiffness for assembly purposes 
kg Do loop counter for gauss points 
kk Do loop counter 
kminus Pointer to Elements and nodes in sub planes 
kplus Pointer to Elements and nodes in superior planes 
L1 Length of tube 1 
L2 Length of tube 2 
L3 Length of tube 3 
Layer Material layer i 
Lcol For assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
ldof For assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
l Do loop counter 
Loadr Applied Load in radial direction 
Loadt Applied Load in circumferential direction 
Loadx Applied Load in axial direction 
locate locatation of point load 
Lrow For assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
m Do loop counter 
mat ith material 
Max_r Maximum distant between nodes in radial direction 
Max_t Maximum distant between nodes in radial direction 
Max_x Maximum distant between nodes in radial direction 
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n Do loop counter 
NB Number of boundary conditions 
NDF Number of degrees of freedom 
NE_mat Number of elements per ith material 
NEM Number of elements in the mesh 
NEM_1 Number of elements in the mesh for tube 1 
NEM_2 Number of elements in the mesh for tube 2 
NEM_3 Number of elements in the mesh for tube 3 
NEO Number of elements in the overhang section of tube 3 
neq Number of Equations 
NEr Number of elements in the r directions of the ith cylinder 
NEr_pml Number of elements in the r direction for each material layer 
NErx Number of element in the r-x plane of the ith cylinder 
NEt Number of elements in the theta direction of the ith cylinder 
NEtr Number of element in the theta-r plane of the ith cylinder 
NEx Number of elements in the x directions of the ith cylinder 
NEx_1 Number of elements in the x direction for tube 1  
NEx_2 Number of elements in the x direction for tube 2  
NEx_3 Number of elements in the x direction for tube 3 
NExO Number of elements in the x direction of the overhang of tube 3 
NExt Number of element in the x-theta plane of the ith cylinder 
NExt_1 Number of elements in the x-theta plane for tube 1  
NExt_2 Number of elements in the x-theta plane for tube 2  
NExt_3 Number of elements in the x-theta plane for tube 3  
NExtO Number of Elements in the x-theta plane of the overhang of tube 3 
ngp Number of gauss points 
nhbw Number of half bandwidth 
NML Number of material layers 
NML_1 Number of material layers in tube 1 
NML_2 Number of material layers in tube 2 
NML_3 Number of material layers in tube 3 
NML_3 Number of material layers in tube 3 
NN_mat Number of nodes in ith material 
NNM Number of nodes in the mesh 
NNM_1 Number of nodes in the mesh of tube 1 
NNM_2 Number of nodes in the mesh of tube 2 
NNM_3 Number of nodes in the mesh of tube 3 
*Plane A: plane of nodes with combined corner and mide nodes (in x-theta plane) 
*Plane B: plane of nodes with just mid nodes (in x-theta plane) 
NNrA Number of nodes in plane A in radial direction of the ith cylinder 
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NNrB Number of nodes in plane B in radial direction of the ith cylinder 
NNtA Number of nodes in plane A in theta direction of the ith cylinder 
NNtB Number of nodes in plane B in theta directions of the ith cylinder 
NNxA Number of nodes in plane A in x directions of the ith cylinder 
NNxA_1 Number of nodes in plane A in x direction of the 1st tube 
NNxA_2 Number of nodes in plane A in x direction of the 2nd tube 
NNxA_3 Number of nodes in plane A in x direction of the 3rd tube 
NNxA_mat Number of nodes in plane A in x direction for the ith material 
NNxAO Number of nodes in plane A in x-theta plane of the overhang of tube 3 
NNxB Number of nodes in plane B in x directions of the ith cylinder 
NNxB_1 Number of nodes in plane B in x direction of tube 1 
NNxB_2 Number of nodes in plane B in x direction of tube 2 
NNxB_3 Number of nodes in plane B in x direction of tube 3 
NNxBO Number of nodes in plane B in the overhang of tube 3 
NNxBO Number of nodes in plane B in x-theta plane of the overhang of tube 3 
NNxt123 Number of nodes in x-th plane of 2nd tube conincident to third tube.  
Used to number global nodes 
NNxtA Number of nodes in plane A in x-theta plane of the ith tube 
NNxtA_1 Number of nodes in plane A in x-theta plane of the 1st tube 
NNxtA_2 Number of nodes in plane A in x-theta plane of the 2nd tube 
NNxtA_3 Number of nodes in plane A in x-theta plane of the 3rd tube 
NNxtA_mat Number of nodes in plane A in x-theta plane for the ith material 
NNxtB Number of nodes in plane B in x-theta plane of the ith tube 
NNxtB_1 Number of nodes in plane B in x-theta plane of the 1st tube 
NNxtB_2 Number of nodes in plane B in x-theta plane of the 2nd tube 
NNxtB_3 Number of nodes in plane B in x-theta plane of the 3rd tube 
NNxtO Number of nodes in plane B in x-theta plane of the overhanging 
section 
NOD Global node identification associated with the kth element 
nod_constrID Pointer to which nodes are contrained 
nod_constrID_sym Pointer to which nodes are contrained to obtain simplified (sliced) 3D 
mesh 
nod_forceAxID Pointer to which nodes are subjected to axial load 
nod_forcePinID Pointer to which nodes are subjected to internal pressure load 
nod_forcePoutID Pointer to which nodes are subjected to external pressure load 
nod_forceRID Pointer to which nodes are subjected to radial load 
nod_forceTID Pointer to which nodes are subjected to hoop load 
npe Nodes per element 
NPE Number nodes per element 
npe_L Nodes per element for line element 
npe_Q Nodes per element for quad element 
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Ntube Number of tubes 
num_constr Number of constrained nodes 
num_constr_sym Number of constrained nodes to obtain simplified (sliced) 3D mesh  
num_loadsAx Number of loaded nodes: axial 
num_loadsPin Number of loaded nodes: internal pressure 
num_loadsPout Number of loaded nodes: external pressure 
num_loadsR Number of loaded nodes: radial 
num_loadsT Number of loaded nodes: hoop 
p Do loop counter 
pi pi 
Pin Internal applied pressures 
Pout External applied pressure 
pp Do loop counter 
prec precision; defined to be double (dp) or single (sp) 
q Single variable representing larger expression that flags element 
location 
R Radial global coordinate 
Rad Radian used to convert cylindrical coordinates to cartesian coordinates 
for VTK file 
rgp R location of Guass point 
Ro Inside radius of inner cylinder 
row Flag for assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
rowbase Flag for assembly of global stiffness matrix and force vector 
rr radial dimension represented by summation 
S Material Compliance matrix 
s1 Single variable representing larger expression that flags element 
location 
S12 Shear strength of material; 1 face 2 direction 
S23 Shear strength of material; 2 face 3 direction 
sf Shape Function for 3D brick element 
sf_L Shape Function for linear element k 
sf_Q Shape Function for quadrilateral element k 
sig Averaged on axis stresses 
sig_1 First principal stress 
sig_2 Second principal stress 
sig_3 Third principal stress 
sig_GP Stress calculated at Gauss point of a 3D element 
sig_ND Nodal stresses - before averaging 
Sig123 Averaged on axis nodal stresses 
Sig123_ND Nodal on axis stresses - before averaging 
sigGP Stress calculated at Gauss point of a 2D element 
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sigP Principal stresses 
Sigr_app Applied radial stress (force over designated area) for consistent nodal 
loading 
Sigt_app Applied hoop stress (force over designated area) for consistent nodal 
loading 
Sigx_app Applied axial stress (force over designated area) for consistent nodal 
loading 
sp Single Precision 
square Flag to use a sqaure matrix instead upper banded matrix - used for 
matrix topology reasons 
sr3 Square root of 3 
SS An expression thats entail several components of compliance matrix 
to simplify calculation 
status Error check for input/output files 
sym Flag to indicate whether 3D model is ran with symmetry constraints or 
in full, without constraints 
T Transformation Matrix 
t1 Thickness of tube 1 
t2 Thickness of tube 2 
t3 Thickness of tube 3 
T11 Tensile Yield Strength of material; 1 face in 1 direction 
T22 Tensile Yield Strength of material; 2 face in 2 direction 
tgp Theta location of Guass point 
TH Angular global coordinate 
theta Angle in degrees 
thick Thickness 
TNE Total Number of Elements 
TNN Total Number of Nodes 
tt theta dimension representated by summation 
tube_n Tube number 'n' 
u Node degree of freedom in axial direction 
u_GP Axial degree of freedom at Gauss point location 
u_ND Nodal displacements of u d.o.f. 
U_norm Global strain energy norm - used for mesh error estimation 
v Node degree of freedom in theta direction 
v_GP Theta degree of freedom at Gauss point location 
v_ND Nodal displacements of v d.o.f. 
v12 poissons ratio; 1 direction vs. 2 direction 
v13 poissons ratio; 1 direction vs. 3 direction 
v21 poissons ratio; 2 direction vs. 1 direction 
v23 poissons ratio; 2 direction vs. 3 direction 
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v31 poissons ratio; 3 direction vs. 1 direction 
v32 poissons ratio; 3 direction vs. 2 direction 
VAL Flag for force value in implementing of boundary conditions 
Val_disp Value of enforced displacement for node i 
Val_disp_sym Value of enforced displacement for node i, for 3D sliced mesh 
Val_forceAx Value of force on node 'i' caused by axial load 
Val_forcePin Value of force on node 'i' caused by internal pressure 
Val_forcePout Value of force on node 'i' caused by external pressure 
Val_forceR Value of force on node 'i' caused by radial load 
Val_forceT Value of force on node 'i' caused by hoop load 
w Node degree of freedom in radial direction 
w_GP Gauss point displacements of w d.o.f. 
w_ND Nodal displacements of w d.o.f. 
Wt Weight Functions 
X Axial Global coordinate 
xgp X location of Guass point 
xi First local coordinate of element k 
xoverhang Length of overhang of tube 3 
xtr Global coordinate point of a node from a 3D element 
xtr_L Global coordinate point of a node from a linear element 
xtr_Q Global coordinate point of a node from a quadrilateral element 
xx x dimension representated by summation 
Y Cartesian global node position for VTK file 
Z Cartesian global node position for VTK file 
zeta Local coordinates of element k 
zeta_el Ratio of element global energy norm to the the energy norm of the 
whole mesh 
 
